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Abstract 
 
Screen characters function to personalise narrative actions for viewers, help us form judgements and 
understanding of moral points of view, and give us a way to make affective connections to media 
texts. This is true of both purely fictional characters in film and television narratives, and the real-
life characters of the public figures that populate the news cycle. But how does character function 
when these two realms of fact and fiction merge, when the text of an actual public image is further 
fleshed out with speculation and fictionalisation in media ranging from Hollywood biopic to erotic 
fan fiction? Despite the centrality of characters in understanding media texts, there is a small body 
of scholarly work on fictional characters in screen media, and even less on real people as 
fictionalised characters. The latter has been touched on in studies of the biopic, historical literary 
fiction, and historical film, but we also see real people turned into characters in other media forms, 
such as sketch comedy, fan fiction, and celebrities playing fictional versions of themselves on 
screen. This thesis proposes the ontological category of “docucharacter” as a means of considering 
how public and private selves come together through the interpretive work of media producers and 
audiences across this variety of film, television, and fannish media forms. 
 
To define the docucharacter, I draw on celebrity studies approaches to the intertextuality of the 
public image, Erving Goffman's theories of self-presentation, and Murray Smith’s typology of 
character engagement. These foundational theories are used to articulate the divide between the 
public and private selves of prominent individuals and how this divide is broached in various 
manifestations of the docucharacter. I argue that the central process of adapting a public persona to 
a character is one of merging the public and private selves. By replicating what is known about the 
public figure, a plausible private self can be constructed in ways that permit simulated access to a 
version of the public figure, creating an illusion of the kind of access to celebrity that is unattainable 
without the frame of dramatization or fictionalisation.  
 
Working with texts that adapt still-living public figures to fictionalised and dramatized forms, the 
case studies in this thesis examine docucharacters that have been instrumental in shaping popular 
understanding of their subjects among audiences large and small. Through these case studies, I 
illustrate how the nuances of textual factors such as genre, medium, audience, and mode of 
production shape the end product, defining the docucharacter in its various forms. Chapter one 
focuses on the business celebrity of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and how it is adapted to 
the neoclassical biopic in The Social Network (Fincher 2010). Chapter two continues a 
consideration of The Social Network by looking at its fan audience and the real person fan fiction 
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written about the film's docucharacters and the actors who portray them. Chapter three focuses on 
the political celebrity of former vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin and how it is adapted by 
both Saturday Night Live's (NBC 1975 - ) satirical sketch comedy and the HBO movie Game 
Change (Roach 2012). Chapter four looks at the performance of celebrities as fictionalised versions 
of themselves in film and television, with a primary focus on comedian Louis C.K. and his 
television series Louie (FX 2010 - ) as a means of authenticating his performance persona as a true 
self. 
 
Through the process of defining the docucharacter, this thesis proposes a character-based method 
for considering biopics and other fictionalised works based on true stories. I also argue that across 
different types of screen media, there are similar principles that underpin the creation of a character 
from a public persona. Perhaps, in illuminating these similarities, we can enhance our understanding 
of broader narratives of selfhood and the role of the imagination in the production and consumption 
of celebrity culture.  
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Introduction: Approaching Docucharacter 
 
In the lead up to the 87th Academy Awards, American Sniper (Eastwood 2014) was one of 
several based-on-a-true-story films that garnered attention for its tenuous relationship to truth. 
Based on the autobiography of Chris Kyle, the US Navy SEAL credited with 160 confirmed kills in 
Iraq, American Sniper proved to be popular at the box office and ideologically divisive. Critical 
reception of the film frequently noted the adaptation’s omissions from Kyle’s character. Parts of his 
autobiography that hadn’t made it to the screen became integral to conversations about the film. 
These included the apparent pleasure he found in killing, his racially charged remarks about the 
Iraqi people, his unsubstantiated claims of getting away with shooting two would-be carjackers in 
Texas, and serving as a Blackwater-contracted sniper against looters in post-Katrina New Orleans. 
Left-leaning critics argued that the whitewashing of events and mythologising of Kyle (played by 
Bradley Cooper) made the film a propaganda piece and that portraying Kyle in such a way was a 
disingenuous revision of history (Edelstein). Others saw the film differently. A broad spectrum of 
interpretations covered the blogosphere, painting American Sniper as everything from a story of 
unrelenting American military heroism and nobility to an ideologically neutral depiction of the 
complex impact of war on those who serve and those they leave behind (Hornaday).  
Much of the debate about the film focused on who Kyle “really” was and how that translated 
(or failed to translate) to the screen. LA Weekly film critic Amy Nicholson’s review of American 
Sniper gestures toward biopic character as the merging of fact and fiction that is constructed and 
deconstructed through a subjective lens of interpretation. Nicholson writes that, like all biopics, 
“American Sniper leaves audiences to parse the distinctions between Kyle the human and Kyle the 
character, with Eastwood, their conduit, blurring the difference” (par. 3). Nicholson’s observation 
suggests that in the process of interpretation, what a character contains becomes just as important as 
what is left out. Indeed, American Sniper was not the only 2015 Oscar contender to attract 
controversy over its adaptation to the screen and its construction of characters based on real people. 
Foxcatcher (Miller 2014) was noted for its erasure of John DuPont’s paranoid schizophrenia and for 
introducing sexual undertones between DuPont and his wrestling protégée Mark Schultz (Yamato). 
Selma (DuVernay 2014) was criticised in its portrayal of President Lyndon Johnson as reluctant to 
engage with the civil rights movement, driving a cinematic conflict with Martin Luther King Jr 
(Child). The Imitation Game (Tyldum 2014) was called out as minimising Alan Turing’s personal 
life and reducing his homosexuality to a victimisation trope (Teeman). These films from the 87th 
Academy Awards season were not an anomaly, as similar controversies have arisen before and 
since.  
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Contentious reactions such as these often arise from the fact that the biopic character, unlike 
a purely fictional character, can have their omissions and additions known through extra-textual 
information. In turn, this knowledge introduces further meaning or interpretation into the film from 
outside the text. Omissions from the modern biopic character are easy to uncover for anyone who 
cares to take their consideration of the film outside of the darkened boundaries of the cinema, with 
critical commentary and fact checks just a few smart phone taps away on the trip home from the 
theatre. In the case of American Sniper and Chris Kyle, the character’s construction can be 
interpreted through the known political leanings of the director, the staunchly Republican Clint 
Eastwood. The presence and absence in the film of aspects of Kyle’s autobiographical self-
representation read as making their own statement. With the character adapted from a real person, 
the resulting patchwork of fact and fiction, creation and re-creation, known public record and 
speculated private motivation, can take parts of a whole person to remake them anew. Considering 
how this new creation is made can potentially guide the audience’s understanding of what, exactly, 
a film is saying about the history it represents. 
In this thesis, I propose that this remade creation can be termed a docucharacter, indicating 
the merging of the factual, documentary evidence of a public persona with the invention of a private 
self that is shaped by the conventions of its fictionalised form. In establishing the term 
“docucharacter,” I argue for reframing the approach to biopic and similar fact-fiction screen media1. 
Shifting from the current pervasive approach that largely views such texts as stories based on true 
events, I argue for the value of examining these texts in terms of their characters which are based on 
real people. Additionally, I work to solidify docucharacter as an ontological category that 
transcends boundaries of form, genre, medium, and mode of production. I do so by applying the 
term to texts beyond the biopic such as real person fiction (RPF) fan works, television sketch 
comedy, and celebrity performance of fictionalised selves in film and television narratives. Through 
the examination of how real public personas become docucharacters, I aim to shed light on how the 
boundaries of fact and fiction, public and private, are creatively traversed in ways that shape 
popular understanding of contemporary celebrities and public figures.  
Amy Nicholson’s remarks about American Sniper indicate that a consideration of characters 
based on real people in making sense of dramatized true stories is something already circulating in 
popular discourse. Scholarly considerations of the biopic and other films based on true stories, such 
                                                 
1 Throughout this thesis, I often use the blanket term “screen media” to describe the texts under consideration here with 
the explicit intention of including real person fan fiction in this category. Although a written medium, the creation of 
RPF is so inextricably linked to its screen source (the image of the celebrity) and exists almost solely online across a 
variety of screens (whether that be computer, smart phone, tablet, or e-reader) that, even as written work, it is not purely 
literary. As I shall further discuss in chapter two, there is a performative and collaborative nature to RPF fan fiction that 
solidifies its status as an online, interactive, existing-on-screen form that makes it distinctly different from works of the 
literary page. 
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as the foundational work of George F. Custen and Dennis Bingham on the biopic and Robert A. 
Rosenstone on historical film, have primarily taken a broader approach to the form. This approach 
has largely worked to establish the biopic as a genre, as well as considering ways in which these 
films represent history and comment on the present moment. This genre-focused approach is 
perhaps due to, as Bingham notes, a long-standing popular and critical dismissal of the biopic, 
where the word “biopic” is a pejorative that instantly triggers scepticism and low expectations 
(Whose Lives 10). This dismissal of the biopic, and, indeed, other films based on true stories, often 
stems from a view of the form that the empirical truth of history can only be found on the page, 
with film requiring too much invention and a pervasive overarching entertainment imperative that 
disqualifies the film from being taken seriously as a representation of history (Rosenstone 5-6). 
While critics may not take the biopic seriously, the form has been described as taking itself too 
seriously, as a “stuffy prestige item” (Bordwell qtd. in Bingham, Whose Lives 11) that simplifies the 
life of its subject with superficial birth-to-death recounting, playing fast and loose with factuality in 
order to fit within the constraints of Hollywood cinema (Bingham, Whose Lives 10-13). 
Accordingly, scholarly work on the biopic has had to rectify this perception by first arguing that the 
biopic is indeed a valuable subject of film studies. With the foundational work on examining the 
biopic as a genre established and film studies scholars beginning in earnest to consider modern 
incarnations of the biopic, I hope to contribute a focused consideration of character to the 
conversation. Drawing on the work of scholars such as George F. Custen, Dennis Bingham, 
Rebecca A. Sheehan, Michael Sicinski, Márta Minier and Maddalena Pennacchia, my aim is to 
conduct a sustained consideration of the construction of characters based on real people. I do so in 
order to reflect in the scholarly approach to biopics an aspect of the genre that is present and 
thriving in popular discourse, as indicated by reviews such as Nicholson’s and the controversies 
over contested biopic characters noted above. 
Character is an element of screen texts in general that is prominent in popular discourse but 
relatively underserviced by the academy. In the call for essays for their anthology Screening 
Characters, for instance, Aaron Taylor and Johannes Riis note the disparity in the discussion of 
screen characters between popular and scholarly discourses, writing that much of the study of 
characters has stemmed from literary and theatre studies. One key work on screen character that 
Taylor and Riis cite is Murray Smith’s Engaging Characters. In this thesis, I will be applying 
Smith’s consideration of purely fictional screen characters to characters based on real people. I 
draw on Smith’s “structure of sympathy” model not only to help define what a docucharacter is but 
to examine how they are presented on screen and how audiences engage with them in ways that 
shape perceptions of the actual public figure they represent. 
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I propose that considering how audiences engage with fictionalisations of public figures can 
further shed light on the current cultural moment of what P. David Marshall terms the “proliferation 
of the public self” (“Persona Studies” 154). Social media and reality television have ushered in a 
range of stages for both celebrities and ordinary people to engage in public self-performance. The 
performative nature of these stages gives Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor of The 
Presentation of Self in Everyday Life a literal application, with the varied front- and backstage 
spaces of self-performance providing a range of venues for presentation of public and private 
selves. The mass of publicly performed selves present across media forms works to obscure and 
complicate the constant search for the “real” self that has long been the focus of celebrity 
consumption. The constant circulation of public self-performance, and the accumulation and 
archival preservation of such performances online, complicates the idea of the public persona with 
its various incarnations. Biopics and other media that adapt public personas to characters often seek 
to simplify the image of a public figure by reducing them to a character with a clear, contained 
narrative. I argue, however, that in being adapted to docucharacters, public figures become 
accessible to audiences in ways that add to and further complicate the public persona. To illustrate 
this, the case studies I focus on in this thesis involve public figures who are still living and whose 
representation as docucharacters has played a role in shaping how the public understands them.  
Amanda G. Retartha addresses the fictionalisation of celebrity selves across forms and how 
audiences engage with them. Retartha’s 2014 dissertation draws together an examination of literary 
“imagined autobiographies” (specifically, the works of Joyce Carol Oates and Norman Mailer 
which fictionalise the life of Marilyn Monroe) with real person fan fiction to study celebrity selves 
reconstituted in fictional contexts. Her research argues that such works enable authors and readers 
to “create, and therefore know, their own version of the celebrity in the liminal, semi-fictional 
space” (4). She concludes that knowing a version of a celebrity’s private self simulates a bridging of 
the distance between celebrity and audience, allowing intimate creation and consumption of an ideal 
celebrity. It is a study of, as Retartha writes, “the function of the celebrity subject within the culture 
of imagination” (22). Similarly to this thesis, Retartha’s work indicates the possibilities for 
fictionalisations of public figures to shed further light on the dominance of celebrity in the 
collective cultural imagination. What her work does not approach in detail, however, are the 
nuances of how these fictionalised celebrity selves are constructed from the material of the real and 
the work of the imagination, modulated by the specificities of various media forms, genres, modes 
of production, and intended audiences. The aims of this thesis similarly are to “connect . . . 
celebrity, fan, and literary studies’ overlapping concerns about how we imagine that we know what 
we never truly can” (248). Here, however, I bring together celebrity, fan, screen studies (and 
specific sub-branches such as broadcast television comedy and contemporary Hollywood film) to 
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define the process of attempting to know what we never truly can through the creation and 
consumption of what I term the docucharacter. I will define below what I mean by the 
docucharacter and establish a methodology for deconstructing the process of how a celebrity 
persona is adapted to a screen character, and argue that this methodology can apply to a variety of 
texts. To begin, though, it is important to examine the existing body of scholarly work on the biopic 
as it forms the foundations of my approach. As indicated above, the emerging study of the biopic 
provides the most extensive body of literature that has approached the adaptation of real people to 
screen characters. Here, I focus particularly on recent scholarly approaches to the contemporary 
biopic, and how the study of the biopic has touched on character and characterisation. 
 
Relevant Approaches to the Biopic 
Trends in the Twenty-First Century Biopic 
The contemporary resurgence of the Hollywood biopic over the past two decades has ignited 
an interest in the genre previously maligned and facing a lack of both scholarly and critical 
consideration. As a result, scholars have attempted to articulate what the contemporary twenty-first 
century biopic looks like in this stage of the genre’s evolution. A number of theories have emerged 
about how such films shape and are shaped by the culture in which they are produced. Dennis 
Bingham first argues for specifically delineating the modern revival of the biopic as a subcategory 
he terms the “neoclassical” biopic, which he sees as emerging since 2000 (Whose Lives 17). 
Bingham defines the neoclassical category as drawing elements from any number of prominent 
forms that the biopic has taken through its various cycles of change as a genre. The classical biopic, 
as described in George F. Custen’s foundational work on the genre in the Hollywood studio system 
from 1927-1960, articulates the form as defined by the “great man” picture. In this form, the biopic 
predominantly argued for the unique contribution to history that its subject has made and how the 
subject’s place in history is duly deserved (Custen 25-26). Bingham argues that beyond the “great 
man” film, the biopic has opened up to the cinematic telling of a variety of lives, from a variety of 
points of view (Whose Lives 17). The classical “great man” biopic has been reapproached in its 
neoclassical form with a “warts-and-all” take on its subject, such as in The Aviator (Scorsese 2004) 
and Kinsey (Condon 2004); the parody or “anti-biopic” has emerged, focusing on subjects who may 
not be classically deserving of a biopic, such as Man on the Moon (Forman 1999) and The People 
vs. Larry Flynt (Forman 1996); and minority figures have appropriated a mode of storytelling that 
had previously been used to marginalise them, as with films like Malcolm X (Lee 1992) and Milk 
(Van Sant 2008). The neoclassical biopic, as Bingham describes it, may draw on influences from 
any or all of these evolutionary stages of the genre (Whose Lives 17).  
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Further to the emergence of the patchwork form of the neoclassical biopic, Rebecca A. 
Sheehan identifies a trend that has developed since around 2005 where the biopic historicises the 
present by depicting still-living public figures. Films such as Fair Game (Liman 2010), W. (Stone 
2008), The Queen (Frears 2006), and two of the texts under close consideration in this thesis, The 
Social Network (Fincher 2010) and Game Change (Roach 2012), are a contrast to the once common 
perception of the biopic as reserved largely for recounting the closed narratives of the dead 
(Sheehan, loc. 1069). Sheehan also notes the concurrent trend of biopics about historical figures that 
bring the past into the present, constructing the life of a public figure on screen in ways that 
resonate or draw parallels with issues in the political or cultural context of the film’s release. Films 
such as Milk, Good Night and Good Luck (Clooney 2005), and Selma exemplify this category. Both 
of these strands of the contemporary biopic work to historicise and comment on what is still 
unfolding, and the characters at the centre of such stories serve as metonyms for a larger story or 
broader cultural context. Rather than the classical Hollywood biopic that argued for the historical 
importance of its individual subject, these kinds of contemporary biopics argue for a particular point 
of view on a topic, using the generally known facts of a public figure’s life as its foundational 
material. 
Sheehan thus categorises these kinds of films—particularly those about still living figures—
as “‘instant’ biopics” and attributes their rise to the current cultural moment that places a premium 
on instant information. Rather than the biopic telling the story of an individual’s prized place in 
history once that history has passed and that prized place been established, the instant biopic 
undertakes a form of mediation similar to television or the internet, where these films “respond to 
and emerge from anxieties particular to the moment in which they are produced” (loc. 1087). The 
instant biopic becomes less about telling the life story of its subject or commenting on the 
importance of that life story, but rather using the basic facts of that person/persona as a recognisable 
vehicle to deliver a broader cultural commentary. A film like Game Change, for example, is less 
about the lives of Sarah Palin and John McCain and more a comment on the celebritisation of US 
politics and the effect of the 24-hour news cycle and social media on how presidential elections 
function in the modern era, using these figures and part of the story of the 2008 US presidential 
election to illustrate its point about this moment in time. The relatively brief temporal distance 
between the event and its cinematic remediation in films such as these serves to illustrate “the 
collapsed distance between the actual and information that attains its own reality” (loc. 1091). The 
value placed on instant information in contemporary media and culture can sometimes prioritise the 
speed at which the information is given over the accuracy of the information – as Sheehan puts it, 
the value of instant information “invites representation to trump reality” (loc. 1129). What we hear 
first about an event may be inaccurate, but it may make for a better story than the actuality. The 
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invitation for representation to trump reality translates to the realm of fictionalised versions of real 
people and events through the kind of access afforded to the audience by the fictionalised version. 
Reading about an unfolding disaster or tragic news event from the Twitter account of an ordinary 
person on the ground gives a version of events that may be lacking in factual accuracy, but provides 
insider access. The same could be said of reliving a cultural memory through the lens of 
fictionalisation only a few brief years after it has happened, before its place in the broader timeline 
of historical consequence has become a complete narrative. 
Michael Sicinski contextualises early twenty-first century biopic in much the same way, 
drawing parallels between his category of the “New Biopic” and the concept of “truthiness,” where 
facts can be spun to fit an existing ideological viewpoint (2). Truthiness, as popularised by fake 
pundit Stephen Colbert on the premiere episode of The Colbert Report (Comedy Central 2005-
2014), is the state of thinking with the gut rather than the head, and of believing something is true 
simply because it feels true. Sicinski argues that truthiness manifests in the contemporary biopic out 
of a desire for transparency and truth in art that does not exist in American politics and culture at 
large. The result, though, reflects “the world as we think we know it to be” (1), with a focus on the 
pleasure of recognising a faithful copy of a public figure capable of disguising the textuality of the 
film (2). The truthiness of the contemporary biopic presents a version of the self that claims to be 
rendered coherent through the assemblage of a sequence of biographical facts. Sicinski claims that, 
with rare exceptions, the “New Biopic” does not leave room for realistic nuance or historical and 
cultural contextualisation, only serving up the representation of a public figure in ways close to how 
the culture at large already sees and recognises them (3).  
The works under consideration in this thesis have all been produced in the twenty-first 
century, and represent public figures that are still living. These trends in contemporary biopic film 
are pertinent to consider not only when discussing how the biopic adapts public personas, but also 
for considering the adaptive process across the variety of case studies in this thesis. The desire for 
individualised, personalised points of view on public people and events from both content creators 
and consumers perhaps speaks to the conditions of narcissism and the need to understand the 
relevance of public acts to individual persons that Richard Sennett writes of in The Fall of Public 
Man (8). The patchwork of forms that the life of a public figure takes in Bingham’s model of the 
neoclassical biopic, the need to instantly remediate history through the lens of fiction in Sheehan’s 
instant biopics, and the reflection of the world as we wish to see it in Sicinski’s new biopic all speak 
to a desire to personalise the public, to bring distant events and people closer to our individual 
selves by gaining insider access to them. Albeit, that access is afforded through the experiential 
elements of cinema or interactive online media, and the access is only facilitated by a fictionalised 
version. However, if it is close enough to seem a plausible representation of the original, it is a 
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degree of access that is pleasurable and believable enough to bring public events closer to the 
personalised, individualised arena of audience identity and their understandings of public memory 
and its relevance to their lives. 
 
Character and Characterisation in the Biopic 
Bingham writes that “the biopic subject . . . has to become a character if writers, directors, 
actors, cinematographers, designers, and costumers are to create dramatic cinema out of the stuff of 
actuality” (Whose Lives 146). He offers this as a counter argument to the literalist view of the biopic 
that demands such films only represent the actuality of the subject without any degree of 
interpretation or invention. Character, and the substance of what makes a character, is what 
transforms the subject into the stuff of cinema, something not quite the same as what it represents. 
However, given the maligned nature of the biopic that Bingham credits to such literalist demands of 
the genre (147) and the understudied nature of biopic as a form, there has yet to be much of an in-
depth consideration of how a subject becomes a character. Rather, scholarly engagement with 
biopic has largely focused on the foundational work of arguing for the validity of the biopic in 
terms of narrative and genre. This work has been bolstered by the recent forays into discussions of 
the shape of the contemporary biopic noted above. There are instances in the literature, however, 
that gesture to the areas of character and characterisation. These pieces are vital in forming an 
approach to docucharacters in biopic and, subsequently, the other media forms under consideration 
here.  
Although this thesis will not focus on the legal concerns of adapting real people and events 
to the screen, existing work on the legal and ethical issues at stake here exemplifies the complicated 
nature of the known and the unknowable in the docucharacter. Scripted and narrative screen media, 
whether on film, television, or the reception text of fan fiction, has an inherent degree of 
fictionality. In his work on the legal concerns of adapting real stories and people to the screen, John 
T. Aquino writes that “[to] tell a good story, it is sometimes necessary to lie – who wants to get 
mired down in ‘details’?” (3). At the same time, however, mainstream commercial film and 
television texts that make some claim to truth or factuality must work within the boundaries of what 
is a legally acceptable lie since, despite its intrinsic fictionality, “the medium of film is lifelike and 
apt to be mistaken for reality,” if not literally, then in the claims to truth it makes (Aquino 24). In 
the United States, laws concerning defamation rest their burden of proof on “what a reasonable 
person might infer and not what the author intended” (Aquino 30). It is here that the unknowable 
nature of a public figure’s inner self and how it is presented on screen becomes a consideration. 
Would a reasonable person assume that the private moments of a public figure adhere to strict 
accuracy? Unlikely, considering the out-of-the-public-eye nature of such moments: the filmmakers 
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cannot represent them with strict accuracy since they do not know what happened. The 
representation of what is known, however, colours and shapes these moments to enhance their 
plausibility. Even while a truth claim is made, there is a disavowal of it due to the nature of filmic 
storytelling and the need to represent a public figure and the events of their life in ways that “make 
the action convincing and believable” so that the audience can “connect with what they are seeing” 
(Aquino 2, emphasis in original). Questions of what is or is not defamation in how the construction 
of docucharacter plays along the fact-fiction spectrum, and how that construction of character 
becomes enmeshed with the actual celebrity’s public image are no doubt in play during the 
production process of these characters. In the reception process, the answers given to these 
questions by filmmakers and other creators shape the simultaneously true and untrue nature of 
creative works based on actual people.  
A particularly useful approach to considering the true/untrue nature of the docucharacter is 
Custen’s view of the biopic character as an intertextual Frankenstein’s monster made “of bits of 
previous incarnations of already-lived lives,” both of the actual person that the film depicts, and 
other similar depictions that have appeared on screen before (111). Beyond understanding 
characters adapted from known personas as the merging of public and private selves, the 
construction of these various aspects of self in the screen character must be approached as an 
intertextual, intersubjective creature. The end result on screen draws from a body of sources as 
varied as the body of the star image that forms its initial blueprint. To the already-lived screen lives 
that Custen identifies as comprising the biopic character, I would add that the personalisation of the 
contemporary biopic necessitates that the lives of the people responsible for bringing the character 
to the screen are a significant factor in constructing the character. Writer, director, performer, and 
the myriad others working in the collaborative process of producing a film can contribute to the 
formation of the character drawing from their own experience, or the experiences of people they 
know.  
In the process of reception, too, the lives of the audience become part of the character in 
making meaning and interpreting the film’s take on a real person based on their pre-conceived 
notions of the actual public figure, or how they form allegiance with the screen character in the 
process of film spectatorship. The role that existing audience knowledge plays in the reception of a 
biopic character can be seen in Joshua Clover’s writing on W. Clover notes that the film’s 
characterisation of George W. Bush as “just some guy” (9) is greatly at odds with the assumed 
audience’s expectations of seeing Bush-as-villain. These expectations arise both from their own 
preconceived notions of Bush, and knowledge of director Oliver Stone’s past work and the 
antiauthoritarian skew of his based-on-a-true-story political films like JFK (Stone 1991) and Born 
on the Fourth of July (Stone 1989). The disconnect between the expectation and the result makes 
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the characterisation of Bush come off as almost comedic, despite the absence of comedic intent in 
the film (Clover 9). Brian McFarlane notes a slightly different effect of audience expectations in 
The Iron Lady (Lloyd 2011), as the film’s depiction of Margaret Thatcher’s mental decline chastens 
the viewer’s negative conception of Thatcher. In addition to feeling sympathetic toward Thatcher as 
a character, the viewer may question themselves for having judged the real Thatcher too harshly 
(29-30).  
Continuing the idea of the biopic as consisting of multiple lives in multiple texts, Márta 
Minier and Maddalena Pennacchia touch on intertextuality in similar ways to Custen as they 
attempt to articulate exactly what the source text is for the adaptation of a biopic subject. In 
approaching biopics as adaptations, Minier and Pennacchia build on Linda Hutcheon’s theory of 
adaptation to consider what the “adapted text” is in the case of a biopic (7). The life being retold can 
take many textual forms that serve as the starting point for the biopic narrative: one or more 
biographies or other books written by third parties, autobiographies, memoirs, a piece of the body of 
work, interviews, diaries, or a combination of such sources. The various parties responsible for 
adapting the life of a public figure to the screen may be working from different source texts in the 
process of their collaboration. For instance, the screenwriter could be basing the script on the 
narrative of a third-party biography, while the actor bases their performance on the physicality 
exhibited in a particular interview (Minier and Pennacchia 8). The result is the screen life of a 
public figure drawn from an intertextual and transmedia body of sources, generated not only by the 
public figure and their publicity machine, but third parties with their own agendas and imperatives. 
What Minier and Pennacchia articulate as the biopic source text, then, is remarkably similar in its 
scope to Richard Dyer’s idea of the star image as that which is everything publicly available about a 
star (a concept upon which I will expand below in outlining my definition of docucharacter). The 
broad scope of sources available to choose and combine for the screen adaptation of a public 
persona contributes to an understanding of biopics as adaptations, as it clearly permits the tenet of 
adaptation that calls for “repetition without replication” (Hutcheon 7; Minier and Pennacchia 8). 
There is obviously a lack of replication in the case of a biopic subject being played by an actor, 
since, as James Naremore writes, even an accurate impersonation of a known figure cannot 
completely erase the fact that it is an impersonation: indeed, a too-accurate impersonation may have 
an alienating effect (“Film Acting” 38-40). But in the narrativisation of the life, or a portion of the 
life, of a public figure, there is a lack of replication of the specifics of the source itself, due to its 
vast, widely dispersed nature. This lack of replication is compounded by the constraints of the 
feature film format, dependent on elements such as length and the classical Hollywood three-act 
storytelling structure. 
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The desires of filmmakers, viewers, and the perpetuation or subversion of dominant cultural 
narratives about a public figure all become a factor in the reconstruction and reinterpretation of the 
public figure. While not directly about the biopic, Roberta Person’s work on the memorialisation of 
Frank Sinatra is relevant to consider here in its argument that “multiple and competing 
representations of historical figures circulate simultaneously” (205).  In the course of adapting a real 
person to the screen, these multiple representations may exist within a single film, such as in I’m 
Not There (Haynes 2007) with its six diverse actors embodying the figure of Bob Dylan, or 
American Splendor (Berman and Pulcini 2003) which features both the actual Harvey Pekar and 
Paul Giamatti’s performance of him. Alternatively, they may exist across screen works that 
represent the same person, such as multiple versions of Barack Obama circulating in films like 
Southside with You (Tanne 2016), and Barry (Gandhi 2016), satirical impersonations of him on 
shows like Saturday Night Live (NBC 1975- ) and Key and Peele (Comedy Central 2012-15), and 
the actual still-circulating media image of Obama himself. Through the selective construction of a 
memory comprised of particular elements of the wider star image, “different representations 
originate from different players, serve different purposes, and appeal to audiences differently 
situated within the hegemonic system by virtue of their different economic and cultural capital” 
(Pearson 205). When fictionalisation in representing a public figure enters as an additional factor in 
the construction of the person as memory (whether of the distant past, as with a figure such as 
Sinatra who is often remembered as specific to a particular time even though he lived well beyond 
that era, or recent past and ongoing present, as with the major case studies in this thesis) there exists 
further opportunity for the various stakeholders in the construction of the image to circulate 
multiple and competing representations of the subject.  
The selective construction of biopic character from its broad source material can manifest in 
narrative and stylistic choices, and demands of the film’s production context.  Kegan Doyle and 
Vincent M. Gaine each discuss the selectivity of narrative and style in articles that examine Ali 
(Mann 2001). Much like Sicinski, Doyle argues that biopic characters are selectively constructed to 
render a version of the subject that aligns with how the audience most wishes to remember them in 
relation to dominant cultural narratives of the subject (383). Gaine additionally examines The 
Insider (Mann 1999) to argue that through selective stylistic and narrative elements of cinematic 
mediation, the contemporary biopic abandons past claims to be the objective telling of a life, instead 
rendering real events as the subjective experiences of their characters (3). Gary Storhoff and Julia 
Erhart examine Lady Sings the Blues (Furie 1972) and Milk, respectively, to demonstrate that 
biopics whose subject matter might on the surface only appeal to minority audiences can selectively 
construct their characters in order to appeal to the hegemonic norms of mainstream Hollywood film: 
white, in the former case; straight, in the latter. All of these works offer examples of how narrative 
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and style are shaped by and, in turn, are used to shape, selective adaptation of the widely varied text 
of the star image source material. 
In addition to shaping the representation of the adapted character through narrative 
construction and cinematic style, performance is an essential element of the biopic character that 
has been touched on in the existing literature. Like Steven Lipkin’s writing on the use of the real in 
docudrama (which I will further elaborate on below), Jonathan Bignell argues that in adapting a 
public figure for a narrative form, the mode of docudrama makes its claim to truth by re-producing 
what is recognisable. The need for recognisability means that the actor is left with a set repertoire of 
physicalities and set narrative circumstances to draw on in representing the adapted character 
(Bignell 67, 70). Dennis Bingham, in an essay that further elaborates on the role of performance in 
the biopic from the work in Whose Lives are They Anyway, counters Bignell’s view of the 
restrictive need for a completely faithful, recognisable replication of the public figure. Bingham 
identifies degrees of adherence to the source material of the biopic subject’s public persona with the 
three performance categories of “embodied impersonation, stylised suggestion, and the star 
performance” (“Living Stories” 79). These performance categories suggest a spectrum of 
performance styles available to actors portraying a known public figure, and that the deployment of 
stylistic choices is dependent on factors such as casting, the actor’s star persona, and the vision of 
an auteur director (“Living Stories” 79). The simple replication of what is known is not satisfactory, 
however, in presenting a public figure that has been adapted into a well-rounded biopic character. 
Bingham argues that to successfully construct the interior life of the public figure in the narrative 
there must be an embodied, emotional element to the character delivered through performance. The 
result is the pleasure of the biopic that allows the audience into the emotional, private moments of 
the public figure that could not have been witnessed by seeing their public life alone (“Living 
Stories” 77-78).  
James Naremore presents a similar view of the combination of impersonation and embodied 
emotion in the biopic performance, writing that biopics are “crucially dependent upon an interaction 
between mimicry and realistic acting,” with this juncture facing disruption when a movie star with a 
persona that overshadows the performance is cast in the role (“Film Acting” 40). Both Naremore 
(“Film Acting” 41) and Bingham (“Living Stories” 79) note that the most successful biopic 
performances tend to be given by actors who are recognised more as actors than as movie stars, 
with Meryl Streep being the most notable example given by both. How well the biopic subject is 
known and recognisable also determines the degree to which impersonation (or lack thereof) factors 
into the performance. The familiarity of both the actor and the subject in conjunction with 
performance style all determine how well actor and character can merge to attempt to overcome the 
sense of what Jean-Louis Comolli describes as the “body too much” of historical film performance. 
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In this phenomenon, the knowledge of the real historical person’s existence outside the text intrudes 
on the viewer’s reception of the performance (43). Regardless of how the actor approaches the re-
creation of the biopic subject in their performance, though, Bingham (“Living Stories” 77) and 
Bignell (18) agree that there must be a reliance on the performance codes of fictional drama in 
representing the private life of the public figure. Their agreement suggests that reading the 
embodiment of the plausible private self is as important as how the actor creates a recognisable 
facsimile of a public figure when evaluating the performance of a character based on a public 
figure. The embodiment of the subject’s invented inner self is what is unique to the performance, 
differentiating it from its real-world referent even as it echoes this real-world image. 
The purpose of replicating known characteristics in the gesture and appearance of the biopic 
subject can serve functions other than facilitating the audience’s recognition of the subject. Michael 
Meneghetti examines Leonardo DiCaprio’s performance as Howard Hughes in The Aviator and 
argues that DiCaprio’s use of gesture is more than a means of triggering audience memory of 
Hughes as the obsessive-compulsive recluse he became at the end of his life. By using a heightened 
and presentational performance of Hughes’ OCD, the disorder ceases to be simply a known fact of 
Hughes’ life in the context of the film. Rather, DiCaprio’s out of control use of gesture becomes 
recontextualized into a larger thematic metaphor for the film’s “decidedly fatalistic conception of 
history” (11). Meneghetti’s case study of The Aviator shows that biopic performance, much like the 
selectivity of biopic narrative, can manipulate what is known about the public figure. Meneghetti’s 
argument suggests that as well as the invention necessary in embodying the unknown self of the 
biopic subject, creative alteration is a factor in exactly how what is known about the public figure is 
performed.  
Given the broad, polysemic nature of the public image source text, that those who bring 
adaptations of public figures to the screen have to work with, the process of forming the character 
can be selective in both its objective and subjective construction. Objectively, what is known about 
the public figure can be specifically chosen to reflect a broader point about the film’s thematic 
content. Alternatively, aspects of the subject’s life can be omitted or played down if they do not fit 
the desired representation of the subject in the film’s narrative. Subjectively, the way the film is put 
together using the language of cinema can shape the film’s point of view and the degree of access it 
grants to its subject, and what form that access takes. Cinematic style and performance work with 
the narrative construction of the character. They shape the inclusions, exclusions, the presentation 
of this information, and how the film guides the audience towards finding meaning about the 
subject/character through its particular representation. It is as though the process of bringing a 
public figure to the screen is akin to remixing a song. Samples taken from the body of the public 
image are adjusted on the mixing board: some level sliders around the middle, some pushed up to 
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high volume, some muted completely. New beats or instruments can be introduced and seamlessly 
blended to recontextualize the sound of the original samples. The result is a new text that 
reimagines an existing one. It is a screen character that reimagines a recognisable version of a 
public figure. 
From these engagements with elements of character construction in the biopic, a model 
emerges for what exactly needs to be considered when analysing how public and private, real and 
imagined, are merged in the docucharacter. As such, my approach regards docucharacters as 
selectively constructed entities, with the understanding that the intertextual, transmedia source 
material for the docucharacter contains multiple potential characterisations that could be 
represented on screen. Therefore, how the characterisation is constructed from its factual source 
material is vital to understanding the character and its meaning. The production and reception of 
this selectivity is also important. Considering who is creating the character and who the character is 
created for are key to understanding the process of creating a docucharacter. How this creation 
manifests and is represented in the text can be analysed by looking at key elements of style and 
performance, and how both work to bring the unknown backstage and inner selves of the public 
persona into the arena of an imagined known on screen. Given that the case studies in this thesis 
include media forms other than the biopic, the specificity of each genre (such as drama versus 
comedy) or medium (such as film versus online fan fiction) is a necessary consideration in arguing 
that the “docucharacter” term has potential for universal application, despite fundamental 
differences between types of docucharacter texts. With the foundations of existing approaches to 
real people turned characters in the biopic established, I now move on to defining what the term 
“docucharacter” encapsulates, and how I propose it can function as a catchall term across media 
forms. 
 
Defining Docucharacter: Public and Private, Fact and Fiction 
In Engaging Characters, Murray Smith begins his consideration of the levels of the 
spectator’s engagement with character using a basic foundational definition of what “character” is: 
“a fictional analogue of a human agent” (17). Smith’s work on purely fictional characters is useful 
to apply to the consideration of characters based on real people in this thesis, and its use begins with 
this basic definition. If a purely fictional character can be considered the analogue of a human 
agent, then the docucharacter can be considered the fictional analogue of a specific human agent. 
Following Smith’s levels of the “structure of sympathy” (5), establishing the recognisability of that 
specific human agent is the first step in crafting a character with which audiences can readily 
engage. Here is where the “docu” portion of “docucharacter” is vital in crafting the adaptation of a 
public persona.  
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In the use of the “docu” prefix, I indicate that the docucharacter is comprised partially of 
some of the hallmarks of documentary as articulated by Garry D. Rhodes and John Parris Springer: 
there is an element of the “objective recording of the world” and a basis in “real people, places, and 
events, and [a] stated aim. . . to record or document a segment of the real world” (4, emphasis in 
original). Rhodes and Springer locate docudrama as the intersection of fictional form and 
documentary content in film, and it is this category into which the biopic most readily fits. In its use 
of fictional form, though, the docudrama is obviously not assumed to be the purely objective 
recording of fact as a film that utilises documentary form to present documentary content. There 
are, however, elements of objective, recorded fact present in the docudrama that is vital to the way 
the fictional form operates.  
Steven N. Lipkin further articulates a definition of docudrama, classifying it as a mode of 
storytelling rather than a genre. The mode of docudrama, Lipkin argues, relies on recognisable 
elements of the actual—such as existing news footage or accurate factual details—to “ground 
docudramatic representation in the actuality it represents” (3). In Jackie (Larraín 2016), for 
example, scenes depicting the Kennedys’ arrival in Dallas on the day of John F. Kennedy’s 
assassination, and the sequence of JFK’s funeral procession feature actual news footage 
interspersed with shots of the film’s actors restaging the events. The restaging of the event is done 
to match the existing footage as closely as possible, through costume, production design, actor 
blocking, and camera positioning, to attempt the illusion of a seamless, continual representation of 
the event. A close up shot of Jackie Kennedy (Natalie Portman) in the funeral procession (fig. 2), 
for example, claims to be an extension of the archival footage that depicts the actual Jackie in a 
distant long shot (fig. 1): the restaging claims to represent what was not captured on the public 
record. In this grounding in the actual, Lipkin argues for docudrama as a persuasive mode. Lipkin 
writes that “warrants” (such as Jackie’s archival news footage and re-created resemblance to it) 
anchor the drama to recognisable actuality and form the basis for a credible restaging of public 
memory. In turn, this restaging and its resemblance to what the audience remembers argues for a 
particular point of view on the memory in question (3). I propose that the docucharacter is also a 
persuasive entity, using a basis of recorded or recognisable fact in order to propose that its 
representational analogue of a specific person is a plausible one. 
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Figure 1: Archival footage of JFK’s funeral procession as seen in Jackie 
 
Figure 2: Natalie Portman as Jackie Kennedy in close up, claiming to lift the veil of the public record 
 
It is important to note Lipkin’s definition of docudrama as a storytelling mode rather than a 
genre when it comes to considering the biopic. As discussed earlier, scholars of the biopic such as 
Custen and Bingham make distinct, valid arguments for the biopic as a film genre. Drawing 
together Custen and Bingham’s arguments with that of Lipkin, we can understand the biopic as a 
film genre that employs the storytelling mode of docudrama. I will argue in this thesis that other 
forms and genres that base characters on real people can employ variations on the docudramatic 
mode of storytelling. I propose that a form such as satirical impersonation in sketch comedy could 
be considered as operating in a docucomedy mode through the way it argues for its specific point of 
view on a person by basing its claims in the material of the actual. Likewise, RPF fan fiction could 
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be considered a docufantasy mode of storytelling, as the desires of a fan audience are grounded in 
the basis of the actual.  
To establish what can constitute the basis of the actual in crafting the docucharacter, Richard 
Dyer’s concept of the “star image” is useful in considering the breadth of material that can be used 
to create a recognisable characterisation. Dyer defines the star image as the widely dispersed and 
intertextual makeup of “everything that is publicly available” about a celebrity, including 
performances, appearances, photographs, profiles, interviews, gossip, what they have said about 
themselves, and what others have said about them (Heavenly 2-3). For this thesis, I will be using the 
terms “public image” or “celebrity image” to refer to the same concept as the star image. I do so to 
encapsulate a broader range of celebrities (such as politicians, comedians, and CEOs) that the term 
“star” does not quite apply to or typically connote as well as it does with the film stars of Dyer’s 
work. When Dyer first articulated the concept of the star image, the on-demand information archive 
of the internet was not a factor in the collation, storage, and navigation of the intertextual collage of 
an individual celebrity’s public image. The vast body of archived information available about a 
public figure to anyone who cares to Google further complicates the dispersed and intertextual 
nature of the celebrity public image in the twenty-first century. Textual fragments as temporally and 
contextually diverse as fan gossip, promotional press conferences, officially sanctioned magazine 
profiles, and the celebrity’s social media presence co-exist simultaneously on the same platform. 
The wealth of information that is potentially recognisable to an audience opens up numerous 
possibilities for how to construct the public self of a docucharacter. 
To understand how the textual object of the public image becomes an element of character 
in constructing the fictional analogue of a literal person, I draw on Erving Goffman’s theories of 
The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. Goffman’s theory of self-presentation facilitates an 
understanding of how we are conditioned to read behind a celebrity’s presentation of self to uncover 
what lies beneath. Much in the way Murray Smith’s definition of character can be taken literally 
when considering characters based on real people; it is useful to apply Goffman’s dramaturgical 
metaphor for everyday self-performance literally to this context. In Goffman’s metaphor, everyday 
socialisation necessitates an individual to perform a character: the public self-presentation. Who 
that individual is, who they are as the performer behind the character, is considered to be the inner, 
private self (Goffman Reader 23-24). In the context of the everyday, to successfully navigate a 
social interaction, the ideal situation would be for us to “know all the relevant social data” about 
who we are interacting with: what they are thinking, how they feel about us. This knowledge would 
give us the most factual, objective picture of what is happening (Goffman Reader 21). This social 
data, however, is contained in the realm of the private selves of others, invisible and unknowable to 
us. In the absence of this information, we need to interpret what information is available in the 
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public performance of others (dress, appearance, gesture, facial expression, vocal tone, and so on) 
as “predictive devices” that hint at the underlying fact of the social interaction (Goffman Reader 
21). As with characters in drama, we have to rely on what we see on the surface in attempting to 
interpret the motivations or true feelings of another individual’s self-presented character in order to 
understand how these motivations or feelings factor into the character’s narrative actions. In life’s 
narrative, though, there are perhaps fewer external cues that are deliberately designed to clue an 
observer in to an individual’s private self than there are in the performance and presentation of 
drama. In the life narratives of public figures, the external appearance presented to the general 
public is the source of the “relevant social data” that audiences and fans need to navigate their 
individual para-social relationship with the celebrity.  
As the public image comprises innumerable texts arising from different contextual settings, 
Goffman’s articulation of region behaviour becomes useful in considering the public performance 
of a celebrity and how it is adapted to the docucharacter. In keeping with the metaphor of 
dramaturgical performance, Goffman describes the “front region” as “the place where the 
performance is given”: on stage, to be observed by an audience (The Presentation 109-110). Thus, 
by contrast, the “back region” or “backstage” is the site of a knowing contradiction of the front 
region performance, the place where the performance is constructed. It is where “the performer can 
relax; he can drop his front, forgo speaking his lines, and step out of character” (The Presentation 
114-15). In these terms, much of what constitutes a celebrity public image could be considered front 
stage performance. Even what appears to be a glimpse of the celebrity’s “real,” backstage or inner 
self (such as a tell-all memoir, confessional interview, or a makeup-free Instagram selfie) is 
intended for public consumption and performed for an audience. The actual backstage self is who 
the public figure is outside of the presence of a wider public audience: in their home, at a social 
event without cameras, on the set after the director calls cut. Their inner self is who they are under 
these layers, the self guiding their performances in various contexts2. It is his or her subjective 
interiority, thoughts, motivations, feelings, and emotions. The docucharacter incorporates these 
multiple levels of celebrity selves: the public self, comprised of textual fragments of the public 
image; the backstage self, presented through fictionalised representation of the public figure when 
they are outside of the public eye; and the inner self, where the docucharacter’s interiority is made 
                                                 
2 The exact nature of selfhood as a true, fixed identity is a contested idea that is perhaps too far into the realm of 
existential philosophy for this thesis to broach with complete authority. Even in the biopic, presenting the subject with a 
lack of “true self” is sometimes the case. Bingham’s writing on Man on the Moon, for example, shows that the key to 
depicting the “real” Andy Kaufman is to show that there is no “real” Andy Kaufman, that his identity is created by a 
constant state of performance (Whose Lives 7). For much of the depiction of real people as characters, though, there is 
perhaps comfort in fictionalising the self as something that can be fixed and known, simplifying human existence by 
creating an illusion that the “real” selves of both the famous and the ordinary can be, in some way, accessible. 
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visible on screen. It is the latter parts of a public figure that are not completely visible in the data of 
the public image and must be speculated upon, extrapolated, and invented for the fictional frame. 
It is this invention of the backstage self and the inner self of the docucharacter which 
comprise the “character” element of the term. To return to Murray Smith’s levels of character 
engagement, if representing the celebrity’s public image on screen facilitates recognition of the 
character, then representing the backstage self of the docucharacter facilitates alignment and 
allegiance with the character. According to Smith, after spectators recognise characters as 
individuals, we can “access . . . the actions, thoughts, and feelings of characters” (6). Spectators 
witness character actions not only in front and back regions but can access their emotional states 
and inner thoughts through performance cues and the projection of their interiority into screen space 
in subjective sequences such as flashbacks or dreams. In the process of alignment, the spectator 
forms judgments about the character, their actions and reactions, in relation to their own ideological 
points of view or sympathetic responses. This spectatorial reaction to the character is what Smith 
terms “allegiance,” the third level of his structure of sympathy (6). As both a cognitive and affective 
response (62) the allegiance of sympathetic or antipathetic reactions to characters is key to 
spectatorial engagement with a film narrative. In order to generate the allegiance response, the 
spectator must have the aligned access to the back stage and inner selves of the docucharacter. As 
this part of the public figure’s self is not fully represented in the text of the public image, the private 
self must be imagined and created. This creation is what brings the docucharacter into the realm of 
the fictional, supplemented and supported by recognition of the actual. 
By engaging in the material of the actual, docudrama and similar storytelling modes engage 
with what Jane Roscoe and Craig Hight term “factual discourse” (7). Roscoe and Hight propose that 
the perception of factual and fictional discourses as a dichotomy is not useful for considering 
documentary or its derivative forms that engage with both factual and fictional discourses, such as 
mockumentary (the main concern of their study) and docudrama (termed “drama-documentary” in 
their work). Rather, Roscoe and Hight argue for a “fact-fiction continuum,” with individual texts 
“constructing relationships with both factual and fictional discourses” (7). Similarly, it is useful to 
consider the docucharacter’s relationship to factual and fictional discourses as taking place on a 
spectrum. As will be evidenced throughout this thesis, the positioning of a docucharacterisation 
along the spectrum is dependent on factors such as genre, form, audience, and mode of production. 
For example, the docucharacterisation of Captain Chesley Sullenberger in Sully (Eastwood 2016), a 
film based on the Miracle on the Hudson pilot’s memoir and made with his co-operation, is 
understood to be far more engaged with factual discourse on the fact-fiction continuum than a 
satirical piece of RPF fan fiction depicting Donald Trump and Vladimir Putin in a master/slave 
relationship. It is through these varying degrees of engagement with factual discourse and the depth 
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of the structure of sympathy that modulates the degree to which the resulting creation functions as 
an analogue of a literal human agent. As Naomi Jacobs points out on her work on the historical 
figure in literary fiction, characterising a public figure can “transform the persona into a three-
dimensional sculpture or, alternately, exaggerate and exploit its cartoon qualities” (xvi). Through 
this thesis, I argue that the term “docucharacter” is equally applicable to the construction of both 
two- and three-dimensional renderings of public figures in fictional contexts. 
To return to the term docudrama as forming a basis for the term docucharacter, Lipkin 
writes that docudrama is the “fusion of documentary material (its ‘actual’ subject matter), and the 
structures and strategies of classic Hollywood narrative form, including character development, 
conflict, and closure” (2). I argue that it is the former which represents the public self of the 
docucharacter, and the conventions of the latter that shape what the speculated private self is and 
how it is represented. In the later chapters of this thesis, I will elaborate on how the “structures and 
strategies” of other forms beyond classic Hollywood narrative construct the “character” portion of 
the docucharacter. Before I move on to elaborating on the specific case studies I use in this 
investigation, though, it is first necessary to consider why a character-centric approach to media 
based on real people is valuable. I argue that forming this approach can shed light on the ways an 
imagined unknown self of the docucharacter facilitates understanding of larger cultural narratives 
and the public figures that populate them. 
 
Docucharacter as an Approach to Fact-Fiction Media 
According to Dennis Bingham, “[t]he appeal of the biopic lies in seeing an actual person 
who did something interesting in life, known mostly in public, transformed into a character” (Whose 
Lives 10). Seeing a public figure adapted to a character has both filmmaker and audience engaging 
in a process of discovering what it may have been like to be this person, to be their audience, and to 
understand something about the nature of that person’s time, place, and role as a cultural figure and 
a human being (Bingham, Whose Lives 10). If so much of the appeal of the biopic (and, as I 
propose, other media that transforms real people into characters) depends on this adaptation to 
character, then a character-focused approach to fact-fiction media can not only shed light on exactly 
how this transformation of actual person to character occurs but what the character offers audiences 
that the actual public figure does not. This approach looks to make a shift away from considering 
fact-fiction media in terms of its factual accuracy or truth. Rather, a character-focused approach 
engages more with the imagined and fictional elements of such media. The present moment is a 
time when the Oxford Dictionary has declared “post-truth” to be 2016’s word of the year, where 
“objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal 
belief” (“Word of the Year”). Perhaps it is now pertinent to look at how characters based on real 
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people and the ways audiences can engage with them on an affective and emotional level 
potentially shape popular understanding of the objective facts on which they are ostensibly based.  
Screenwriting scholar Craig Batty writes that characters are key to how we experience and 
make sense of media, in both fiction and non-fiction texts. Batty argues that it is through the agency 
of character that the spectator can follow a story and through the emotional arc of a character, that 
“we are able to feel what the narrative is trying to suggest; we are offered a way of reading the text” 
(36, emphasis in original). Batty’s thought is perhaps a more simplified encapsulation of Smith’s 
arguments for the importance of character and understanding character engagement, in that 
characters are how “narrative texts solicit our assent for particular values, practices, and ideologies” 
(M. Smith 4). Unnarrativised fact does not hold the same kinds of engagement and understanding as 
fact that is arranged into a story. Batty gives the example of a news report about rising fuel costs to 
illustrate this point, writing that “we do not care about how much the price of petrol has increased 
over the past twelve months: we care about how it has affected us, and our ability to pay for it” (39). 
The space between knowing a fact and understanding its relationship to our lives and the world at 
large is what Batty, using a term from Keith Bettie, calls an “information gap” (40). This gap, Batty 
argues, can be filled not only with the characters of a strictly factual narrative (such as the news 
report about fuel costs highlighting a man-on-the-street interview illustrating how rising prices have 
affected one consumer’s life) but through the fictionalisation of real people and events. Within the 
frame of fictionalisation, this gap in knowledge can be filled by the ways a story offers possible 
explanations for actual human actions (40).  
The key, then, to audiences developing knowledge and understanding of the world around 
them by watching fictional media based on real events is through characters based on real people 
and the possibilities for these characters to engage audiences and elicit an affective response. 
Whether that response is sympathetic allegiance with a dramatic biopic character, mocking laughter 
in response to a satirical impersonation, or desire for the idealised version of a celebrity in a work of 
fan fiction, the ways audiences engage with characters based on real people supplement and shape 
cognitive understanding of factual historical and cultural narratives that the real public figures 
represent. To return to the opening example of American Sniper, this means that a viewer’s 
engagement with and emotional response to Chris Kyle the character, whether they view him as a 
hero, monster, or an ordinary man in an untenable situation, colours the viewer’s understanding of 
the Iraq war as a historical fact. Likewise, the viewer’s preconceived notions and ideological 
perspectives on the war or on Clint Eastwood’s political agenda as a director colour the 
interpretation of Kyle as a character. Approaching a contentious film like American Sniper from a 
character study point of view could shed light on how the character is put together to encourage 
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particular kinds of character engagement and audience response, and exactly what kinds of 
supplemental knowledge about the facts that such engagement and response facilitates.  
Character subjectivity is a particularly concrete example of how a character-based approach 
can shed light on the creation and interpretation of meaning in the biopic. As noted in my discussion 
of work that has touched on elements of biopic character and characterisation, Vincent M. Gaine 
has argued that through the selective construction of biopic narratives, they can be represented as 
the subjective experiences of their characters, rather than claim to be the definitive, objective telling 
of events (3). The role of memory in structuring a biopic narrative is one particular device that 
shapes the way characters are constructed. For example, in its reflexive awareness of the ways 
history becomes myth, Jackie dwells in the disjointed, disoriented mind of Jackie Kennedy in the 
immediate aftermath of her husband’s assassination and her work to control and perpetuate the story 
of the Kennedys’ Camelot. In Lovelace (Epstein and Friedman 2013), the Rashomon-like structure 
of the life of porn actress Linda Lovelace illustrates the divide between the public and private selves 
of celebrities as two versions of events comprise the film: the sanitised public face of Lovelace’s 
career as filtered through the point of view of Linda’s husband, porn producer Chuck Traynor, and 
the darker private version of events from Linda’s point of view as Traynor’s coercion and violent 
physical abuse shapes her career. Two of the texts under consideration as case studies in this thesis, 
The Social Network and Game Change, also structure their stories as memory. In The Social 
Network, character motivation and self-identity plays a part in the conflicting points of view at stake 
in lawsuits related to the creation of Facebook. In Game Change, the 2008 US presidential election 
is revisited as the memory of a key Republican strategist, framing its take on Sarah Palin within the 
point of view of a frustrated insider who helped orchestrate a failed campaign. Understanding not 
only how character memory is constructed, but how these memories construct other characters 
based on real people, works to elucidate meaning from the text. 
Just as whole narratives can be constructed subjectively; there can also be select moments in 
biopics where a character’s subjective interiority takes over the diegetic screen space. In Hitchcock 
(Gervasi 2012), which presents the life of Alfred Hitchcock during the production of Psycho (1960), 
the audience witnesses hypothetical conversations between Hitchcock and murderer-with-mother-
issues Ed Gein. The film uses Gein as the inspiration for Norman Bates in a framing device for the 
film, and Gein recurs throughout as a kind of muse in the process of bringing Psycho to the screen. 
These are not literal, actual conversations that Hitchcock had and are not presented as such in the 
film. Rather, they are an embodied enactment of what the film proposes as Hitchcock’s internal 
monologue, interior conversations he has with the figment of Gein, or perhaps visual and auditory 
hallucinations brought on by the pressures of the production. In The Iron Lady, Margaret Thatcher’s 
descent into dementia is represented on-screen by enacting her fractured frame of mind through, 
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once again, embodied conversations with other characters who are not physically present, as well as 
the use of sound and editing to convey to the audience the sense of pieces of memory being thrown 
like shrapnel as Thatcher’s cognitive abilities explosively deteriorate. In Confessions of a 
Dangerous Mind (Clooney 2002), the story of game show producer Chuck Barris’ involvement 
with the CIA as a covert assassin that may or may not have actually happened, the limits of time 
and space are bent to treat Barris’ story as if it were true, while questions as to whether or not it 
actually is go unanswered. The elastic nature of the film’s stylistic treatment of time and space 
suggests that what we see on screen could only be played out in the mind of Barris the character. 
Unrestricted access to character subjectivity in films such as these gives insight into the character 
and the real person they represent, and guide the interpretation of the thematic content of the film 
and the filmmaker’s point of view on their biographical subjects. It is, as Batty suggests, as the 
audience gains direct access to how the character experiences what is happening, the process of 
affective understanding of the character supplements cognitive comprehension of the narrative. 
What, then, is the potential appeal of gaining this kind of simulated access to the imagined 
backstage and interior selves of a public figure? How does this reflect the role of the celebrity in 
contemporary culture? Charles L. Ponce de Leon writes that celebrity culture operates on the 
principle of finding the “real self” behind the purely textual figure of Dyer’s “star image” (5). Ponce 
de Leon argues because of its association with factual discourse, news media claims to be able to 
deliver the accurate inside story of a public figure. Even with this association with factual discourse, 
though, celebrity news can be based on as much of a fiction as a film star’s on-screen performance 
(Ponce de Leon 5). While public interest in the private lives of celebrities is not a new phenomenon, 
as discussion of the public and private lives of celebrities has become normalised in news discourse 
as the boundaries between entertainment and news have become increasingly blurred in television, 
print, and online media (Marshall, “Persona Studies” 154-56; Turner, Re-inventing 93). The 
normalisation of celebrity as news has led to traditional news figures, such as politicians, being 
viewed more through the lens of celebrity culture (Marshall, “Persona Studies” 157). Additionally, 
the venues of celebrity news have moved more from the fringes of niche entertainment media, such 
as the shift in celebrity gossip from women’s magazines to mainstream online blogs and network 
newscasts (Turner, Re-inventing 93). The contemporary mediascape is so saturated with discourses 
of celebrity culture that it can be near impossible to escape its most pervasive public images.  
Amanda Retartha cites Joseph Roach in discussing the way audiences can have an 
overwhelming familiarity with a celebrity, while at the same time remaining impossibly distant 
from knowing the celebrity: what Roach terms “public intimacy” or the “illusion of proximity” (qtd. 
in Retartha 2). The knowing-unknowable nature of audience relationship to celebrity is perhaps 
most apparent in discourses of gossip. Much like the docucharacter, celebrity gossip uses the 
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material of the real as the basis for speculation about a celebrity’s private life and private self. For 
example, a paparazzi photograph and comments from an “eyewitness source” about Angelina Jolie 
visiting a new rental property with her children following her divorce from Brad Pitt generates 
gossip blog speculation about her state of mind: relaxed, doing well, and moving on with her life 
(Bueno). The facts of what Jolie has done in this example are knowable: she has filed for divorce 
from Pitt, she is looking for a new place to live, she has her children with her, she spent time 
walking on the beach barefoot after touring the rental property. What is happening inside Jolie’s 
head, how she and her children are coping with the situation, and what her plans are for the future 
are unknowable and can only be imagined.  
The real and not-real, knowable and unknowable nature of celebrity is addressed by Richard 
Dyer, who compares celebrity to a kind of fiction in that, “[s]tars are, like characters in stories, 
representations of people” (Stars 22). Similarly, Joshua Gamson compares engagement with the 
“celebrity text” to “a movie based loosely on a true story, or a soap opera: you wait to see ‘what’s 
going to happen next,’ the next plot element to develop, the next tidbit to be offered up” (174). 
What Dyer and Gamson go on to say shortly after making these points is particularly pertinent when 
considering the role of celebrity discourse in the appeal of the docucharacter. Dyer writes that 
“unlike characters in stories, stars are real people” (22). Gamson identifies the pleasures of celebrity 
gossip as “its freedom from but resemblance to the truth” (177). Here lies the appeal of engaging 
with the docucharacter. Like the star image, the docucharacter is also the representation of a real 
person, and like the speculative discourse of gossip, there is a degree of freedom from absolute truth 
that is granted to a fictionalised character. A selectively constructed character created for the 
purposes of a singular narrative simplifies what John Ellis describes as the “incoherent” and 
“incomplete” nature of the public image (304) and attempts to reconcile the disparity between what 
is known and what is unknowable within the frame of a single character. As a textually constructed 
entity, the public persona and identity of a known individual could be argued to be as much a 
construct of language as a fictional character (Jacobs xvi). By embellishing the public persona with 
various fictionalised inner selves, the possibility exists to “rehumanize” the textual public image 
(Busse, “I’m Jealous” 256). This rehumanisation process adds the “fullness and plausibility” that 
we seek from fictional characters through melding “verifiable facts and created factoids” that are 
given equal status in the adapted text (Jacobs xvi-xvii). As Retartha argues throughout her 
dissertation on imagined celebrity selves in fan fiction and literature, “in narrative space, the 
unfulfilled need [to breach the illusion of proximity] is both worried, like a sore tooth, and 
potentially satisfied” (4).  
In cinema, the effect that Retartha notes in literature is replicated and, perhaps, magnified by 
the illusion of witnessing that film creates. Richard Allen’s theory of projective illusion articulates 
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the process of viewers’ “suspension of judgment that the character is a character” and experience of 
the character as a person (embodied by the actor), an emotional being with which to have some kind 
of affective engagement (129). In the case of a character that is purely fictional, the only reference 
for accepting the illusion of the character as a living entity is the actor. However, in the case of a 
character adapted from a known, publicly visible person in the real world, there exist additional 
extratextual reference points of the public image. The extent to which the viewer has an awareness 
of or familiarity with the public image has the potential to vary widely between individuals, thus 
varying the individual response to the adapted character. Allen’s idea of projective illusion 
compares the experience of film spectatorship that willingly sets aside the medium awareness of 
cinema to the experience of a dream or daydream. In the experience of film as a projective illusion, 
there is the possibility for a kind of experiential wish fulfilment similar to that of a dream, with the 
caveat that in film spectatorship the viewer is awake and fully aware that what they are 
experiencing is not real (125). The fact that a story adapted from the real world that the viewer may 
already be familiar with, featuring an imagined access to public figures they may already know 
further facilitates the process of experiencing the adaptation as a kind of wish fulfilment of 
subjective proximity to a famous figure. While the viewer has an awareness that the character 
adapted from a public persona is a dramatization, the projective illusion of cinema coupled with an 
existing knowledge of the real world referent depicted on screen can facilitate a desire to suspend 
knowledge of the illusion and experience the film as a representation of what the person is really 
like, and how things really happened. While this need and desire to know a celebrity might seem 
more obvious with traditional objects of fantasy such as movie stars and rock stars, this thesis also 
deals with types of celebrity that are not quite on the same level of desirable objects. While the 
desire for proximity may not be the same between the actual Mark Zuckerberg and Jesse Eisenberg, 
the actor who plays him in The Social Network, a desire to breach the front-stage frame of public 
performance exists, regardless of who the performer is. In the case studies of this thesis, such as 
politicians, or a somewhat enigmatic figure like Zuckerberg, public awareness of the constructed 
nature of the public performance of celebrity breeds the same desire to know the real and the 
authentic, to know what is “really” going on with a public figure or the institutions they represent. 
This introduction has primarily focused on cinema and the biopic due to the foundational 
nature of literature on the subject. As indicated, however, this thesis will be dealing with other 
forms to argue the position of the docucharacter as a transmedia ontological category. There is 
value in examining the comedic docucharacter and the possibilities it holds for shaping perceptions 
of public figures and dominating public discourse about them. Some examples of comedic 
docucharacters demonstrate that there are consequences not only to the public image of the person 
represented but also to world events in a larger context. The Interview (Rogen and Goldberg 2014) 
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is one instance of a public figure fictionalised in a form other than the biopic seizing media 
attention and carrying cultural consequence. In late 2014, Sony Pictures Entertainment was at the 
forefront of a hacking scandal reportedly motivated by objections to the action comedy starring Seth 
Rogen and James Franco. The Interview, which depicts the fictional assassination of North Korean 
dictator Kim Jong-Un, was pulled from its December 25 theatrical release date (and eventually went 
without a US theatrical release entirely, instead going straight to video-on-demand platforms) 
following threats of 9/11-style attacks on exhibiting theatres (Fitzpatrick). To cite another example 
of the cultural relevance of a docucharacter outside the realm of the biopic, Donald Trump, during 
his candidacy and following his election as President of the United States, briefly engaged in an 
almost-weekly Twitter response to Saturday Night Live’s portrayal of him and other members of his 
administration. The fact that a commonplace satirisation of a politician in television sketch comedy 
can so engage and enrage the president has contributed to wider discourse about Trump’s inability 
to take criticism and his constant focus on irrelevant distractions (Politi). These examples 
demonstrate that comedic and dramatic docucharacters alike can play a role in shaping the image of 
a public figure and contributing to popular discourse about leaders and celebrities.  
I propose that in transforming a public figure into a character, the “public/private/intimate 
moments of celebrity discourse” (Marshall, “Persona Studies” 158) become concurrently visible 
and understandable in ways that a non-fictionalised mediation does not permit. By examining 
instances of docucharacters across film, television, and fannish media, my goal is to offer an 
approach to understanding the ways both producers and consumers of fact-fiction texts engage with 
the material of real public figures in creative and imaginative ways. In turn, these creations feed 
back into the imaginations of their audience publics, shaping the way that the material of the actual 
is understood: contemporary public figures and the real events that continue to develop their 
narratives in the realm of the actual. To reflect the continually developing nature of the ways 
characters and their real-world counterparts can shape understanding of the other, the case studies I 
focus on in the remainder of this thesis represent still-living public figures who have, to some 
degree, had their public personas shaped by their representations. To address the broad nature of the 
celebritised discourse of public and private selves in contemporary culture, the case studies I have 
chosen focus on different kinds of celebrities: politicians, tech magnates, and comedians, as well as 
the more traditional celebrity fodder of Hollywood actors. The particular case studies I have chosen 
lend themselves to being examined in different forms that help articulate various facets of the 
docucharacter: The Social Network as a biopic and an online fandom; Sarah Palin as a 
docucharacter in comedy and drama; Louis C.K. as a comedian whose stage currency is authenticity 
but who largely came to mainstream attention through his fictional self-performance. Through the 
close reading of case studies, this thesis aims to demonstrate that the adaptation of public persona to 
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fictionalised characters across media forms follows a fundamentally similar pattern of construction, 
despite differences in medium, genre, intended audience, mode of production, and types of celebrity 
subjects.  
Chapter one begins the series of case studies by further drawing on the existing body of 
literature on the biopic, particularly Bingham’s category of the “neoclassical biopic,” to examine 
how the current understanding of biopic character can be applied to deconstructing the process of 
merging public and private, fact, and fiction, in the docucharacter. The film at the focus of the 
analysis is The Social Network, a film which, as mentioned earlier, relies heavily on the subjective 
construction of character through its depiction of multiple, conflicting points of view on the events 
surrounding the creation of Facebook. The chapter considers the public persona of Mark 
Zuckerberg as a celebrity CEO and a contradictory figure when it comes to approaches to public 
and private information in the actions of his company and the actions of his self-presentation. 
Expanding on Custen’s metaphor of the biopic character as a Frankenstein’s monster of previously 
lived lives, I consider the wide pool of source material that the construction of Zuckerberg as a 
docucharacter draws from, including the various textual elements of the public persona, the tropes 
and conventions of Hollywood biopic lives, and the subjective experiences of others.  
Chapter two stays with The Social Network while drastically altering the mode of production 
and public visibility of the adaptation under consideration. Here, real person fiction (RPF), a fan 
practice that sees real people rather than fictional characters appropriated to write fan fiction, is 
examined. In light of the relative lack of scholarly writing on RPF compared to fan fiction derived 
from fictional screen texts, an approach to the adaptive process at work in RPF is developed here. I 
develop this approach by considering the established adaptive process of creating a character in the 
biopic in conjunction with the process of adaptation at work in appropriating fictional characters for 
fan works. From there, the chapter looks at The Social Network fandom in terms of both fan fiction 
written about the film’s docucharacters, as well as fan fiction written about the actors who portray 
them. The various layers of fact-fiction and private-public blending in these fan works is 
demonstrated to be of particular interest as fan works about the film’s characters often merge the 
screen character with textual elements of the public image of the actual person that were not part of 
the screen adaptation. Likewise, in fan works about the actors, the characters they play and the real 
people at their source are continually re-adapted and reimagined as fans construct relationships 
based on character bleed and the subtext they find in the film, its publicity paratexts, and the public 
images of the actors.  
Chapter three returns to a more publicly visible and widely disseminated medium while 
moving on to the subject of Sarah Palin to discuss the ways that the same public figure can be 
adapted to the screen in two very different formats on television: topical sketch comedy and 
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prestige made-for-TV feature film. This chapter elaborates on the contemporaneous adaptation of 
public persona in the biopic as begun in chapter one by considering how the public persona and its 
adaptation can evolve while sharing simultaneous omnipresent media space. The chapter moves on 
to considering how public and private selves are incorporated into a character through the examples 
provided by adaptations of Sarah Palin in comedic and dramatic television forms. Here I argue that 
in comedy the private becomes public text because of the humour derived from the incongruous 
nature of the private-as-public utterance, while in drama the two are articulated as discrete entities 
divided in terms of Goffman’s front- and back-region spaces of self-presentation. 
Chapter four moves beyond considering how public figures are adapted to docucharacters by 
third party writers, directors, and performers, and considers how the adaptive process is at work 
when it is the celebrity themselves who performs their dramatized version. The chapter begins by 
laying some groundwork on the different functions that celebrity self-performance can manifest in 
fictionalised screen texts. These functions include enhancing the believability of a fictional world, 
comedically undermining the established celebrity persona, to demonstrate a celebrity’s self-
awareness by mocking their established persona, and to validate the public persona as a form of 
authentic “true” self. Focusing largely on the latter idea, I engage with an extended case study of 
stand-up comedian Louis C.K. and his television series Louie (FX 2010 - ) to demonstrate ways that 
fictionalised celebrity self-performance – and in particular, the fictionalised self-performance of 
stand-up comedy celebrity – can be used as a means of authenticating the public persona as an 
accurate representation of the true, private self. 
Throughout these case studies, the adaptation of public figures to fictionalised contexts in 
film, television, and online screen media is examined as the merging of a re-created public self with 
a speculated private self. The role that variables such as genre, medium, form, and the positions of 
creative stakeholders play in how the speculated private self is created from a particular point of 
view with a goal towards a narrative or creative agenda is elaborated upon in each of these case 
studies. The result is a consideration of what the imagined access afforded to the audience by 
witnessing and experiencing a version of a public figure that is otherwise inaccessible outside of the 
realm of fiction can offer: further understanding of cultural context, a personalised experience of a 
public figure, or a suspended moment of pretending that a fictional version of our reality could be a 
true one. The embodiment of such a version of our reality is the docucharacter. 
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1. The Hollywood Adapter: The Social Network and Biopic Character  
 
It is a matter of public record that multiple lawsuits were brought against Facebook CEO 
Mark Zuckerberg in relation to the contested foundational years of the social media giant. However, 
what is not part of the public record are the inner motivations of the parties concerned and the finer 
details of moments beyond what the deposition transcripts reflect. The core of what happened, why 
it happened, how it happened, and the emotional experience of those involved are not part of the 
public record. These things are perhaps, ultimately, unknowable, given the ambiguous and 
contradictory nature of the inner self and the conflicting stories of the parties involved when billions 
of dollars are at stake. However, through the adaptation of the major players of these lawsuits in The 
Social Network, the known is re-presented in a way that shows us the possibilities of the unknown 
and the unknowable, with explanations suggested for why things are the way they are. The film uses 
the docucharacterisation of Mark Zuckerberg to make a statement about what his story can say about 
our culture at large, using an imagined version of his private self and speculated motivations to 
render on film a portrait of our shifting information economy.  
In making such a statement it is the work of the biopic, and, as this thesis argues, the creation 
of a docucharacter in any screen form, to supplement the known with a plausible version of the 
unknown. One example of this direct juxtaposition of public and private in The Social Network is 
the sequence of flashbacks during Eduardo Saverin’s (Andrew Garfield) testimony about his and 
Mark Zuckerberg’s (Jesse Eisenberg) first meeting with Sean Parker (Justin Timberlake). We see the 
dramatized interpretation of Eduardo’s testimony in the deposition, the public moment (fig. 3). 
Intercut with Eduardo’s testimony are his flashbacks to that first meeting with Sean (fig. 4). Through 
the focus on Eduardo’s reactions throughout the dinner montage and the narration of his testimony, 
we get the sense of Eduardo’s dislike for Sean, his scepticism of Sean’s ability to know what’s right 
for Facebook, and his perception that Mark was completely enchanted by Sean. The scene gives us 
access to Eduardo’s subjective experience of the memory, an emotionally coloured view of the 
events of public record. There is the suggestion of explanation for Eduardo’s side of the story, as he 
sees it. In the aftermath of betrayal, he sees Sean as having taken Mark away from him and their 
partnership in Facebook: the deciding factor in influencing his friend to cut him out of the business 
completely. These are the unknowables of the real Eduardo Saverin, the things that can only be 
speculated upon, drawn from the framework of factual information that is used in crafting the film’s 
adaptation of its characters and their lives. 
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Figure 3: The public record: Eduardo recounts meeting Sean Parker 
 
 
Figure 4: The subjective memory: the tone of the meeting is coloured by Eduardo’s recollection 
 
I begin the textual case studies of this thesis by examining The Social Network as an example 
of the contemporaneous adaptation of a still-living public figure to mainstream twenty-first century 
Hollywood biopic. The film serves as a useful case study for this thesis, with its deployment of 
character subjectivity in the form of multiple points of view of events. Additionally, the film has a 
significant online fan presence, allowing for a direct consideration in chapter two of how 
mainstream biopics and real person fan fiction create docucharacters in their respective forms. The 
Social Network as a case study also allows for the consideration of the ways in which a public figure 
with a comparatively limited visible public presence, and who did not deliberately seek fame as an 
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actor, musician, or even a politician would, is open to a broader degree of interpretation in its 
dramatization. This interpretation, however, remains built on a foundation of factuality to argue for 
the interpretation as a plausible portrait of its subject. The plausibility of the characterisation 
contributes to how the general public has largely gotten to know these public figures through the 
lens of their dramatized versions. 
In Bio/Pics, George F. Custen compares the biopic character to a Frankenstein’s monster 
comprised of “bits of previous incarnations of already-lived lives,” not only the life of its subject but 
public lives that have been dramatized before it (111). It is not only the fragments of textual lives 
that comprise the biopic character, however, nor are pieces of other lives the only intertextual 
fragments that contribute to the overall make-up of a biopic character. As the contemporary biopic 
has progressively become a director’s genre with films often helmed by high-profile auteurs 
(Bingham, Whose Lives 18), characterisations are shaped by the lives of their creators, both that of 
their directors and other key collaborators such as actors and writers. Textual elements of genre and 
narrative construction provide the means of crafting the character. Within the parameters of the 
contemporary Hollywood biopic narrative, the character’s authors use intertextual fragments of the 
source public persona to shape the private self behind the public image. In order to examine The 
Social Network as a specific case study, I will first look at Dennis Bingham’s category of the 
neoclassical biopic and the ways this intertextual mash-up of various past stages of the biopic’s 
generic evolution influences the creation of a private self for a public figure.  
 
Constructing Character in the Neoclassical Biopic 
Bingham’s Whose Lives Are They Anyway features the examination of a film that is not 
strictly a biopic, but, as Bingham argues, has nonetheless had significant influence in the 
development of the contemporary biopic. Citizen Kane (Welles 1941) features a fictional protagonist 
that is popularly understood as based on a real public figure: newspaper magnate William Randolph 
Hearst. In this way, it does not fit with the trait Custen identifies as a central commonality among all 
biopics, that the film is “minimally composed of the life, or the portion of a life, of a real person 
whose real name is used” (6). However, the influence of Citizen Kane on contemporary biopics such 
as The Social Network lies in its use of an investigatory device that enables its subject to be 
reconstructed by the memories of multiple characters with differing points of view.  
In defining his category of the post-2000 neoclassical biopic, Bingham cites Citizen Kane in 
conjunction with Custen’s work on the subjects of classical biopics. Custen, drawing on the work of 
Leo Lowenthal on magazine biographies in the early-to-mid twentieth century, frames his 
examination of biopic subjects in Lowenthal’s terms of “idols of production”—military leaders, 
statesmen, inventors—and “idols of consumption”—actors, musicians, entertainers. Custen writes 
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that Lowenthal argues that the shift in focus from biographies of the idols of production to the idols 
of consumption indicates a shift in American values, from “community” to “consumerism,” an 
indication of the beginnings of our mass consumer culture (Custen 32-33). Custen identifies a 
similar shift in biographical subjects in his study of Hollywood studio era biopics, and Bingham 
argues the idol of production film has undergone a contemporary resurgence. The neoclassical idol 
of production biopic, Bingham writes, is reinvented “with a warts-and-all or Citizen Kane-like 
investigatory tinge” as opposed to its largely celebratory form in the classical era (Whose Lives 6). 
Bingham cites The Aviator and Kinsey as two examples of such films, and, in later published 
writing, includes The Social Network as another example of the neoclassical biopic (“The Lives and 
Times” 251). Here, to argue how the tenets of the neoclassical category shape characterisation, I will 
elaborate on how The Social Network fits in this category by looking at it in conjunction with 
Bingham’s first two examples of The Aviator and Kinsey. 
Like Citizen Kane’s biography-through-investigation that attempts to uncover the “real” 
Kane through the mystery of his last word, “Rosebud,” both Kinsey and The Social Network use 
investigatory devices that attempt to uncover the truth of their subjects. As in Citizen Kane, this truth 
often comes from the subjective point of view of the investigation’s sources. In Kinsey, it is the 
recurring sequences of Alfred Kinsey (Liam Neeson) acting as a practice subject for his research 
assistants as they are trained in conducting sexual history interviews. These interviews frequently 
lead into flashbacks narrated by Kinsey’s responses. In The Social Network, subjective truths are 
uncovered through legal depositions that invite the multiple viewpoints of its conflicting characters. 
The influence of the melodramatic warts-and-all mode is also a common thread among these films. 
In Kinsey, melodrama manifests in the depiction of the damage Kinsey’s work causes in his personal 
relationships with his wife, children, and staff; in The Aviator through the foregrounding of Howard 
Hughes’ mental illness and scandalous relationships with famous women; and in The Social 
Network through the depiction of the destruction of Mark’s personal relationships with Eduardo and 
Erica, key characters in his small circle of college friends. 
The investigatory or warts-and-all skew of the early twenty-first century idol of production 
biopic in films like The Aviator, Kinsey, and The Social Network speaks to contemporary practices 
of consuming the lives of the famous. Screen narratives of idols of production are currently shaped 
by the prevalent celebrity discourses of gossip and scandal and the search for who the celebrity 
“really” is in the current culture of democratised celebrity. Any known person can potentially be 
treated as a celebrity, subject to media inquiry and gossip about their private life, and how the 
individual became famous is irrelevant. Graeme Turner writes that gossip functions in “integrating 
the celebrity and the stories about them into one’s everyday life” (Understanding 107). In a cultural 
context where all types of celebrities are treated similarly, regardless of how they achieved their 
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fame or what it is that they are known for, even the once celebrated “great men” of history—or, in 
the case of the kinds of celebrity texts under consideration in this thesis, the present moment—can 
be brought down to the level of the everyday through the dramatized exposure of their private lives. 
To return to Lowenthal’s terms, the idol of production figures that were once emblematic of 
community values are now subject to the prevailing consumer culture of the idols of consumption. 
Additionally, the media discourse of celebrity “encourages us to think in terms of ‘really’ – what is 
[the star] ‘really’ like?” (Dyer Heavenly 2). As scandal is taken as a marker of authenticity, a sign to 
the “really” of the celebrity (Desjardins 35), the investigatory biopic structure that uncovers and 
presents what is perceived as the authentic truth in the form of scandal satisfies both of these 
dominant elements of contemporary celebrity discourse. It is the appearance of bringing the private 
self into the realm of the public. The warts-and-all investigatory mode that Bingham articulates acts 
as a narrative frame in which to merge public and private, where secrets or hidden selves can no 
longer be contained to backstage space and are brought into the front stage frame for public 
consumption. The investigation, the basis of which largely stems from known fact, is a narrative 
device that uncovers the unknown in the form of a speculated private self of the character.  
In addition to textual characteristics such as the investigatory narrative device and the 
exposure of the “true” self through a warts-and-all or scandalous approach to characterisation, the 
neoclassical biopic can integrate the textual/extra-textual influence of the auteur. In addition to 
integrating influences from the stages of the biopic that reflect classical form, critical investigation, 
and warts-and-all melodrama, The Social Network marks itself as part of the history of biopic 
transitioning from a producer’s genre to an auteur director’s genre. The film is written by Aaron 
Sorkin and directed by David Fincher, and both bring reputations of distinct author functions to the 
work. In How Did They Ever Make a Movie of Facebook?, the making-of documentary that 
accompanies the initial DVD release of The Social Network, Sorkin and Fincher, along with 
principal actors Eisenberg, Garfield, and Timberlake, are seen deconstructing the script page by 
page during the rehearsal process. Writer, director, and actor are all depicted as engaging in 
collaborative authorship as they discuss the pertinent traits and motivations of the characters, engage 
in debate and argue for their own views on how the characters can be read, performed, and 
eventually interpreted by the audience.  
Sarah J. Heidt notes in writing on director Julian Schnabel’s personal investment in his 
adaptation of The Diving Bell and the Butterfly (Schnabel 2007) that in portraying real people on 
screen there is the potential “of misrepresentation in an adapted memoir, of partialities that might 
lead to a subject’s being remade in a recollector’s or creator’s own image” (144, emphasis in 
original). While the degree of authorial appropriation in The Social Network may not be to the same 
degree that Heidt writes of in Schnabel’s appropriation of another’s memoir in telling a story that is 
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personal to him, the influence of the filmmakers’ personal connection to the material is evident in 
the way they speak about the characters extra-textually. In interviews and film commentaries, 
Sorkin, Fincher, and Eisenberg all speak of finding their way of relating to Mark as a character (and, 
subsequently, Zuckerberg as a person) by viewing him as a creative artist. Even within this similar 
approach, there can be conflict. Sorkin views Mark through the lens of the writer as someone with a 
creation that others attempt to take credit for (Sony Pictures 27). Conversely, Fincher views Mark 
through his experiences as a director, as someone with an idea who needs to convince the right 
people, rather than Sorkin’s understanding of creation as a solitary effort (Sony Pictures 21). As 
How Did They Ever Make a Movie of Facebook? shows, Sorkin and Fincher agree that their 
conflicting points of view on the character are forged by their personal connections to the material, 
and the film’s structuring investigative device that allows for multiple points of view on 
Mark/Zuckerberg can contain these divergent interpretations. 
Bingham’s study of the biopic as a genre charts the development of a number of evolutionary 
stages, all of which, he argues, have a tangible influence on the contemporary era of the neoclassical 
biopic. What is largely left unaddressed in Bingham’s genre study, however, is what the 
consequences are of this intertextual mash-up of genre stages for how biopic subjects are 
constructed as cinematic characters. I argue that through the integration of conventions from 
particular stages of the biopic’s evolution, The Social Network places its characters on narrative 
trajectories guided by the conventions of classical Hollywood biopic lives, but presented in a way 
that permits a subjective construction of the character. As a result, the character is posited as a 
possible interpretation of the public figure, rather than a definitive characterisation that claims to be 
who they really are. This merging of classical Hollywood narrative tropes with contemporary 
subjective character construction is representative of the way that the merging of public and private 
in biopic character is an interpretive process. Multiple possible versions of a public persona as 
character exist, and how they are conjured into being depends on who is doing the adaptive and 
interpretive work of constructing the character. Before beginning an in-depth consideration of how 
these elements of the neoclassical biopic work to construct Mark Zuckerberg as a character, it is first 
necessary to consider the source text at the film's foundation. Therefore, I now move on to a 
consideration of the figure of the celebrity CEO, and the public persona of Mark Zuckerberg in 
particular. 
 
Mark Zuckerberg as Source Text   
In viewing Zuckerberg as a celebrity text ripe for adaptation, it is necessary to consider what 
the figure of the celebrity CEO means for how his public image and its popularly circulating 
narratives are constructed. Drawing on the work of Richard Dyer, Eric Guthey, et al. argue that, like 
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celebrities from the entertainment arena, the business celebrity can act as “a forum . . . for concerns 
and debates about what it means to be an individual in a complex, modern society” (5). In light of 
Craig Batty’s argument for the ways characters are vital in understanding media narratives, Guthey's 
assessment of the celebrity CEO demonstrates how celebrity personas can function as media 
characters without being purposefully crafted as characters in drama. Through their roles as 
prominent figures in the business world, celebrity CEOs “function both to highlight and to smooth 
over some of the key cultural and ideological tensions generated by the dominance of business 
institutions in contemporary society” (Guthey et al. 4). The public persona of the CEO itself acts as 
a character in media narratives, a means for understanding cultural concerns about topics such as 
technological innovation, globalisation, and income inequality. In the specific case of Zuckerberg, 
rather than acting as a metonym for the dominance of corporate institutions in general, he functions 
as a metonymic representation of Facebook specifically and the concerns it raises over everyday 
aspects of privacy, connectivity, and communication.  
The work of Jo Littler is useful to a consideration of the relationship between Zuckerberg 
and his company does for understanding Zuckerberg as a persona. Littler writes that the function of 
a celebrity CEO is to act as the individual narrative of the company brand, embodying the values 
and aesthetic of the company (230). In acting as the face of the company, the celebrity CEO gives 
consumers and potential stockholders an individual to attach the brand to (235). One example Littler 
cites is Richard Branson, whose persona as “young and casual” corresponds with the Virgin brand, 
and the marketing of these qualities as “revolutionary” through the way Branson embodies them 
(237). This conflation of persona and brand functions in the same way an actor or athlete endorsing 
a product gives consumers a known individual to attach to and associate with a particular brand of 
fragrance or sneakers. In the case of the celebrity CEO, however, the corporate brand they are 
endorsing is their own. The company is their work and what brought them to the attention of the 
public, therefore furthering the conflation of corporate brand with celebrity image. The company 
image and the celebrity image thus work to shape each other.  
In the case of Zuckerberg, there is both conflation and contradiction between his public 
persona and Facebook as a brand. Zuckerberg has been described as “a wary and private person” 
who rarely speaks to the press and reluctantly speaks in public (Vargas), at odds with the way 
Facebook encourages and in some cases requires its users to openly share personal information. A 
60 Minutes interview with Zuckerberg in 2008 shows him as somewhat stiff, awkward, and evasive 
in his presentation. He is surrounded, however, by an anti-establishment aesthetic of youth and 
openness. There is significant focus on the graffiti-decorated Facebook offices, Zuckerberg’s casual 
clothing, and the fact that he works from a non-descript desk among the company’s other software 
engineers (“The Face”). A second 60 Minutes profile on Zuckerberg aired in 2010, coinciding with 
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the release of The Social Network and the increased interest in uncovering the “real” Mark 
Zuckerberg prompted by the film. This profile is clear to point out Zuckerberg’s changed self-
performance, noting that he is more at ease and confident in front of the camera. While Zuckerberg’s 
media presentation skills in the time between the two 60 Minutes profiles may have evolved, the 
elements connecting Zuckerberg’s identity to the Facebook brand identity have not changed. 
Although the new, larger Facebook office eschews the graffiti aesthetic of the previous one, the 
word “hack” is prominently painted on one wall, and Zuckerberg still works from a desk among 
other staffers in the open-plan office, wearing jeans, a t-shirt, and sandals (“Mark Zuckerberg”). The 
consistent element between these two profiles is the conflation of Facebook’s brand identity with 
Zuckerberg’s public image. Both paint Zuckerberg as the young, anti-establishment, practical, new 
breed of tech billionaire, and thus paint Zuckerberg and Facebook at the forefront of the Silicon 
Valley tech revolution. 
At the time of The Social Network’s production, little had been seen of Zuckerberg’s self-
performance in popular media beyond the 2008 60 Minutes profile, largely allowing the Facebook 
brand and its success to speak louder than its CEO. This lack of a highly visible Zuckerberg public 
self-performance is cited as one reason The Social Network was able to take such a degree of 
creative interpretation of Zuckerberg in creating the character of Mark. As New York magazine 
journalist Mark Harris notes of Zuckerberg’s largely absent and impersonal public self-performance 
and its appropriation to cinematic dramatization, “[o]ne of the problems with so self-consciously 
presenting yourself as a blank slate is that you invite others to draw all over you” (3). I would argue 
that Zuckerberg is not an entirely blank slate, as elements of his backstory do exist on the public 
record, however minimal the finer details of his embodied self-performance may be. We know that 
Zuckerberg’s origins are as an upper-middle class Jewish kid from the New York suburbs who made 
his way to Silicon Valley via the Harvard dorm room where he created a social network that became 
unimaginably successful. His lack of highly visible self-performed media presence is notable, 
however, for the way the gaps in the story invite others to fill in the blanks. There is room on the 
slate to flesh out the public persona with assumptions based on narrative archetypes and cultural 
stereotypes that can be extrapolated into the fictionalised context of the biopic and accepted by the 
audience as plausible.  
Those drawing over the spaces in Zuckerberg’s blank slate do not exactly have an infinite 
palette of colours to use if what they paint is to seem like a plausible extension of Zuckerberg’s 
public persona. Third parties extrapolating and interpreting Mark Zuckerberg as a celebrity text, 
such as those writing about him in a non-fictional context, the filmmakers of The Social Network, 
and the general public who are the potential audience of both, bring their own assumptions and 
expectations based on existing knowledge of the source. If we regard Zuckerberg’s public image as 
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a text, then those seeking to fill in the blanks of his minimal self-performance “use cultural models 
and stereotypes to ‘fill out’ the information provided by the text” (M. Smith 19) to compose a more 
fully realised character. For a simplified example, it is not such a stretch for The Social Network and 
its audience to approach the character of a 19-year-old Harvard student who builds a social 
networking website from his dorm room with assumptions based on narrative archetypes of the 
“nerd.” From “nerd,” the assumptions about the archetype extend to character traits like “socially 
awkward” and “has trouble getting girls.” 
These assumptions based on pre-existing notions of character form the basis of Murray 
Smith's “recognition” stage in his theory of how we engage with screen characters. In the fiction 
film, the spectator uses what information is provided in the text upon the introduction of a character 
to “produce hypothetically fuller versions of the character than the text, taken as an object, actually 
puts before us” (120-121). In the biopic, this initial introduction to the character often takes place 
before the spectator even enters the theatre, as they bring their pre-existing knowledge of the public 
figure to the film. Smith's theory of this process of character recognition could be likened to Erving 
Goffman's description of the understanding of another individual's self-presentation in everyday 
socialisation, where one must rely on the given external cues of others to interpret the possible 
reality of the situation (Goffman Reader 21). For example, if a Harvard administrative board 
member is confronted with a student who is rude and sarcastic to the members of the board (as 
depicted in the film), the administrator could process the external cues of the student's gesture, 
expression, and appearance to make assumptions about the cause of their rudeness. A student 
dressed in a hoodie and shorts, who fidgets, and whose face is blank and sentences clipped may be 
assumed to not care about the board’s authority because the student thinks he is smarter than them. 
Whether that is true or not, the administrator can never know, but the assumption guides their 
understanding of the situation and how they behave in return. In both theories, we take the 
information that is initially presented to us and process it in ways that extrapolate possibilities from 
fact in order to more fully understand that fact in the moment, regardless of whether those 
possibilities turn out to be actualities. As I will explore later in this chapter, The Social Network 
builds on the assumed traits of Zuckerberg's persona to construct much of the core of Mark’s 
motivation as a character. If a contradictory, highly visible media image existed of Zuckerberg as, 
for example, an easy-going, popular party guy, the film’s claim of the driven, friendless, lonely 
billionaire would not be accepted as a plausible private self that corresponds with the known public 
persona. The relative lack of the highly visible media image allows greater space for the audience 
familiar with what exists of the public image to find plausibility in the creative interpretation of what 
is known. 
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As Zuckerberg’s public media image lacks a highly visible self-performance, much of what 
constitutes this image is made up of what others have written and said about him and his actions as 
the figurehead of the Facebook brand. While Zuckerberg may embody some elements of the 
Facebook brand and tech billionaire ethos, such as the casual office environment he inhabits, there 
are contradictions between Zuckerberg and his social network that are deeply embedded in his 
public image. Others write about Zuckerberg as a private person, and he confirms that image 
through the lack of highly visible self-performance. Facebook, on the other hand, is built its users 
engaging in public self-performance and freely sharing their personal data. Particularly at the time of 
The Social Network’s release in 2010, much of the circulating public narrative of Zuckerberg as a 
celebrity text stemmed from changes in Facebook functionality and user backlash to those changes. 
In May 2010, five months before the film’s initial release, a Quit Facebook Day campaign circulated 
in reaction to further changes in the site’s privacy policy. Another change to the privacy policy 
triggered a campaign for a coordinated boycott of Facebook on June 6, 2010 (C. Smith). These 
changes made privacy settings overly complicated and set many privacy options to public by 
default. Problems arose from users posting sensitive information—such as complaints about their 
boss, boasts about calling in sick to take the day off, and admissions of cheating on their spouse—
without knowing that their posts were available to public view (Boggan). Prior to 2010, Facebook 
had other issues with maintaining the privacy of its users, including not giving users control over 
who could see their activity following the introduction of the news feed feature in 2006; the Beacon 
ad system that tracked user activity and purchases on partner websites in 2007; and a formal 
complaint filed against Facebook with the US Federal Trade Commission by the Electronic Privacy 
Information Center in 2009 after the removal of some privacy settings and a default of public to 
others (Schwartz). As Daniel Schwartz notes, Zuckerberg’s response to many of these situations was 
to admit Facebook’s mistake, make changes to satisfy users, and then make similar mistakes months 
later. Zuckerberg’s and Facebook’s normalising of, and persistence with, this kind of information 
sharing early in Facebook’s development may be a contributing factor to the acceptance of similar 
practices now. An ad system like Beacon, while controversial in 2007, has become the norm a 
decade later with systems like Google AdSense routinely customising advertising for users across a 
broad spectrum of websites based on their past searches, web browsing, and purchases. 
The disparity between Zuckerberg’s behaviour regarding his own privacy and the privacy of 
his company’s users is an example of something in his public image that has undergone 
extrapolation and interpretation in the process of creating a private self for Mark Zuckerberg, the 
screen character. The conflict between public action and the behaviour of the inner self as a 
personality trait is echoed in The Social Network’s Mark. He is the college kid who has trouble 
socialising, yet creates a tool whose initial purpose is to connect and cement the social circles of 
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college kids. Due to Zuckerberg’s lack of a publicly performed media self, it would not be 
unreasonable to assume that the average viewer of The Social Network comes to the film with much 
of their pre-existing knowledge of the story stemming from their use of Facebook. Any 
controversies they may know about are the ones that affect them the most: the privacy concerns, 
rather than the legal battles over Facebook’s creation. The recognition of existing ironies and 
contradictions in Zuckerberg’s media image could feasibly make the audience more receptive to a 
Mark character whose story is also based on ironic contradictions, albeit contradictions with a 
different premise that gives a new spin to a known story. Mark’s personality contradictions in the 
film perhaps offers an origin story for the real Zuckerberg’s contradictions between his privacy and 
that of his users, and the way these narratives play out in the media.  
With these ideas of Zuckerberg’s public image, largely constructed by others and represented 
by Facebook as a stand-in for his own embodied self-performance established, I move on to 
examining how the process of extrapolation and interpretation makes visible the character of Mark’s 
private self. By considering the source text of Zuckerberg in conjunction with the framework of the 
neoclassical biopic as a mode of storytelling, I examine why and how creating a version of the 
private self is necessary in order to render a public figure as a screen character in the contemporary 
Hollywood biopic.  
 
Mark Zuckerberg as Screen Character 
I return again to Bingham’s neoclassical biopic category and the various stages of the 
genre’s evolution that comprise the category’s influences. A dominant trope of the classical-era 
biopic that Custen identifies which endures in contemporary biopic and is a vital component in 
shaping the private self from a public persona is the personalised motivation. In The Social 
Network, character motivations are crafted from classical Hollywood tropes, with these motivations, 
in turn, driving narrative events and character behaviour (such as why Mark was driven to create 
Facebook and how he behaved when met with its success). Custen draws on archival research of 
production documents related to many of his Hollywood studio era sample of films to argue that 
studio heads, and, in particular, Twentieth Century Fox’s Darryl F. Zanuck, played a significant role 
in shaping the conventions of the classical Hollywood biopic. One particular convention Custen 
credits Zanuck with enforcing in Fox biopics is the “personalizing of history.” According to Custen, 
Zanuck insisted that the biopic subject “had to have a clear motivation for the decisions that brought 
him or her greatness. Actions had to be communicated to the audience in a telegraphic scene or two 
which served as an explanation of the forces that drove the person to achieve his or her unusual 
destiny” (18-19). Through this clear communication of the biopic character/subject’s motivation for 
greatness, the audience could make a personal connection with the screen version of the famous 
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subject, and provide an undestandable hook on which the audience could hang their sympathies. 
Following Batty’s argument for how characters guide audiences in making sense of media, this 
purposeful construction of the biopic character as someone the audience can readily understand aids 
in the process of following the film’s explanation of the importance of the person, their time, and 
place. On the origins of this kind of character construction in the biopic, Custen points out that the 
means of personalising the biopic subject were guided by Zanuck’s perceptions of what the 
audience would accept as “understandable” motivation for unique achievement. Therefore, by 
constructing the famous subject’s life as something explainable and recognisable through the 
depiction of their home life and romantic and familial relationships in addition to celebrating their 
unique achievements, biopic lives were presented as greatness and fame arising from the 
circumstances of normalcy (Custen 19).    
In the case of The Social Network’s depiction of Mark Zuckerberg, it is important for a 
number of reasons that the film draws upon these classical conventions. Mark is portrayed as having 
difficulty with emotional expression, often leading to an aloof and condescending treatment of 
others. As I will discuss, much of Mark’s motivation in the film stems from trying to win back his 
girlfriend, Erica (Rooney Mara). The fact that Mark is battling against his own personality, and 
trying to compensate for his difficulty with relationships through his talents as a hacker and 
programmer, sets up a sympathetic struggle that can potentially endear the character to the audience 
despite his lack of emotional expression.  The motivation for Mark’s achievement is crafted from 
classical cinematic tropes that position him as an outcast underdog figure, creating possibilities for 
the audience to become invested in Mark’s success. We as an audience know that Mark will succeed 
in his business venture—we are, after all, at the very least aware of Facebook’s existence in our 
world—but his success on a personal level, his struggles with his own personality and the problems 
he has with relationships, remain the unknown story that we need to discover through the film. The 
audience has an opportunity to become invested in and sympathetic towards a character who may 
otherwise present as unlikeable.  
In the terminology of Murray Smith’s structure of sympathy, The Social Network creates an 
“alliance” with Mark by granting the audience both “spatio-temporal attachment,” where the 
audience witnesses Mark’s actions and reactions, and “subjective access,” where the audience has 
direct access to Mark’s interiority through techniques such as voice over or dream sequence, or 
indirect access to his interiority through the emotional tone of the film (142). The film also grants 
the audience a similar alliance with other characters, creating differing understandings of Mark and 
his actions. For example, scenes focused on Cameron, Tyler, and Divya, where they speak about 
him as having deliberately stolen their idea for a Harvard social network, introduce a different 
perspective of Mark as calculating, dishonest, and deliberately manipulative, rather than the solitary 
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creative genius that may be Mark’s self-image. Smith argues, however, that alliance with a character 
does not automatically create “allegiance” (222). Allegiance is based on the audience’s affective 
response, such as sympathy, empathy, or judgement, to the character. Mark’s classical personalised 
motivations are an attempt to create that a positive response with that allegiance, to explain the 
actions that lead to his fame and success in ways that are familiar to the audience from their past 
exposure to cinema. As I will discuss in detail in a moment, Erica is the girl Mark is working to win 
back, a basic story premise that, in the hands of another genre, could make for a classic romantic 
comedy. This familiarity and easy recognition can potentially evoke sympathetic allegiance in the 
reception of Mark’s often morally ambiguous behaviour throughout the course of the conflicting 
points of view of the film’s characters.  
To illustrate the possibilities of sympathetic audience response to Mark, I draw on the 
example of the conflict between Mark and the Winklevoss twins. It can be a satisfying experience 
for the audience to become invested in Mark’s underdog success over the Winklevosses throughout 
the film. That the spectator has been aligned with Mark up until the point of the introduction to 
Cameron and Tyler serves to highlight the differences between Mark and the twins. Once the 
spectator has been aligned with one character, as Smith writes, “the recognition of any new 
character may be subject to the effect of mediation produced by the alignment” (144). Thus, Mark's 
self-perceived inferiority in comparison to men like Cameron and Tyler (as established in the 
opening scene, which I will discuss in detail further on in this chapter) is projected onto our 
recognition of them. The twins, with their classic all-American athletic looks, blond hair, and 
chiselled jaws (as embodied by Armie Hammer, himself a member of old money establishment 
thanks to his namesake great-grandfather, petroleum magnate Armand Hammer), represent the best 
kind of self-proclaimed “gentlemen of Harvard.” Mark, on the other hand, is the anti-authoritarian 
rebel, his family history absent from the film’s story, a seemingly self-created man at the age of 19 
who rejects the Harvard establishment, first through his disrespect for its systems—technical, 
security, academic, and disciplinary—then by literal rejection as he drops out to pursue Facebook’s 
success. Revenge of the Nerds (Kanew 1984) is often invoked in pun headlines about both Facebook 
and The Social Network for a good reason. Here Mark is the typically downtrodden, rejected nerd 
who ends up controlling the prized idea despite the entitled and privileged Winklevosses’ best 
attempts to take it from him. 
The provision of a personalised motivation for Mark’s success provides an emotional hook 
that allows the audience to become invested in his journey. Additionally, it allows the audience to 
forge a connection with or understanding of version of a public figure whose real-world counterpart 
does not have a similar kind of personalised presence. Jonathan Bignell writes that the basis for 
making meaning from a screen character based on a public figure is to draw on the audience’s 
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existing knowledge of the subject’s media image. Films that can rely more heavily on re-creating a 
recognisable facsimile of the public image use the audience’s prior knowledge and opinions of the 
public figure in conjunction with the affective codes of fictional drama in the depiction of the 
subject’s private self to foster an emotional investment in the biopic character (Bignell 59). With 
The Social Network, however, the film’s central character, despite having created what is arguably 
one of the most significant media tools of the twenty-first century so far, lacks this immediately 
recognisable self-performance with which audiences can connect. Zuckerberg is, as previously 
noted, vulnerable to creative interpretation of what is known in order to depict the unknown of his 
private self and driving motivations. Therefore, the personalised motivation created by classical 
biopic tropes shapes how this creative interpretation manifests on screen.  
In The Social Network, much of the creative interpretation of Mark’s motivations is 
encapsulated by a character who does not have a real-world counterpart. This character is Erica 
Albright, Mark’s girlfriend whom we meet, along with Mark, in the film’s opening scene. The Mark 
first introduced in The Social Network is the pre-Facebook Mark who is wholly unknown to the 
average viewer, rendering the audience’s lack of immediate recognition of the public figure in the 
screen character less of a vital component in comprehending the character. Mark’s lines of 
personalised motivation that eventually lead to public recognition, as well as the character traits of 
his social and emotional shortcomings, are established immediately in this opening scene. The film 
begins with Mark and Erica sitting across from each other at a table in a crowded student bar, 
engaged in a conversation that the audience is dropped into even before the Columbia Pictures logo 
has begun to fade from the screen. Their rapid-fire exchange pursues a number of different 
conversational threads that overlap and change quickly.  
Demonstrating the influence of the biopic-as-auteur-genre developmental stage in the 
neoclassical biopic, the pace, structure, and verbosity of the dialogue are a signature of Aaron 
Sorkin’s writing that makes no pretence to naturalism3. Therefore, from the very beginning, the 
audience is introduced to these characters as obviously written characters. They do not speak the 
way real people do, let alone the way real nineteen-year-olds do. It signals to the audience that these 
people are characters, these are dramatized events, and the sheer written-ness of the characters 
attempts to distance Mark from Zuckerberg as a creatively interpreted version. The content of the 
dialogue introduces one of Mark’s lines of motivation: the desire to distinguish himself from the 
already distinguished Harvard herd, to gain the acceptance of the elite networks of the Harvard final 
clubs. Erica’s question of which club would be the easiest for Mark to get into, and Mark’s offended 
reaction that she would ask which is the easiest and not the best demonstrates both Mark’s high 
                                                 
3 The signatures of “Sorkinese” dialogue are particularly notable in his television works such as The West Wing (NBC 
1999-2006) and The Newsroom (HBO 2012-2014). 
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personal standards as well as the expected difficulty he would face in being accepted to a final club. 
He lacks any of the traditionally acceptable skills to help him distinguish himself at Harvard—
rowing crew, singing in an acapella group—and does not fit the classic profile of the final club 
member as the next generation of the WASP old money establishment.  
The way Mark and Erica’s conversation unfolds introduces the audience to many of Mark’s 
core character traits. Erica’s reactions to Mark offer an understanding of what he is like as a person. 
The repetition of words and doubling back on topics shows that despite her obvious intelligence, 
Erica is unable to keep up with Mark’s train of thought, revisiting topics and ideas that Mark has 
already abandoned. The intelligence of the dialogue becomes a character trait of Mark’s. It flatters 
the audience member who can keep up and, through Erica, offers a warning to those who cannot. 
Sorkin consciously rejects any attempt to write naturalistic dialogue for young characters, and 
instead writes them the way he usually writes his (typically middle-aged) characters (Sony Pictures 
25). In doing so, Sorkin creates a thematic parallel between the opening dialogue and the film as a 
whole: old versus new, young versus old, who gets ahead and who ends up being left behind. In this 
scene, the immediate introduction of these elements of characterisation and specifically highlighted 
character traits give the audience a feel for what the film is about thematically.  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Erica's frustration with Mark in The Social Network's opening scene 
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Figure 6: Mark's irritated response 
 
Throughout the opening scene, Erica implies that her frustration with Mark is the norm when 
carrying on a conversation with him (fig. 5), such as when Mark tries to stop her from leaving and 
she snaps in frustration that the conversation “is exhausting. Dating you is like dating a Stairmaster.” 
This exchange establishes that Mark’s traits demonstrated by the conversation—such as his 
intelligence, by being several steps ahead of Erica, and his impatience and condescension when she 
fails to keep up with him—are everyday aspects of his personality. Their unequal positions in the 
exchange, as well as Mark’s projected sense of superiority at their unequal positions (fig. 6), cause 
the conversation to devolve into Erica ending the relationship. At this point, she acts as a 
foreshadowing of both Mark’s future success (“You are probably going to be a very successful 
computer person.”), and to put a name to the lack of social skills that are depicted as being another 
of Mark’s motivations in the creation of Facebook (“You’re going to go through life thinking that 
girls don’t like you because you’re a nerd . . . that won’t be true. It will be because you’re an 
asshole.”). After she leaves Mark, she becomes The Girl That Got Away and a catalyst for Mark’s 
subsequent actions that lead to the creation of Facebook. Mark’s major lines of motivation as 
established by this opening scene could be labelled as two well-trodden Hollywood cinematic 
tropes: the triumph of the underdog, and winning back the girl. By giving Mark motivations that the 
audience will at the very least recognise, if not sympathise with, his future actions are explained in 
cinematic terms. Cinema constructs the private person that drives the public persona: Zuckerberg 
has become a character.  
Erica’s role as the embodiment of a classical winning-back-the-girl trope is cemented by her 
further appearances later in the film. Erica first reappears when Mark sees her in a restaurant after 
TheFacebook (as the earliest incarnation of the network was named) has become successful on the 
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Harvard campus. He approaches her with an attempt to reconcile, but Erica dismissively rejects him 
(fig. 7). Mark’s immediate reaction is to begin expanding TheFacebook to other Ivy League colleges 
and publicising it at Boston University, where Erica is (as Mark derisively notes in the opening 
scene) a student. Erica is once again a presence in the closing moments of the film. Mark sits alone 
in a deposition room after being informed his lawyers are going to settle the lawsuit with Eduardo. 
He looks up Erica on Facebook, and, finding her profile listed, sends her a friend request (fig. 8). 
Under title cards that proclaim both the screen’s and the real world’s Mark Zuckerberg to be the 
world’s youngest billionaire, he repeatedly refreshes his computer screen, waiting for a response that 
never comes (fig. 9) before the image cuts to black. The audience is left to decide for themselves 
what constitutes Mark’s success, given the reasoning that the film has presented for why Mark 
created Facebook to begin with. What worth does overwhelming financial success have without the 
tangible social connections that Mark was trying to create?4 The end point of Mark’s (on-screen) 
story is yet another familiar trope as he becomes a Kane-like figure. The Social Network leaves the 
audience with the impression of Mark as a man who only seems to have it all, left alone and 
attempting to recover an earlier, pre-success, state. The Zuckerberg of the real world has a 
continuing story, however, now shaped for better or worse in the public imagination by the phantom 
of Mark in the deposition room waiting for acceptance that will never come. 
 
 
Figure 7: Erica's second appearance, an attempt at reconciliation  
                                                 
4 The song playing over the final moments of the film and the closing credits is The Beatles’ “Baby, You’re a Rich 
Man,” which, appropriately for Mark’s story, was originally the B-side to “All You Need is Love.” 
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Figure 8: Erica's third and final appearance as the friend request that is never answered 
 
Figure 9: Mark waits, alone, still seeking acceptance from Erica at the close of the film 
 
If this is how The Social Network creates the private self of Mark, through the tropes of 
classical Hollywood cinema, then how does it re-create the known public self of Mark Zuckerberg in 
order to ground the character in plausibility? It may seem a difficult task, given Zuckerberg’s lack of 
easily recognisable public self-performance. The answer, however, lies in the role of the celebrity 
CEO as the embodiment of their brand and the audience’s immediate recognition of Facebook. 
Thus, Facebook becomes transposed onto the character of Mark as the recognisable public self, a 
stand-in for Zuckerberg’s public self-performance. As well as serving the foundation of recognition 
and understanding for the audience’s approach to Zuckerberg, Facebook becomes much of the core 
of Mark’s self-identity. An example of the way Facebook serves as the recognisable public self for 
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which the film creates a behind-the-scenes private moment happens when Mark’s roommate Dustin 
(Joseph Mazzello) presses Mark for information on the relationship status of one of his classmates. 
In a scene reminiscent of the origin story of a song in a musician biopic, Dustin’s queries lead Mark 
to have the sudden flash of inspiration for the “Relationship Status” and “Interested In” features of 
the Facebook profile (fig. 10). It is an inspiration so overwhelming that Mark stops speaking to 
Dustin mid-sentence and flees from the room, proceeding to run through the snow back to Kirkland, 
dressed in his trademark but weather-inappropriate Adidas sandals, cargo shorts and hoodie (fig. 
11). This behind the scenes moment reveals something about the “real” person behind the public 
face, showing how Mark is perpetually in his head, how his creative thinking and obsession with the 
site instantly transforms an off-hand remark from Dustin into one of Facebook’s most well-known 
features, and how his total dedication to the project leads him to run through the snow to 
immediately execute the idea and get the site running. 
 
 
Figure 10: Dustin gives Mark a sudden flash of inspiration 
 
Figure 11: Mark races back to his dorm to execute the idea 
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How the film intertwines Facebook and Mark’s self-identity is perhaps best demonstrated 
later in the film by the phone call between Mark and Eduardo after Eduardo freezes the Facebook 
bank accounts following his trip to the temporarily relocated Facebook headquarters in Palo Alto. 
When Mark begins his conversation with Eduardo, his initial expression of anger in the dialogue 
stems from the consequences Eduardo’s actions have for the site. The loss of money means the loss 
of access to additional servers, which can potentially lead to the site crashing and damaging the 
fledgeling social network’s reputation for never facing downtime. Mark first presents this as a slight 
to “everything I have been working on.” Eduardo corrects him—”Everything we have been working 
on.” It is only after Eduardo’s correction that Mark switches to “our” and “we,” forced to 
acknowledge Eduardo’s contribution to placate Eduardo rather than Mark expressing his true 
perception of Facebook as an extension of himself. However, the real indicator of Mark’s 
investment in Facebook as a means of self-definition in this scene comes as Mark’s anger quickly 
and seamlessly shifts from addressing the problems that Eduardo’s actions could cause for Facebook 
to addressing the problems that the failure of Facebook could create for Mark. He tells Eduardo, fast 
and angry: 
 
I am not going back to the Caribbean night at AEPi . . . Did you like being nobody? 
Did you like being a joke? Do you want to go back to that? . . . Do you know how 
embarrassing it was for me to try to cash a check today? I am not going back to that 
life. 
 
 As Facebook has become the means for Mark to achieve a level of social acceptance and 
status closer to what he feels he deserves, Mark has begun to revise his self-image by how Facebook 
has enabled him to be perceived by others. He is no longer a “joke,” and now that he has lived the 
possibilities of what social acceptance can be, he fears returning to his pre-Facebook life. 
Eisenberg’s openly emotional performance—in the raised volume of his voice, his flustered pacing 
through the frame, the visible shake of the hand that tightly grips the phone and emphatic gesturing 
with his free hand—reveals the importance of this moment to Mark (fig. 12). He sees Eduardo’s 
actions as an attack on the stability of the company and, in turn, an attack on the stability of Mark’s 
current self-identity. It is at this moment that he finally breaks, his disengaged, above-it-all 
demeanour giving way to an open display of reactionary anger, fear, and panic. In this way, through 
narrative, performance, and cinematic style, The Social Network offers up Facebook itself as the 
public Mark Zuckerberg that the audience will be most familiar with and that most plausibly 
corresponds to the private Mark Zuckerberg that the film constructs.  
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Figure 12: Mark’s open display of anger and panic while on the phone with Eduardo 
 
Having considered the ways that The Social Network grants spatio-temporal access to 
recognisable elements of Zuckerberg’s image through Mark’s attachment to Facebook as well as the 
extrapolated private self of Mark through his classical Hollywood influenced motivation, I move on 
to considering how the film engages with subjective character access. To do so, I return to Mark’s 
proposed personalised motivation for success, and how characterisation is further shaped through 
Mark’s subjective engagement with these motivations in the two montages depicting the creation of 
Facemash, a precursor to Facebook. I argue that, while ambiguous, this sequence can be read as 
granting audience access to Mark’s unacted private self behind Zuckerberg’s public words, making 
the character’s head space visible as cinematic space. This sequence offers an example of the ways 
contemporary biopics give audiences experiential, subjective access to a simulated version of a 
public figure. In turn, the example illustrates the ways that private selves are invented and 
interpreted on screen in ways that offer a supplementary understanding of public figures that are not 
available through biographical facts alone.  
 
Shaping Character through Subjective Access 
After Erica breaks up with Mark at the conclusion of the film’s introductory scene, the 
opening credits roll over shots of Mark running back to his dorm room. The audience gets their first 
sustained glimpse at Mark’s interiority in a sequence which appears to bear out the Kuleshov effect, 
as choices in score, sound mixing, editing, and mise-en-scene project the character’s emotional state 
while the actor’s performance alone reveals little or no clues to it (Baron, et al. 2-3). The credit 
sequence is largely comprised of wide shots that show Mark jogging through the setting, his back 
straight, hands in his pockets, arms still. When we do see his face, Eisenberg plays Mark with a 
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neutral, blank expression (fig. 13). The wide shots of Mark jogging at a quick, steady pace isolate 
him in each shot against a backdrop of settings sparsely populated with slower moving people (fig. 
14). As with the public face of the Zuckerberg we know, little is revealed. It is up to the expressive 
work of the cinematic frame around the performance to fill in the blanks. 
 
 
Figure 13: Eisenberg plays Mark with little indication of his emotional state during the credit sequence 
 
Figure 14: Mark’s isolation is constructed by the frame around him and mix of score and ambient diegetic sound 
 
The score over the credit sequence (a piece by the film’s composers, Trent Reznor and 
Atticus Ross, titled “Hand Covers Bruise” which recurs several times in the film as a theme for 
Mark), consists of sparse piano notes played over a lower line of scratchy synthesizer white noise 
that builds in tension to repeated heavy bass notes. The sound is mixed with the ambient noise of the 
setting; the only consistent sound from shot to shot is the rise and fall of Mark’s jogging feet as he 
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approaches and passes the camera in each shot. The combined effect is one of isolation, loneliness, 
and a simmering tension that is set to break out once Mark returns to his dorm at Kirkland House. In 
this way, the film seems to externalise Mark’s interiority, giving us a kind of access to his inner self. 
Moreover, this opening credit sequence acts as a bridge between the narrative points of Erica leaving 
Mark, and Mark beginning Facemash. The primary effect of the credit sequence is one of emotional 
exposition, setting the tone of Mark’s interior reaction and how that will fuel what is about to come. 
When Mark gets back to his dorm room, he grabs a beer, switches on his computer, and 
begins to blog. His blog posts are read in voice-over, opening with the line “Erica Albright’s a 
bitch.” Much of the voice-over that follows throughout the sequence is taken verbatim from 
Zuckerberg’s blogged account of the creation of Facemash. However, while there is a line in the 
original blog that refers to a girl named Jessica as “a bitch,” it is unknown what her relationship to 
Zuckerberg was, or what motivated his mention of her in the blog (Sciretta). The film gives greater 
emphasis to Erica in the film’s version of the Facemash blog, including a barrage of vitriolic insults 
that were absent from Zuckerberg’s original. Both Zuckerberg’s and Mark’s versions of the blog 
state that he needs “something to take [his] mind off her.” As both the film and real-world blogs 
become document the hacking exercise that becomes Facemash, it is evident that the precursor to 
Facebook is the distraction that Mark/Zuckerberg comes up with. In the film’s version, Mark’s effort 
to distract himself sees him hacking the facebook pictures of Harvard’s female students and creating 
a website that allows users to rank the pictures by attractiveness. In actuality, Zuckerberg used 
pictures of both female and male students. The differences between actuality and cinema here are 
not so much questions of exact fidelity to recorded truth. Rather, this disparity illustrates how a 
plausibly extrapolated invention can supplement the historical record: a possible reason why 
Zuckerberg might have called a girl a bitch in his blog, a scene like the one in the bar with Erica. 
This possible explanation for a recorded fact shapes the character—and understanding of the public 
figure at the source—by revealing character interiority. The focus on Erica, Mark’s anger towards 
her, and the erasure of male students from the film’s version of Facemash all work to construct an 
image of Mark “as a horny dude out for revenge” (O’Brien) and further cement the use of Erica as a 
personalised motivation for Mark’s actions. If the filmmakers had been bound to depicting literal 
truth and shown Mark using the pictures of female and male students, it becomes less clear that he is 
being motivated by this rejection from Erica. A Mark who targets both male and female students 
becomes even more of an unlikeable misanthrope, rather than a character whose actions, while still 
morally questionable, are explainable as stemming from a lack of success with women5. 
                                                 
5 This line of motivation for Mark and the need to clarify it also explains the film’s erasure of Zuckerberg’s actual 
girlfriend (and now wife), Priscilla Chan. According to Peter Sciretta’s /Film article on the facts behind The Social 
Network, Zuckerberg and Chan met at Harvard around the same timeframe of Facebook’s creation that is depicted in the 
film and thus if the film were to adhere to literal factuality would have included Chan. 
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Two montages in the sequence depict the creation of Facemash, intercutting scenes from 
Mark’s room at Kirkland with a party at the Phoenix Club and, later, scenes from around the 
Harvard campus and wider Boston college community. Andrew Garfield (“Audio Commentary: 
Aaron Sorkin and the Cast”) and Aaron Sorkin (Sony Pictures 29) note that there is some ambiguity 
to what the audience sees of the Phoenix party during the Facemash creation sequence. The most 
concrete clue to the intention of the sequence is David Fincher’s comment that the sequence has an 
omniscient point of view of the party that is “subjectively channelled through the people who are not 
invited” (“Audio Commentary: David Fincher”). From watching the sequence without the insight 
provided by these commentary paratexts, however, it is not immediately clear whether the audience 
is to take the sequence at face value as something that is actually happening, or if these are scenes 
from Mark’s own imagining of what a Phoenix club party would be like. I argue that there is a 
strong case for the latter interpretation. Reading this sequence as the product of Mark’s subjective 
imagination demonstrates how Mark’s classical Hollywood motivations for success are solidified in 
this particular characterisation of Zuckerberg.  
The first montage shows Mark hacking into the individual Harvard dorm facebook systems 
to get the photographs he needs for the Facemash project. Flashes of the Phoenix party scenes are 
intercut with shots of Mark as he blogs the progression of the project he has come up with as a 
distraction from his breakup with Erica. With the facebook pictures of the residents of Kirkland 
House open on his computer, Mark—as we learn through the voice-over narration of his blog 
posts—contemplates how bad some of the pictures are. As Mark blogs, he writes about a suggestion 
from one of his suitemates, Billy Olsen (Bryan Barter), that the photos be placed next to pictures of 
farm animals to have students “vote on who’s hotter.” From a closeup of Mark’s face as he slowly 
and slightly nods, with the voice over dialogue, “Good call, Mr Olsen” (fig. 15), the shot briefly cuts 
to black before fading up on the camera moving up the aisle of a bus filled with attractive young 
women (fig. 16).  
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Figure 15: “Good call, Mr Olsen.” 
 
Figure 16: Fade up, and the camera dollies up the aisle of a bus headed to the Phoenix 
 
These women are the girls bussed into the Phoenix party, calling back to an idea that was 
placed in both Mark’s and the audience’s mind by Erica in the film’s opening scene. In that earlier 
point in the film’s opening, when Erica asks Mark whether the rumours about girls being bussed into 
final club parties are true, Mark does not directly answer the question. He averts his gaze from Erica, 
his eyes closed as he responds, “So you can see why it’s so important to get in,” finally looking at 
her with a quick, uncertain, almost joking half-smile. It gives the sense that Mark himself has no 
idea of the truth of that rumour either, as he exists firmly outside the world of final clubs. In his 
imagination, then, this is one of the staples of the life of a final club member: attractive, eager 
women delivered to the club’s doorstep for effortless, sexually charged socialisation. His image of 
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the women at the Phoenix party is a distinct contrast from his date with Erica earlier in the evening. 
Although he may have tried to disavow his comment on the importance of the bussed in girls in his 
desire to be in a final club with a smile, after his disastrous night with Erica it becomes the most 
appealing aspect of final club life that is at the forefront of his imagination.  
From this shot of the women on the bus in the Facemash hacking montage, the frame again 
cuts to black. A title card indicating the time appears, and Mark’s voice-over says, “Yeah, it’s on,” 
(fig. 17) before the picture fades up again, this time on Mark’s typing fingers as he continues his 
blogging (fig. 18). The isolation of the line “Yeah, it’s on,” against the black screen immediately 
after abruptly cutting away from the shot of the women on the bus works to situate the line as a 
direct response to the image. The women on the bus act as a visual embodiment of both of Mark’s 
key lines of motivation, according to the film’s narrative: the prestige afforded to the members of 
final clubs; and the ease of socialisation, particularly with women, that comes with such status. His 
response is illustrative of how these motivations act within the narrative as a trigger to the events 
that lead to his success. However, at this point in the film, as he is drunk, blogging, and hacking, 
Mark seems to be fuelled by his anger, resentment, and isolation, rather than strategically 
undertaking a project that will lead toward something bigger.  
 
 
Figure 17: Cut to black and isolation of Mark’s line, “Yeah, it’s on.” 
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Figure 18: Fade up on Mark continuing his work 
 
Here, through both spatio-temporal attachment to Mark and access to his subjective 
interiority, the influence of the neoclassical biopic is again prominent in Mark’s characterisation. 
Although the narrative creates a personalised motivation for his success that the audience can easily 
recognise and understand, his actions as a result of that motivation are guided by negative emotions. 
A desire for achievement or nobility may be the case with the celebratory “great man” biopic 
narrative of the classical era, but Mark is driven by rejection and revenge. In this way, the form of 
the neoclassical biopic shapes the creation of the character’s backstage self. Rather than being a 
straightforward, celebratory portrait of Zuckerberg, the character is complicated by the complexity 
of unlikeability and morally dubious choices. That the dubious actions in this scene are directly 
connected to the written record of Zuckerberg’s public speech encapsulates the ways that the biopic 
merges public and private through fact and invention.  
Throughout the sequence, the execution of the visuals, particularly in terms of pacing and 
intercutting between the Kirkland suite and the Phoenix party, offers a greater insight into Mark’s 
interiority than his voiceover alone would. As Mark’s blogging and hacking continue, the shots 
from the Phoenix turn to slow motion, the ambient noise from the party blended with Mark’s 
voiceover. The slow motion gives the party shots a dreamlike quality of inaction that is juxtaposed 
with the rapid pace of Mark’s speech, his fast typing and the activity on his computer screen, and 
the quick cuts of what is happening in the suite at Kirkland. While Mark may appear to be 
physically inactive compared to the partygoers at the Phoenix—shots of girls dancing versus Mark 
sitting at his desk—the pacing contrast between the two settings gives the sense that the Kirkland 
suite is where the action truly is. 
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Significantly, this motif of action and inaction in the Kirkland suite versus the Phoenix (and 
final club life in general) is repeated later in the film, when shots of Eduardo’s initiation into the 
Phoenix, as well as shots of Cameron, Tyler, and Divya reading out Mark’s texts and e-mails full of 
excuses why he cannot get to work with them on their Harvard Connection project, are intercut with 
Mark’s preliminary work in building Facebook. This second appearance of the motif serves to once 
again visually embody Mark’s point of view as it will come into play later in the film with regards to 
what he sees as the significance—or insignificance, as the case may be—of  Eduardo’s contribution 
to the company and the Winklevosses’ contribution to the initial idea for Facebook. 
The first Facemash creation montage, ending with this dreamlike, unreal sense of the 
Phoenix party and the conclusion of Mark’s work, acts primarily as a visual and experiential 
representation of Mark’s motivation and point of view by giving the viewer a cinematic experience 
of Mark’s interiority. The second Facemash montage is largely about possibility, as Mark discovers 
how the actions inspired by his motivations can potentially lead to a successful result. After Eduardo 
gives Mark the algorithm that enables them to begin ranking the girls’ pictures, the shots from the 
Phoenix become increasingly sexualized, including girls kissing and stripping down to their 
underwear. In addition to being intercut with shots of Mark, Eduardo, Dustin, and Chris (Patrick 
Mapel) in the Kirkland suite, the montage introduces a third setting that can be read as “elsewhere at 
Harvard.” We begin to see groups of male students crowding around their computer screens (fig. 
20), echoing the shots from the Kirkland suite of Mark and his suitemates doing the same (fig. 19). 
Another scene from the Phoenix eventually disrupts the slow motion, dreamlike shots of the women 
at the party: some of the male partygoers looking at Facemash on their computers, interrupted by a 
female student who identifies one of the pictures as her roommate. We also see that Mark’s blog has 
spread, as Erica’s roommate tells her about it, and other students taunt Erica based on the insults 
Mark has directed toward her on his blog. As the montage progresses, shots of the viral spread of 
Facemash completely overtake shots from the Phoenix. 
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Figure 19: Eduardo, Dustin, and Chris gather around Mark to test out Facemash and watch the site’s traffic 
 
Figure 20: Similar scenes of male students gathering around Facemash are echoed elsewhere around Harvard 
 
As The Social Network posits Facemash as the direct precursor to Facebook, its success is 
the inciting incident for the story to follow. As the incident is presented through the lens of character 
subjectivity, Mark’s interiority becomes vital to how the story unfolds. His motivations and desires 
are made tangible as acceptance and rejection run throughout the montage. There is acceptance from 
male students, both those who are final club members at the Phoenix, and those who are apparently 
not, spending their night with friends in a dorm room just as Mark is. There is rejection from the 
female students in their reaction to the website and, as is later shown to be the consequence of 
Mark’s actions, rejection from the establishment when Mark faces the Harvard administrative board. 
This acceptance/rejection theme could be read as what Mark imagines as he watches the traffic on 
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the website from his computer. What Mark imagines as the reactions of female students could be 
taken in his bitterness and anger to be not so much a simple rejection, but more like the desired 
reaction to a deliberate attack. Both acceptance and rejection mean that Mark and his work are being 
noticed, and he has risen above his shortcomings by publicly judging women in general, and Erica 
Albright in particular. As the montage progresses, Mark’s hacking project obliterates the presence of 
the Phoenix party in the sequence. As the audience sees Facemash interrupt the Phoenix party and 
the traffic scrolling by on Mark’s computer eventually crashes the Harvard network, the possibilities 
for Mark’s talent to grant him the status that will overtake or replace the need to belong to a final 
club become apparent. If the shots from the Phoenix and around the Harvard campus are to be taken 
as Mark’s subjective imaginings, then the structure of the montage can also be read as indicating 
Mark’s first understanding of how, rather than trying to get into a final club, he can elevate his own 
status. It is a realisation that is later articulated to Eduardo when Mark first proposes the idea for 
Facebook: “It’s like a final club, except we’re the President.” 
Reading the Facemash sequence as focalised through Mark’s subjectivity illustrates the ways 
that screen characters based on real people can present the recorded public image and the created 
private self simultaneously. Throughout this sequence, verbatim quotes from Zuckerberg’s original 
Facemash blog are manipulated, supplemented, or embellished by the work of the screenwriter. The 
actor performs voiceover in ways that invest the actual words of the public figure with the voice of 
the character, his emotion and inflection colouring the written word. The voice over is matched to a 
visual montage with the techniques of filmmaking that invest the image with thematic meaning, the 
pace of the visuals and crosscuts between the imagined and the represented illustrating character 
interiority and giving an experiential accompaniment to the character’s voice. The result on screen is 
an extrapolated private self of Mark that the film posits can exist behind the public voice of 
Zuckerberg.     
It is interesting to note that Mark later disavows this public voice when Sean reveals that he 
read Mark’s blog and knows that his anger and hurt at the situation with Erica was the driving force 
behind the creation of Facemash. After Sean makes this revelation during their conversation in a San 
Francisco nightclub, Mark looks almost panicked and quickly says, “No, no. That was for web 
cretins.” Here the public voice of both the actual and the character Mark Zuckerberg is disavowed 
by Mark as a performance, the recorded narration of his hacking process and vitriol towards Erica 
designed to appeal to an audience that he now sees himself as being above. Much like Michael 
Meneghetti’s writing on the performative display of obsessive compulsive disorder by Leonardo 
DiCaprio’s Howard Hughes in The Aviator as playing a metaphorical role in the broader theme of 
the film, Mark’s disavowal of the voice of his blog speaks to the theme of the film that suggests “no 
person is only one thing” (Fincher qtd. in Sony Pictures 10). The Mark living in Palo Alto, being on 
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the verge of having a billion dollar company, and seeking the approval of Sean Parker claims to 
revise his understanding of the Mark who was angry, drunk, and blogging from his dorm room at 
Harvard. 
Neither of the selves Mark presents is purposefully dishonest at the time of their enactment. 
This too speaks to the broader narrative of the film that shows its characters evolving in their 
behaviour and attitudes at different points in their young lives. All collaborative authors of the 
characters are careful to point out the differences between the Mark and Eduardo of Kirkland and 
the Mark and Eduardo of the deposition room, with the latter seeing the characters near their mid-
twenties dealing with the choices they made as nineteen-year-olds. This constructs Mark’s character 
as a work-in-progress, both in terms of his own understanding of his inner self and in terms of the 
presentation of his public self. While Mark may not be a direct representation of the actual 
Zuckerberg, this work-in-progress status is something they share, given the ongoing narrative of 
Zuckerberg as an influential public figure in the real world. In this adaptation of a public persona to 
the screen in the contemporary neoclassical influenced biopic, the subject is simplified through the 
collation of the dispersed intertextual material of the public image into the space of a single feature 
film. At the same time, though, through the treatment of the public figure as a screen character, the 
public image is complicated by a subjective interpretation of the public figure that is itself rendered 
by means of the subjectivity of screen characters.  
I have argued that in light of the personalised motivations established for Mark in the film’s 
opening scene, the Facemash creation sequence can be read as focalised through Mark’s subjective 
interiority. By not simply witnessing life at the Phoenix club, but by seeing and experiencing it as 
what Mark believes it to be, the audience can further understand Mark’s desire to attain social status 
as a means of recognition and a way to circumvent his social difficulties. The interruption to final 
club life by Mark’s work allows us into Mark’s mind, to view what he sees as the unattainable world 
of Harvard social status and how he can make his way to success on his own terms. This reading of 
the sequence as the externalisation of Mark’s subjectivity demonstrates that what is unknown about 
a public figure’s private self can be extrapolated from what is known about the public image. It is 
public record that Mark Zuckerberg made the Facemash website and blogged about it. Yet why he 
did it, and how he felt about it, exist here as the inventions of cinema. In The Social Network’s 
opening scenes, the foundations for this interpretation and extrapolation of the private self are 
established in Mark’s classical trope-influenced motivations. These motivations are subsequently 
expanded upon through access to a plausible proposed interiority, allowing the audience an 
experiential view of and access to the character’s private self. How the film constructs this 
subjective access offers a supplemental understanding of the facts upon which it is based, with 
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consequences for the comprehension not only of the film’s narrative and characters but the real 
people and events upon which they are based.   
Here I return to Custen’s idea of the biopic character as a Frankenstein’s monster of 
intertextuality, pieced together not only from the life of the subject but the past screen incarnations 
of the lives of other public figures. I propose that The Social Network is illustrative of the other 
multiple lives contained within the biopic character adapted from an actual public figure. These 
multiple lives can consist of conflicting points of view of characters within the diegesis, and the real 
people from which they are adapted, that are introduced by the investigative narrative device of the 
neoclassical biopic. The lives of the character’s collaborative authors manifest in the character in the 
ways that writer, director, and actor form connections to both public figure and character throughout 
various stages of production. Biopic characters are invested with the lives of their audience in the 
reception of the film, as viewers rely on their existing knowledge of the biopic subject and their 
means of connection to the film’s characters as they attempt to navigate an ambiguous 
representation of the docucharacter’s actions. Through this chapter, I have illustrated that simulated 
access to the proposed plausible private self of a public figure is something unique to the realm of 
dramatization and fictionalisation. The memoir or confessional interview of a public figure may 
provide insight into their private self, but lacks the ability to witness and experience the simulation 
of events taking place and the subject’s possible experience of them. The way this subjective self is 
constructed is not only shaped by the variables of form and genre, such as in the neoclassical 
Hollywood biopic, but also through the subjective points of view and particular needs of those 
interpreting the adapted character. 
As the contemporary Hollywood biopic character exists in a decidedly public sphere, 
reactions to the character are widespread and widely distributed in the form of reviews, commentary 
on the film and its relation to actuality, and reaction from the still-living subject or those that know 
them. In chapter two, I stay with The Social Network but move to a less publicly visible reaction to 
the film and reinterpretation of its characters and stars as I discuss real person fan fiction in The 
Social Network’s online fandom. As well as adapting the cinematic versions of the film’s characters 
into a written form, The Social Network fandom creates its own docucharacters in fiction about the 
film’s actors, hybridising the public image of the actor with the cinematic lives of docucharacters 
they portray in order to play a game of “imagine if” with fellow fans. 
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2. The Audience Adapter: The Social Network and Online Fan Fiction 
 
When Jesse Eisenberg hosted Saturday Night Live, Andrew Garfield sat at home watching 
him. What could have been taken as Eisenberg’s usual nervous tics, biting his lip, running his 
tongue along his teeth, were anything but his usual unconscious gestures. They were a purposeful 
performance meant for Garfield, intended to draw arousal from his co-star, to tease him with their 
burgeoning off-set relationship. A true story? Almost certainly not. However, for the members of 
the tsn-kinkmeme LiveJournal community, it is fun to pretend that is how things went, as seen in 
the request for a story about Andrew’s obsession with Jesse’s oral fixation kicked off by his SNL 
appearance. The five-part anonymously authored work of fan fiction, “Can’t Stand the Heartache,” 
that fulfilled the request, featured the scene I have described. Just as the makers of mainstream 
Hollywood biopic film can take an element of celebrity public image and extrapolate an inner 
motivation behind it, so too can the fans of a public figure use creative works to speculate upon and 
invent a private self behind the public face. When it comes to RPF (real person fiction) fan fiction, 
however, while moments of public record can be recontextualized in a manner similar to 
mainstream Hollywood biopic, there is a world of difference in the purpose behind the two forms, 
the breadth of their distribution, and perceived intention toward factuality. However, is there more 
in common between these two vastly different forms than first appears when the process of creating 
a docucharacter is the focus of consideration? Could the ways that small groups of fans adapt a 
public image as a text have something to say about the ways mainstream audiences at large engage 
with docucharacters on film or in other media? 
This chapter considers the online fandom of The Social Network (or TSN, as is the common 
fandom abbreviation) to argue that the process of creating docucharacter can be consistent across 
two very different media forms. Under examination here are fan works based on the text of the film 
itself, about the screen characters depicted in the film, as well as RPF works about the film’s actors. 
In looking at the former, I will demonstrate that the fan production of narratives about characters 
based on real people further blends the known and the unknown. In creating their narratives, fans 
draw on the biographies of the actual real person subjects to create characters comprised of 
intertextual fragments of public image, film character, and fan creation. In looking at the latter, I 
argue that fan authors engage in a similar process to creating docucharacters as in the biopic, 
creating plausible characters by fusing documentary evidence with a created private self. Rather 
than the plausible character purporting to provide insight into a famous figure and their place in the 
culture at large, though, the plausibility of the RPF character is anchored more in a sense of 
community play and celebrity fantasy. It is for this reason that I will propose that, like the 
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docudrama mode of presentation in the biopic, RPF fan fiction can be considered to utilise a 
docufantasy mode of presentation.  
There is no single agreed upon interpretation of the characters that The Social Network and 
TSN RPF fandoms create and replicate throughout individual authors’ works. Attempting to map 
the scope of the variety of fan fiction manifestations of the film characters of Mark and Eduardo 
and the RPF characters of the actors Jesse and Andrew is well beyond the abilities of this chapter. It 
is my hope, however, that by examining works from both the film canon and RPF components of 
The Social Network fandom, I can illustrate the variety of possibilities for individual fan 
interpretations and the varied forms of character remediation that fan works can create for different 
purposes. In these differences, however, I argue that there are recurring tropes, elements of 
characterisation, and methods for blending the public with the private that circulate and become part 
of the celebrity public image within the fan community. These recurring characterisations in turn 
colour the way the fans understand not only the characters of Mark and Eduardo, but the actual 
people Zuckerberg, Saverin, Eisenberg, and Garfield. I will illustrate this through a consideration of 
the retention of characterisation in works written for the TSN kink meme community on 
LiveJournal, an environment where fulfilling the prompt of a fellow fan is prioritised above 
adhering to plausibility or the boundaries of canon. I will also look at a case study of two multi-
chaptered actor RPF fics (a subset of RPF often referred to as actorfic) that pair Eisenberg and 
Garfield in a relationship that is facilitated by the subtext of the Mark/Eduardo relationship on 
screen. Before engaging with these case studies, however, it is first necessary to provide some 
background on the practice of RPF fan fiction and its status as controversial in both academia and 
fandom. 
 
The Fan Practice of RPF 
Much like the biopic, RPF has been a relatively understudied subset of its broader academic 
field, which, in this case, is the literature on fandom in general and fan fiction in particular. Within 
fan studies, RPF has primarily been written about as an ethical grey area (McGee; Arrow; Thomas), 
as a fan practice that interrogates the constructed nature of celebrity and the ways fans similarly 
construct their own online personas (Busse “I’m Jealous” and “My Life is a WIP”; Arrow), as an 
increasingly complicated navigation process for fans attempting to maintain the fourth wall as 
celebrities perform public versions of their private selves on social media (Hagan), and as an 
example of the intertextual and multimodal possibilities of digital fiction (Fathallah). This oversight 
may be because, much like the biopic’s relationship to film studies, RPF is a maligned and divisive 
subset of the wider field of fan fiction, both in academia and fandom itself. Despite its divisiveness, 
however, RPF is a growing area of fandom that can be considered, as Jennifer McGee writes, “the 
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next logical step” in the fannish appropriation of popular culture (174). Similarly, Amanda Retartha 
argues for seeing “RPF as powerfully articulating the process by which all fans convert a much-
loved text into their own creation,” as well as how non-fannish audiences “encounter celebrities as 
complex fictions shaped by their own perceptions and interpretations” (14). Much like Retartha, I 
agree that it is useful to attempt to address the gap in RPF research, not only to achieve a more 
complete understanding of fan fiction writing and reading for the field of fan studies. It is also 
useful to consider RPF as a means of further understanding the ways that audiences engage with 
celebrities as texts, and, in particular, the imaginative capabilities of celebrities as texts. My focus 
on RPF here opens up further analysis of the process of creating docucharacters by looking at how 
audiences create and consume the private selves of their favourite public figures. 
To begin, I will look at some of the popular scholarly understandings of fan fiction in the 
field of fan studies with the aim of forming a basic understanding of why fans write and read fan 
fiction and how this can be applied to RPF fandom. Fan fiction (or fic), as fan scholars have largely 
understood it, is the work of media fans who appropriate pieces of a favourite text, re-writing and 
re-presenting it in ways that give themselves and the fellow fans they share the work with 
something they feel is missing from the original source. Sheenagh Pugh writes that a common 
understanding of fans’ motivations to write fic is a desire for “‘more of’ their source material or 
‘more from it’” (19). For fans seeking more of the source, this could mean writing scenes that are 
missing from the canon of the source text, extending the timeline of events beyond the canon itself, 
or reproducing characters the fans have connected with in order to continue to see more of the same 
kind of interaction. For those who want more from the source canon, this could mean pairing 
together characters who were not in a relationship in canon, bringing minor characters into the 
spotlight that fans may feel the canon overlooked, or changing the narrative path or world building 
of the canon entirely with alternate universe settings. In RPF fan works, the dispersed and often 
contradictory nature of the celebrity image that comprises the canonical source text intensifies the 
possibilities for “what if” narratives and variations on characterisation. The flexible concept of 
“canon” in the RPF fic creates endless possibilities for a fan work to simultaneously seek more from 
and more of the celebrities depicted by fictionalising elements of public and private life to different 
degrees.  
Canon is something that is more easily defined in the majority of scholarly case studies of 
fan works that have focused on fictional media texts: television series, films, and books where what 
fans see on screen (or on the page) is everything that is known about a character. The fan writer’s 
task is to fill in whatever blanks they would like to see filled, based on what the source text 
contains. With fan works based on real people, though, the spaces between elements of the 
canonical source text can be wider, and the fragments of self-performance data to draw on perhaps 
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smaller and more dependent on the narrower frame of public performance than those of a fictional 
character. In this we might note that Richard Dyer’s articulation of the concept of the star image is 
congruent with Cornel Sandvoss’ writing on the textual boundaries of fan objects, in that celebrities 
as fan texts are “constituted through a multiplicity of textual elements; [they are] by definition 
intertextual and formed between and across texts as defined at the point of production” (23). This 
attempt to define what constitutes canon in the fandom of a real person also bears similarities to 
what Márta Minier and Maddalena Pennacchia articulate as the source of adaptation in the biopic, 
finding it to be an intertextual and transmedia body of texts rather than one singular origin text (7-
8). The disparate and intertextual nature of the public figure as a textual fan object can often 
produce contradictory readings, as fans attempt to define the boundaries of what the celebrity text 
means to them (Sandvoss 29-30). The result is a variety of potential interpretations or adaptations of 
the celebrity as a character, where individual fan authors can choose which elements of the star 
image to include, emphasise, or disregard. For example, a fan may play up certain characteristics 
that fit their particular narrative of the celebrity for one work of fiction and disregard those or 
incorporate other characteristics for their next new fic. Elements of a celebrity’s private life, such as 
a real-life spouse, may be glossed over and erased to write a preferred RPF pairing without having 
to incorporate infidelity into the narrative. Busse writes that since no single definitive RPF canon 
exists, fans can define for themselves what constitutes canon and choose to treat any piece of 
information as truth, regardless of its objectively factual status. In RPF fandom, a piece of tabloid 
gossip and an officially sanctioned interview carry the same weight of story potential, regardless of 
either’s relationship to actuality (“My Life is a WIP” 215).  
This kind of loose treatment of fact in RPF fic is one element of the practice that accounts 
for its maligned status in fandom. The controversial status of RPF is addressed by Jennifer McGee 
in her writing on the ethics of fan fiction and real person fiction. McGee claims that RPF has been 
“roundly denounced in the fan fiction community,” and regarded as possibly illegal and “almost 
certainly unethical” (173). Despite the controversial status of RPF in the online fic writing 
community, McGee asserts that, at the time of writing of her essay published in 2005, the practice 
was becoming more widely popular and accepted (173).  Nonetheless, in a 2014 essay, Bronwen 
Thomas describes RPF in similar terms as “highly controversial and contentious” (171), 
demonstrating that the fannish division over the practice lingers, despite a shift towards RPF 
acceptance in some circles.  
Even with this lingering division, there is evidence of the continued popularisation of RPF 
and a broadening of its range of subjects. McGee notes that the most written about RPF subjects at 
the time of her essay are pop boy bands, such as the Backstreet Boys, and actors in Peter Jackson’s 
The Lord of the Rings film trilogy, with other musicians and actors largely comprising the most 
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commonly written about public figures (173). In a more recently published chapter, V. Arrow notes 
two distinct trends in current RPF fandoms: those that are “an ingrained, central part of media-based 
fic fandoms” (323), with RPF existing in fandoms for media texts where the fictional text is also a 
primary fannish source; and the idea of RPF as a separate entity that has little connection to any 
fictional characters associated with the celebrity source material. Arrow cites The Social Network as 
an example of the former, with slash fiction about the actors Jesse Eisenberg and Andrew Garfield 
as a “spinoff” of fan fiction that adapts the film characters to fan writing” (323). Arrow adds that 
RPF fandoms that have a connection to a legitimised narrative or to legitimised writers, directors, or 
actors (such as The Social Network) often carry expectations of attracting highly skilled fan authors 
to their communities, with the legitimacy of the source text contributing a sense of validity to the 
fandom (325), further indicating a shift in the acceptance of RPF. However, the majority of RPF fan 
works are written about celebrities without any connection to a fictional source, Arrow notes, with 
musician RPF being the most popular sub-category (323). Looking at the Celebrities and Real 
People category of the multifandom fan fiction website Archive of Our Own (AO3), RPF has been 
written and shared about historical figures, politicians, athletes, news anchors, comedians, and 
authors, as well as a multitude of musicians and actors from a wide variety of genres and media 
types. I must note that I refer to AO3 as an example of the variety of celebrity types in RPF 
fandoms rather than the larger and more widely used archive FanFiction.Net because the latter does 
not permit the posting of RPF fan works. This absence of RPF in such a prominent multi-fandom 
fic repository is a major indication of RPF’s still relatively contentious status in the online fannish 
community, despite the growing pool of public figures being fictionalised in RPF works. 
To demonstrate the divisive nature of RPF in fan spaces, I offer an October 2012 thread 
from the anonymous LiveJournal community (or anonmeme) Fail_Fandomanon (FFA) as an 
example. The thread discussed the reasoning behind some fans’ objections to RPF, and the variety 
of personal boundaries they set in their RPF reading or writing practices. In this thread, the fans’ 
objections can be largely divided into two categories. First is the invasion of privacy, such as 
writing about non-celebrity significant others or children. Second is the perceived removal of the 
RPF subject’s agency, such as characterising them as something negative not in the public record 
(like a rapist or abuser) or writing fictional sexual relationships in explicit detail. The discussion 
demonstrates the wide variety of boundaries that individual fans often draw regarding their own 
RPF reading and/or writing practices. Some individual fans acknowledge the contradictory nature 
of their boundaries. Anonymous commenter A states they would prefer it if RPF featuring non-
celebrity spouses could be banned, but acknowledges their own slightly contradictory view by 
stating they find RPF including a real-life spouse who is not a celebrity but part of the entertainment 
industry working as a publicist to be acceptable. Anonymous fan B writes that they are more 
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comfortable with RPF that is light hearted “silly fluff and AUs [alternate universes],” but admits 
they find well-written RPF of the darker, angstier variety to be “compelling.” Some in the 
discussion claim to find the private lives of celebrities boring and don’t understand the appeal of 
RPF, while others find writing fic based on fictional canons to be uninteresting and prefer RPF. As 
commenter C states, their preference for the latter is “because real people don’t follow a specific 
narrative” (“Things You Wouldn’t”). Despite its increasingly visible presence and growing 
association with fictional media canons as a “spinoff” of the fandom, these comments demonstrate 
the nature of RPF fan practices as a matter of personal taste with individual fans continually 
renegotiating their reading and writing boundaries. 
The arguments that cast RPF as a removal of the agency of a real person could be 
summarised, as commenter D in the FFA thread puts it, as the view that RPF is “by its very nature 
dehumanising and immoral” (“Things You Wouldn’t”). In writing RPF, the fan regards their 
celebrity of choice as an object that needs to be personalised and made real (McGee 175-76), much 
like the way fan fiction about fictional characters works to make the character more real and 
identifiable to the fan (McGee 165). Here the agency of the fan author is privileged over the agency 
of the celebrity subject. The fan author creates an alternate reading of the canonical text of the 
celebrity public image, choosing which aspects of what is known about the celebrity to add to the 
composition of a fictional character. Through this process of creating the world of the RPF work, 
the fan writer also creates the celebrity subject as a character composed of the known public and 
invented private. By speculating on the private self of the celebrity, their actual private self is 
encroached upon by strangers who do not know the celebrity as a real person and disregard who the 
celebrity actually is in favour of the fannish invention. As McGee writes, many of those who view 
RPF as an unethical practice see the creation of a character from the text of a celebrity as the 
negation of the celebrity as a real person. By appropriating the name, image, and personality of a 
public figure for use in a work of fiction that caters to whatever the author’s whims may be, the fan 
author “denies [the celebrity] their personhood” (McGee 175-176). 
The counter-argument to this point claims that the mediated source text of a celebrity public 
persona does not itself constitute a real person. Some fan writers see this public persona as a 
constructed commodity that is readily available for fictional adaptation just like any media text that 
features fictional characters (McGee 177). Busse goes so far as to argue that RPF can potentially act 
as a means of rehumanising the textual object of the star image through the fan activity of 
“inventing backstories and inner lives” (“‘I’m Jealous’” 256). In the case of some RPF subjects, the 
public persona is more readily acknowledged as something closer to a fictional character, such as 
the heavily constructed boy band personas that Busse writes about (“I’m Jealous”; “My Life is a 
WIP”). For other kinds of RPF subjects, such as athletes, the boundaries between how much the 
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private self has in common with the public persona may be far less distinct and more akin to the 
everyday public performance of non-famous selves, or is, at the very least, able to be constructed 
that way by fans. Regardless of the type of celebrity, though, the one-sided nature of a para-social 
relationship remains consistent. The fan is distanced from truly engaging with their object of 
fandom. The need to forge this connection can be considered a similar process with similar 
purposes to the personalisation of history in the biopic, as discussed in chapter one. The process of 
the fan re-writing the celebrity based on their own point of view and desires creates a character that 
can be more easily recognised as a relatable person than the distant celebrity image alone.  
While keeping these general ideas about fan purposes for writing and reading RPF fic in 
mind, it is important to note that they are only general ideas. Daria Pimenova writes that fan fiction 
can be categorised as a certain type of writing with shared characteristics: produced by fans, for 
fans, based on characters and situations found in existing media texts, and, presumably, not for the 
purpose of financial gain. It cannot, however, be classified as a genre in the literary sense, as it is 
not “based on common formal and thematic features,” and there are a multitude of diverse ways that 
fans approach their fan works, encompassing numerous genres (46). Pimenova’s observation of fan 
fiction as unclassifiable as a singular genre indicates that there is no singular homogenous entity 
called “fandom,” or even a homogeneity existing in the fandom of a particular media text. There is 
no singular way of “doing fandom,” and no singular objective, reason, or process for the way 
individual fans create their fan works. I argue, however, that one particular approach to writing RPF 
fan fiction – recontextualization – is particularly useful for uncovering the ways that the process of 
crafting characters from the source material of a celebrity public image shares similarities across 
vastly different forms of media. 
 
Recontextualization and the Docufantasy Mode 
One approach to writing fan fiction and fan fiction characters, as described by Henry 
Jenkins, is the “recontextualization” method (162). When RPF is considered in terms of the 
recontextualization approach to fan fiction writing, consistencies in the process of creating 
characters from public personas become clear. As Jenkins describes it, recontextualization in fan 
fiction writing sees fan writers working to fill the blanks left in the original canon, such as with a 
missing scene, an episode coda, or a piece of character backstory. In doing so, writers invite other 
fans to reread the original media text in light of the context that the fan work establishes (Jenkins 
162). Recontextualization in fan fiction writing can perhaps be further examined in light of Abigail 
Derecho’s classification of fan fiction as a form of archontic literature, where the relationship 
between the official canonical text and various fan-created “fanon” texts is an open, unfinished, and 
non-hierarchical one. Recontextualization in fan writing involves the repetition of existing canon 
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and the addition of fanon material that builds the archive of related, interconnected texts among fan 
works and canonical works, encouraging side-by-side readings of these official and unofficial texts 
(Derecho 65-66). Often, recontextualization-based RPF fic uses existing textual fragments of the 
star image, such as part of an interview, screen performance, or public appearance, to create an 
imagined or fantasised private moment attached to that specific public moment. By 
recontextualizing the public moment within the fiction, the author invites fellow fans to reconsider 
the public text in light of the imagined private one. The repetition of archontic literature occurs as 
the original element of the star image exists in the mind of the readers as they consume the fan 
fiction. Likewise, if they revisit that element of the star image, the fan fiction continues to exist in 
their mind, and in the archival body of texts related to the subject. The fan can choose to conflate 
the two variations on the celebrity’s star image and imagine the star image in light of the fiction, or 
keep the two compartmentalised, acknowledging the invented, separate status of the fiction and not 
indulge in the fantasy reimagining that the fan author has proposed.  
In this way, the possibilities of RPF are similar to those of the biopic. Both have the ability 
to bring a distant public figure closer to viewers, readers, and writers, through “fictional narratives 
that supplement and enhance those disseminated by the media” (Busse, “I’m Jealous” 254). The 
public record becomes personalised for the spectator/reader/writer, and a simulation of otherwise 
unattainable access is granted to a version of a public figure’s private self. The differences, 
however, between RPF and mainstream Hollywood biopic are far more obvious than their 
similarities. As a legitimised commercial form, the Hollywood biopic is branded with much higher 
assumptions of a significant grounding in truth than RPF fan fiction. Consider, for example, how 
each form presents their disclaimers denying any connection to actual persons, living or dead. The 
practice of using disclaimers in fan fiction originates in hopes of avoiding legal action for copyright 
infringement in fic based on existing intellectual property such as television shows or books. This 
norm of disclaimers is often likewise applied to RPF fic, with a brief statement at the beginning of a 
fan work clarifying that the work is intended to be fiction and not an actual representation of the 
public figures it depicts.  In mainstream biopic film, similar disclaimers denying a resemblance to 
the actual people it depicts attempt to avoid legal claims of defamation in ways that “[suggest] an 
alternate universe in which there is a recognisable fact-based figure leading a different existence” 
(Aquino 28). While these disclaimers come at the end of the closing credits, such films often market 
their narratives as based on true stories and include title cards stating the same at the beginning of 
the film. This practice foregrounds the film’s truth claims while the legally required denial of 
representing the actual appears to be just a formality. 
As a for-profit venture, the Hollywood biopic is assumed to have enough adherences to truth 
in dealing with the likeness of a real person to avoid accusations of defamation. Indeed, the 
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audience pleasures of watching a film based on a true story are depleted if they are not able to 
believe that the events on screen bear some resemblance to what happened in actuality. It is 
understood that the biopic is not a documentary, and thus some degree of fictionalisation or 
invention, such as composite characters or the compression of time, is to be expected (Bingham 5). 
Even so, the biopic carries the weight of an intended connection to actuality that RPF fan fiction 
does not similarly claim. John Aquino notes that “a widely shown movie based on that event may 
be the last word on the subject for a very long time” (4). By contrast, the readers of RPF fan fiction 
are a small community who are aware that the works they are enjoying are the products of their 
authors (who are primarily known only as their screen names and are presumed to be ordinary fans, 
just as their readers are), representing a version of the public figure that will not enter wider 
circulation. There is less of an expectation that the biopic viewer will strictly compartmentalise 
versions of the real person from their actual self than there is with the RPF reader. The use of the 
public image to depict an imagined private self in the biopic is less of an invitation to play when 
compared to RPF, and more of a docudramatic argument for plausible actuality.  
In line with this, the biopic subject (or their representatives if the subject is no longer living) 
can choose to participate in the production of the film or, at the very least (as Mark Zuckerberg 
has), publicly respond to the film6. The biopic is widely distributed, intended to spark discussion 
and contribute to public discourse about its subject, and is open to criticism about the ways it does 
or does not adhere to truth, and open to having its inaccuracies corrected in the public sphere by 
people involved in the actual events. Conversely, RPF fan fiction is written by fans for fans to share 
among a small, specific community. There is no money at stake, and no permission is sought from 
the subjects of the fiction. Indeed, as Pugh notes, if RPF writers could attempt to gain permission 
from their subjects, “[the subjects] in most cases would be unlikely to give it” considering some of 
the sexual exploits their ficced selves get up to (231). RPF fan writers often go to great lengths to 
keep their work hidden, such as “locking” their fic so that it is only visible to members of a specific 
community such as registered members of AO3, or writing under a second fannish pseudonym so 
that not only is the work not connected to their real name, but also separated from their main 
fandom identity. Attempts to hide RPF works aim not only to protect the RPF subjects or their 
associates from finding fic about themselves but to also protect the writers and their communities 
from mainstream public attention and derision. Such public focus happened in The Social Network 
fandom when the blogs Dvice and Gawker posted articles directly linking to TSN fic and fic 
communities with mocking commentary (Tate; “The Strange and Scary”)  
                                                 
6 Zuckerberg reportedly tried to stop the film being made, has denounced the film as fiction, and called the depiction of 
himself “hurtful” (Shontell). 
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The process of recontextualizing a public self with the depiction of a fictionalised private 
self is shaped in both biopic and fan fiction by their respective form’s conventions, and their 
creators’ purposes. Similar to the way screen biographies of public figures are shaped by the genre’s 
history of repeated tropes and narrative structures, as discussed in chapter one, so too the 
fictionalisation of public figures in fandom is a form of creative work developed through a long 
tradition of conventions, character tropes, and narrative premises. Given fan fiction’s lack of 
commercial imperative, though, the pool of conventions and tropes that stories draw from is far 
more diverse than those available to mainstream Hollywood film. An individual story does not need 
to appeal to everybody in the community to find some form of readership. As Busse writes, 
“fandom is big enough that we can find someone who wants to read what we write and, if we’re 
really lucky, who writes what we want to read” (“Pon Farr” 317). Fan fiction can range from G-
rated stories that do not focus on romantic relationships to explicit erotica involving diverse sexual 
kinks. There are narrative tropes such as hurt/comfort, time travel, and amnesia, as well as alternate 
universes that can transport characters into completely different settings, whether that is a space 
station, high school, or a neighbourhood coffee shop. Just as the makers of mainstream Hollywood 
biopic may have their own agenda or motivation drawing them to bring a life story to the screen in a 
particular way, the fan writer brings their own creative needs to their work. Individual writers can 
range from adolescents working through discovering their sexuality, to professional authors looking 
to tell stories free from commercial imperatives (Jamison 17), all of which shape the story being 
told and how its characters are reimagined.  
Recontextualization in both biopic and RPF involves recreating what is known in order to 
anchor the unknown to plausibility. In the biopic, this involves techniques such as re-staging public 
events, incorporating archival footage, and using make-up and costume to enhance an actor’s 
resemblance to a public figure. Likewise, RPF invokes the physical body of the subject through 
description, often through repetition of features that the fan community collectively fixates on, such 
as Jesse Eisenberg/Andrew Garfield RPF that references Garfield’s “Bambi eyes” and “ridiculous 
hair” (“Part 8”). As well as conjuring the body of the subject in the minds of readers, the subject’s 
physicality is also reproduced in fic as a means of expressing the emotional state of the fictionalised 
inner self of the character, through the description of gesture and facial expression. Busse describes 
the way that RPF writers use existing media footage of their subject to search for subtext that hints 
toward their desired RPF pairing, looking for “cracks in the ‘façade’ of the official star text” to 
reveal what the fan imagines as the “more genuine ‘reality’ underneath” (“I’m Jealous” 259). In this 
process, fan writers take the celebrity’s recorded public self-performance and recontextualize it, 
searching for meaning in body language or facial expression that can be applied in different ways to 
their fictional work, disregarding any possible original intent or context surrounding something the 
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celebrity has done. This bears similarities to the discourse of celebrity gossip blogs, web sites, and 
magazines, where the celebrity body is a “crucial piece of evidence to be read and negotiated” in 
perpetually seeking a glimpse of the celebrity’s “real” self (Meyers 181). In the context of RPF, 
however, the celebrity’s “real” self is a clearly signalled fiction which can be pleasurable to 
consider as a possibility that is “backed” by photographic or video “evidence” (fig. 21). As I will 
further discuss later in this chapter, elements of the textual star image of the subject are also 
replicated in an effort to recontextualize them, as fan fiction premises are built around specific 
public appearances.  
 
 
Figure 21: Screenshot from the London press conference for The Social Network featured on a Jesse/Andrew RPF primer by 
LiveJournal user 4quartets. Here Eisenberg and Garfield’s behaviour and body language offer public “evidence” of a 
relationship whose private life is to be fleshed out in the fannish imagination. 
 
Despite all of their differences in form, medium, mode of production, subject matter, and 
intended audience, RPF fan fiction and Hollywood biopic both use the material of a public image to 
write an unknown private self. If, as Steven Lipkin argues, this constitutes a docudramatic mode of 
representation in film and television based on real people and events, RPF fan fiction could perhaps 
be considered a docufantasy mode of representation. In this mode, fans imagine and create who 
they want the celebrity to be, integrating this fantasy with known elements of the public image to 
anchor the story to the existing reality of the mediated celebrity. To illustrate how the docufantasy 
mode manifests in select case studies from TSN fandom, I will first consider how fan writers draw 
on a variety of intertextual source materials and the collective knowledge of the community to 
ground their fantasy representations in documented actuality. 
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Fan Community Negotiation of the Fact-Fiction Continuum  
Members of The Social Network’s online fan community engage in both creating and 
attempting to untangle the crossed wires of fiction and reality involved in the constant remediation 
of the public figures and docucharacters they write. The TSN Kink Meme LiveJournal community 
(the kink meme concept and examples from TSN fandom will be further discussed later in this 
chapter) includes a research post among its resources for writers and readers. In this post, 
community members have considered questions such as whether film character Christy Lee, 
Eduardo’s possessive girlfriend, is based on a real person. In answering the question, responding 
fans draw on sources including Ben Mezrich’s The Accidental Billionaires and the memories of a 
person who knew the actual Zuckerberg and Saverin circa the formation of Facebook. The fans 
determine that Saverin did have a girlfriend at the time who did do some of the things depicted in 
the film, such as sending him excessive amounts of text messages, but her name was not Christy 
and she was likely a student at Wellesley, not Harvard. One fan speculates that, based on the film’s 
characterisation of Eduardo, the actual Saverin may “[have] a bit of a codependent personality” and 
“could be one of those people who ‘can’t be alone’” and may have gone through a number of 
relationships during the time that were merged into a single character, Christy, in the film 
(“Research Questions”). This is an example of the multiple remediations of a real person and the 
blurred boundaries of actuality and fiction that can lead to an understanding of various 
manifestations of the docucharacter that are incorporated into the public image of the actual person. 
However, as part of a locked post in a fan community, this particular example is obviously taking 
place on a much smaller scale than a docucharacter reading taken directly from the film. In addition 
to questions of character details based on real people, the kink meme’s research questions post 
includes discussion of other potential story elements, from Harvard exam scheduling to the process 
of business shareholder meetings, that rely on real-world sources of information to anchor these 
fictional stories of already remediated public figures to a plausible actuality. 
The Mark_Eduardo LiveJournal community has a similar post that seeks to define the lines 
between fact and fiction for the purposes of further playing with their porous boundaries in the 
fandom. The “Canon and Fanon” discussion post questions details in fan works to attempt to 
separate those that have a basis in either the film text or in reality from those that have been 
invented by fans and repeated often enough that they have begun to seem factual. As the 
Mark_Eduardo community includes RPF works about Eisenberg and Garfield, the questions in this 
post of what is canon and what is fanon also involve the actors and their fictionalised fandom 
versions. Questions range from topics such as whether or not the ubiquity of Mark drinking Red 
Bull in TSN fic has any basis in the film’s character or the real Zuckerberg, to whether the recurrent 
Jesse/Andrew narrative of the two actors living together during production of the film actually 
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happened or is merely a fan invention. Once again, the answers are intertextual, drawn from 
multiple sources that don’t rely on a strict definition of “canon,” particularly in the case of fan 
works based on the film characters where answers come from both the text of the film and from 
sources about the real Zuckerberg and Saverin. Regarding the actors, in response to questions about 
Eisenberg and Garfield’s actual living arrangements during production, some commenters note that 
what they have read in fic and what they have read in interviews has merged and become hazy to 
the point where they are unable to pinpoint a specific source for the idea. Other responders, though, 
manage to source the idea as far as recalling a comment from Eisenberg about him and Garfield 
waking up and “be[ing] the only people [they] knew in the whole world” while shooting on location 
in Boston and Baltimore. This serves as an example of the ways fans can choose to recontextualize 
the words of a celebrity and extrapolate them into a plausible scenario: the actors being isolated 
from their usual networks of friends and family becomes the two co-stars having only each other to 
turn to and engage with, possibly to the extent that their relationship is made closer through shared 
living space. Knowing for sure whether or not the two were sharing accommodation can make a fic 
scenario that much more enjoyable for the fans, as the fantasy comes a little closer to possibility. 
In discussing the argument made by some that RPF is not a moral quandary, Pugh compares 
the real world and fictional versions of public figures to the ways that cities and places are used in 
literature. Just as a geographical location where a novel (or film, or television series) is set “may not 
be identical with the place on the map on which it is based,” the characters sharing the same name 
as a real-world public figure do not occupy the exact same space as their real-world referents (231). 
While it is clearly understood by the vast majority of RPF writers that their versions of characters 
do not and are not intended to occupy the same space as the public figures they are based on, the 
desire to align with reality in some way or to differentiate between fiction and reality that is 
exhibited in these community threads indicates that there are fan fic authors who seek to maintain 
plausibility through connection to factuality. Locating an RPF fan work on a spectrum of blended 
truth to pure fantasy fiction can enhance the pleasure of the “what if this was true?” game fans play 
through the recontextualization of existing star images. By connecting their real person fictions to a 
plausible version of actuality, the fans draw out the subtext they seek in the official star image of 
publicity and promotional materials and public appearances, with the aim of making the subtext the 
text: bringing the between-the-lines reading of their favourite celebrities into the spotlight to be 
considered and enjoyed by fellow fans.  
Having established a foundational understanding of RPF as a fan practice, and argued for a 
view of RPF as utilising a docufantasy mode of representation, I now move on to putting these 
ideas to work with case studies of two different types of fan works in TSN fandom. First, to 
demonstrate how the remains of film characterisation manifest in a type of fan fiction that often 
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does not prioritise adherence to canon, I will look at the continued adaptation of Mark Zuckerberg 
and Eduardo Saverin as docucharacters in an example fic from The Social Network kink meme. 
 
Character in the Kink Meme Context 
Kink memes have become a staple of fic creation in contemporary online fic-writing 
fandom. The typical setup of the kink meme invites fans to post prompts (either anonymously or 
with usernames attached) involving a particular pairing and a story idea. The prompt can be as 
simple as a one-word kink or trope (despite the name, not all the “kinks” of the kink meme are of a 
sexual nature, and may simply be narrative or character tropes), or a more elaborate story premise. 
Jamison describes the kink meme as a “game,” a “writing underground where stories start and 
percolate” (8). Stories developed in kink memes may be perpetually unfinished works in progress, 
they may be the anonymous works that authors would never dare attach their name to, or they may 
be rescued from the often difficult to navigate arena of the meme and archived elsewhere, such as 
AO3 or the author’s personal fic archive. As Jamison writes, the aim of the kink meme game is to 
fill the requests of fellow fans, regardless of how out of character the scenarios may seem: “the 
writings it produces aren’t sacred, nor are they put up to be. It is really no place for purists” (9).  
Here, my aim is to briefly investigate the ways that the film versions of Mark and Eduardo 
retain elements of their characterisation in the context of the kink meme. If the kink meme is to be 
understood as a game of fannish collaboration between prompters and writers that abandons a more 
traditional sense of adherence to canon or characterisation in favour of the id-driven desires of the 
fan community, then examining how these characters manifest in that context can shed light on the 
fundamental core of characterisation. By examining what vestiges of canon characterisations remain 
in works where characterisation is often secondary to fulfilling the wishes of the prompter, it can 
perhaps be revealed that even in the creation of docucharacters that deviate from truth in the most 
extreme ways, there remain certain hallmarks of characters that are consistent throughout. These are 
the hooks of actuality from which any scenario can be hung in order to preserve some sense of 
plausibility or recognisability to an original, actual, source. 
There are certain traits of both Mark and Eduardo that regularly motivate prompts and recur 
throughout the fic that fulfils them. The two characters are often explored in the ways that they 
differ from each other: Mark’s casual dress sense, social awkwardness, and disdain for almost 
everyone in his life versus Eduardo’s immaculate suits, his air of perpetual put-togetherness, and 
charm and physical grace. As we shall see, fic characterisations of Jesse and Andrew also tend to 
hinge on the ways they are constructed as different from each other, yet similar to their screen 
characters: Jesse as overly anxious and awkward versus Andrew as relaxed and easily sociable.  
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The fan-read motivations of the characters also form the basis of kink meme 
characterisation. As the dynamic between the characters shifts throughout the film’s chronology, 
TSN kink meme requests tend to be specific about what point in the timeline they would like to set 
the story. For example, Harvard-era Mark and Eduardo tends to generate requests for Eduardo as a 
caretaker, who in various ways prevents Mark from being entirely consumed by his hacking work: 
reminding Mark to perform the basic functions of eating and sleeping; luring Mark away from the 
computer with his sexual prowess; or bringing Mark medicine when he ignores a cold in order to 
keep working.  The deposition-era Mark and Eduardo is often the sandbox for writers and readers to 
play up the destruction of their relationship, through angst-ridden, urgent hate sex or revenge driven 
BDSM; or, alternatively, to play fix-it with various manifestations of a reconciliation between Mark 
and Eduardo, rekindling their friendship or the past romance many fans want to see in the subtext of 
the film’s relationship between the characters. 
For example, “It’s Not a Big Deal” fills a request for Eduardo/Mark eating disorder fic, with 
the specific prompt: “College era, Eduardo is bulimic (because I’m a horrible person), and Mark 
finally pays attention to the signs” (“Eduardo/Mark, ED Fic”). It is a prompt that has no basis in the 
canon of The Social Network (there is no indication in the film that Eduardo suffers from an eating 
disorder), yet it retains elements of canon characterisation: Eduardo as image-focused, Mark as 
somewhat oblivious yet capable of acknowledging a problem with a friend when forced to. 
Following the timeline-anchored nature of TSN fic, it requests a specific era that dictates the 
dynamic between the characters. This prompt also demonstrates the anonymous, anything goes 
nature of kink meme culture in general. The anonymous prompter acknowledges that they are “a 
horrible person” for wanting to see Eduardo not only in a situation that deviates significantly from 
canon, but one that inflicts the pain of a very real problem on a fictionalisation of a character based 
on a real person. The fic locates the seed of Eduardo’s eating disorder in the pressure placed on him 
by his father, a relationship that the film hints at and a common element of TSN fic. Eduardo is 
characterised as being in need of control and maintaining his control by hiding his bulimia from 
people. The fic incorporates canon events in a way that Eduardo’s eating disorder becomes the 
extrapolated unknown private behind the seen public of the canon. Canon events are 
recontextualized to invite the readers to re-view them in light of the possibility that Eduardo could 
have had an eating disorder. The scene in which Mark and Eduardo meet Sean for the first time, for 
example, is represented in the fic from Eduardo’s point of view as “Mark totally thinks this Sean 
guy is a God. It makes him feel sick. He excuses himself from the table” (Part 5). The fic concludes 
with a scene set post-deposition, with Eduardo returning to the United States from Singapore to 
attend a Facebook shareholders meeting. Here, Mark realises Eduardo’s problem which leads to an 
angry confrontation between the two that reveals Eduardo’s feelings of betrayal and characterises 
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Mark in ways that merge with the portrayal of Mark towards the end of the film (remorseful and 
matured) as he attempts to reconcile by taking care of Eduardo: 
 
“You know, a lot of teenage girls get this permanent food poisoning also known as an 
eating disorder.” Mark is relentless. “For you, I’d say 40% anorexia, 60% bulimia. 
You’re a control freak and an overachiever. You’re a perfect candidate for an eating 
disorder.” 
 
Eduardo flinches but doesn’t bother denying it. Mark is usually right and he is brutal 
when he is. “Fuck you. You never cared. You don’t care. You want to be right. Fine, 
you’re right. I’m fucked up. Be happy and leave me alone.” Eduardo turns to go but 
Mark latches onto his arm, feeling Eduardo’s bony wrist under his tailored jacket.  
 
“Well I do now,” Mark says. “Eduardo. Wardo. Look at me. I was in love with you 
too. I still am. I was wrong, I miss you and …I’m sorry.” (Part 8) 
 
Here there is evidence of some of the recurring tropes of Mark and Eduardo’s 
characterisation: Eduardo as image-obsessed and wanting to be in control, Mark as blunt with a 
need to be heard and a need to be right. There is the almost taken-for-granted in fandom notion that 
there was a romantic element between the two in college (whether consummated, unspoken, or 
unrequited), and the need for a happy ending reconciliation between the two that the film (or 
reality) does not provide. It is a story crafted for the specific purposes of the fannish audience, with 
elements of popular fan fiction hurt/comfort tropes, internal angst, external conflict, the revelation 
of romantic feelings, and reconciliation. Also, as one reader comments, “I know all these feelings so 
well,” indicating that seeing Eduardo struggling with an eating disorder and being helped by Mark 
personalises the characters in ways that may be familiar to the readers. This enables the readers to 
form a sympathetic allegiant response with the characters for new and different reasons that do not 
exist in the film canon or the reality canon alone. 
In addition to retaining elements of the film’s characterisation of Mark and Eduardo, the fic 
also blends details from the actual Saverin’s life. At the end of “It’s Not a Big Deal,” Eduardo 
comes back to the US from Singapore. The actual Saverin relocated to Singapore after the timeline 
the film covers, but this detail is not something mentioned or hinted at on screen. This kink meme 
fic demonstrates not only the ways known elements of the film canon are recontextualized (such as 
the scene described that recreates Mark and Eduardo’s first meeting with Sean Parker) but it also 
blends in factual elements outside of the film canon. In doing so, the characters become something 
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more than strictly fictional interpretations based on a fictionalised source. Rather, they become 
hybrids of fictional and non-fictional sources, blurring fandom’s traditional boundaries between real 
person fiction and fan fiction based on fictional source texts. Incorporating intertextual elements of 
what fan readers know to be true in both fictionalised and actual versions of the public figure’s lives 
further anchors the otherwise unfounded and completely fantastical scenario of the fic to a plausible 
possibility.   
To further examine how documentary evidence is incorporated into the fan fantasy 
characterisation of RPF, I move now to examining two longer works of TSN actorfic. The fics in 
question use different kinds of documentary evidence of the star image from The Social Network’s 
publicity materials to craft the imagined private selves of Jesse Eisenberg and Andrew Garfield as 
they embark on a romantic relationship during filming of The Social Network. I have chosen these 
particular fics, “The Long Affair” by emilys_list and “Carry it in My Heart” by robin_pulaski, for 
close reading as, in addition to their use of documentary evidence and connection between the 
relationship and the film, both fics imply a significant degree of character bleed from the on-screen 
relationship between Mark and Eduardo to the relationship between the actors Jesse and Andrew. 
This kind of psychic melding between the life of the actor and the desires of their character is a 
common trope of actor RPF, which Amanda Retartha credits to the prevalence of the Method in 
popular discourse about screen performance (28). The popular understanding of Method acting is 
the actor “committed to inhabiting their character, to finding themselves in their role and the role in 
themselves” (27). The degree to which this discourse dominates the layman’s comprehension of 
screen acting sees audiences reading all performances through the lens of the Method, regardless of 
whether the actor is known to be an avowed practitioner or not (28). Through this popular 
understanding of the actor’s work, in TSN RPF the on-screen dynamic between Mark and Eduardo 
plays a significant role in the development of an off-screen relationship between Jesse and Andrew. 
As such, these works continue the remediation of Mark Zuckerberg and Eduardo Saverin begun by 
the filmmakers and actors themselves, and reworks it into a fictionalised account of the production 
of the film and the actors’ relationships to their own inner selves, as well as the real people they 
portray on screen.  
 
The Docufantasy Mode in TSN RPF 
Different methods of using documentary evidence and recontextualizing the star image are 
central to crafting docucharacter in these two examples of Jesse/Andrew RPF. “The Long Affair” 
goes to great lengths to anchor its fictionalised narrative to actual points in the real-world public 
record of the actors’ respective star images. The story structures the fictionalised relationship 
between the two actors in parallel with what is known about the production and promotion of the 
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film. The fic is a particularly clear example of the recontextualization approach as it incorporates 
specific fragments of the star image both within the fiction and as an extra-text to the fiction. The 
source canon of the public star image and public knowledge about the production of The Social 
Network is scattered across various texts, such as interviews, behind-the-scenes DVD extras, 
broadcasts of awards ceremonies, press junket appearances, and film festival schedules. The gaps in 
the canon that the writer fills in are the moments that are not part of any publicity canon: the actors 
at home, on the set away from the gaze of making-of documentary cameras, or in hotel rooms 
during location shoots and trips to awards ceremonies. By fitting the romantic relationship between 
Jesse and Andrew into the gaps of public record, the fan writer invites their fellow fans to 
recontextualize these existing publicity materials by viewing them through a perspective established 
by the fiction. The fic becomes an invitation for fans to think ‘there could have been a relationship 
happening behind the scenes, and here is how it might have fit around what we know.’ In doing so, 
the fan work appropriates a portion of the star image, based on various publicity materials and 
public appearances during a set timeline, and uses its status as actuality to lend an air of credibility 
to the fiction, a persuasive docufantasy for the fan to readily imagine what could have been true. 
For example, “The Long Affair” is structured around Jesse and Andrew’s relationship in 
different cities, such as the production locations of Boston, Baltimore, and Los Angeles, or post-
production locations such as Garfield’s home in London, Eisenberg’s home in New York, and a 
film festival in Berlin. Each chapter, titled for the location in which it takes place, opens with an 
actual quote from Eisenberg or Garfield that somehow relates to the content of the chapter. Chapter 
One, “Boston,” begins with the quote that was mentioned earlier as the basis for the fanon 
assumption that Eisenberg and Garfield shared living space during the on-location production of the 
film: Eisenberg’s comment on The Social Network’s DVD commentary that “when we were in 
Boston it was like we’d wake up, and we’d be the only people we’d know.” This extratextual 
epigraph to chapter one of “The Long Affair” omits the rest of the quote that mentions Garfield’s 
girlfriend and how the two actors spent less time together once production moved to Los Angeles, 
in order to better suit the purposes of the fictional account.  
Judith Fathallah notes that this blending of extratextual evidence around which a story is 
constructed in RPF is a feature unique to the medium specificity of digital fiction. Like the 
multimedia nature of the celebrity image as it exists in the digital archive, the RPF fan fiction can 
draw on numerous sources, blending them with varying degrees of reality and fiction, in ways that 
are not possible in traditionally “analog” literature (6). In Fathallah’s work, she studies the 
integration of photographs in crafting an RPF narrative, and this visual signifier functions in a way 
that is not possible in a form like the biopic. In the RPF, it is a photograph of the actual subject that 
has been integrated into their fictionalisation, rather than a re-staging or re-embodiment of the 
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subject by an actor7. Likewise, with the textual chapter epigraphs in “The Long Affair,” these are 
the reprinted words of the actual Jesse Eisenberg and Andrew Garfield merged with the fiction of 
the Jesse and Andrew RPF characters. In her case study of RPF about the band Panic! At The 
Disco, Fathallah writes that these oscillations between the actual and the imagined within a single 
work of fiction give the sense that “since both the people and the images this story features are 
taken from the real world, we have no way of knowing with certainty that the story’s events did not 
happen in it” (13, emphasis in original), adding to the game of what-if among fans and the pleasures 
of plausibility in a work that all involved know to be fictional. 
While the “documentary evidence” of the real can play a role in generating this pleasure of 
plausibility, fabricated evidence can do much the same, as seen in “Carry it in My Heart.” This 
particular Jesse/Andrew fic takes a different approach to the documentary evidence that structures 
the fictional relationship that it creates between the two actors. There is an epistolary component to 
this fic, with the text of the story augmented by documents such as screen captures of text messages 
between Jesse and Andrew (fig. 22), post-it note shopping lists from the two sharing a house during 
production of The Social Network, handwritten track lists of mix CDs Andrew makes for Jesse, and 
even a Polaroid photograph of a hand on the neck of a guitar that claims the subject to be Jesse and 
the photographer to be Andrew (fig. 23). These documents are, of course, as fabricated as the 
romance between the two actors that the story depicts, and the epistolary components of this work 
can be considered a kind of fictional behind-the-scenes “mockumentary” of The Social Network’s 
production. As “The Long Affair” weaves its behind-the-scenes moments of the relationship as a 
supplement to moments of the public record, “Carry it in My Heart” creates its own private record 
with mocked up “evidence”—such as photographs or handwritten notes—that are coded as being 
documentary “fact.” Much in the same way that screen mockumentary utilizes the codes and 
conventions of documentary, such as handheld camerawork and voice-over narration, in order to 
situate a fiction within factual discourse (Roscoe and Hight 16), the epistolary material of “Carry it 
in My Heart” encourages the reader to suspend their disbelief and play on the boundaries between 
truth and fantasy. The reader is invited to accept these documents as artefacts of Jesse and 
Andrew’s relationship as the fiction presents it. It plays with the extrapolated private self of the fan 
fiction character to bring fabricated documents into the public record: the fan-fictional mediations 
of Jesse and Andrew’s private selves are made public by the public revelation of these private 
                                                 
7 In the example of Jackie discussed in the introduction to this thesis, when actual footage that depicts the public figure 
is integrated with footage of the actor, the illusion of the performance is temporarily broken even as it simultaneously 
makes a claim to truth. In the Jackie, while the actual Jackie Kennedy’s face is not seen under her mourning veil, the 
real Robert Kennedy is clearly visible in the archival footage. Close-up shots of Peter Sarsgaard playing the role draw 
attention to the fact that he is very obviously not Robert Kennedy, disrupting the sense of continuous temporality 
between the actual event and its re-creation. Written fan fiction, where the subject’s body is only imagined in the mind 
of the reader, does not face this problem as there is no other visual signifier to contend with.  
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documents. While the public revelation of these documents is not a plot point in the fiction (their 
text messages to each other are not, for example, revealed in a public scandal that outs the two 
actors), they are revealed to the public of the fan readers. The fan readers gain access to these 
intimate, private moments between the fictionalised versions of the actors, and once again it is 
documentary evidence that heightens the fun of believing the fiction. These are the artefacts of the 
private life and relationship that the fandom can collectively imagine for the two actors, 
extrapolated from their public appearances. 
 
 
Figure 22: Mocked-up text messages between Jesse and Andrew from “Carry it in My Heart”
 
Figure 23: Mocked-up Polaroid and its accompanying caption from “Carry it in My Heart” 
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In these two fan works, the development of Jesse and Andrew’s relationship is deeply 
dependent on the relationship between Mark and Eduardo as characterised by David Fincher, Aaron 
Sorkin, and the two actors. The evidence for how the film’s creatives have approached the 
characters and understood their relationship exists in the kinds of intertextual publicity materials 
that RPF works so often reference, or, in the case of “The Long Affair,” directly incorporates into 
its narrative. The way the fan authors continue remediation and reinterpretation of the screen 
relationship between the characters of Mark and Eduardo can be considered a further remediation 
and characterisation of the actual Zuckerberg and Saverin. As discussed earlier, The Social Network 
fan works that focus on the Mark/Eduardo relationship often draw on the lives of the actual people 
to fill in personal details that are not contained in the film, or use the actual lives of the people 
depicted in the film to fill in details or speculate about what happens to them after the film’s end.  
With Mark and Eduardo firmly, if temporarily, implanted in the psyche of the actors 
portraying, them, Jesse and Andrew are guided into a relationship by the subtext of the one 
envisioned for their characters. In “The Long Affair,” this first arises in a conversation between 
Jesse and Andrew shortly into the fic’s first chapter. After the first day of shooting, the two actors 
discuss the relationship between their characters. According to Andrew, David Fincher claims that 
there are “secrets in the margins” he needs to look at to find Eduardo’s motivations. Andrew’s 
reading of this is that “‘Eduardo is in love with Mark . . . really, for real, in love. Emotionally, 
intellectually, physically. He wants him. But he can’t have him.’” (3). On considering what that 
means for whether or not Mark is in love with Eduardo, Jesse’s response is:  
 
“I don’t know. I, uh, don’t think Mark has the wherewithal to get into love. At least 
when it’s complicated.” He smiles and looks away. “But do something adorable and 
I’ll let you know how Mark likes it.” (3) 
 
Here the fan author is working to remediate the motivations of Mark Zuckerberg as 
imagined by the filmmakers of The Social Network, read through the lens of a fan seeking subtext in 
the film that indicates feelings of romantic love in the relationship between the screen characters of 
Mark and Eduardo. At the same time, the fan author is extending this search for subtext to the 
paratexts of the film (publicity appearances, interviews, the making-of documentary, and so on) to 
uncover the subtext between the screen characters as imagined by the actors. Their characters, in 
turn, trigger the actors into uncovering a romantic relationship of their own – a relationship the fan 
author finds in the subtext of the film’s publicity paratexts. The way the docucharacter transforms 
the private self of the actor is reminiscent of James Naremore’s argument that in performing a real 
person, the actor uses both techniques of imitation and of projecting psychological interiority to 
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bring the character to life (“Film Acting” 38-42). Not only does the actor’s self become projected 
onto the character, but the character’s self—the self of the real person as the actor understands it 
within the context of the film—is experienced by the actor drawing on Stanislavskian technique. If, 
as Francesca Coppa argues, media fan fiction is more a performative endeavour than a literary one 
(226), in the act of appropriating and creating the actor-as-RPF-character, fan authors could be 
engaging in similar processes of connection to their object of desire. In “directing” the body of the 
RPF subject in the mind of the reader (Coppa 225), the fan author makes their own imitative 
connections with the object of their fandom. The version of the celebrity that the fan brings to life in 
their writing simulates a closing of the para-social gap between star and fan, as the star/character 
“speaks” to the fan through the course of rendering them in fiction. 
Both “The Long Affair” and “Carry it in My Heart” use the actors’ consideration of the 
possible romantic subtext of Mark and Eduardo’s relationship as a catalyst to forging a romantic 
attraction between Jesse and Andrew. With Eisenberg and Garfield serving as the physical 
embodiment of the fictionalised Mark and Eduardo, the fictionalisation of a relationship between 
the actors continues the process of remediating the docucharacters. In these fan works, the bodies of 
Jesse and Andrew temporarily belong to the screen versions of Mark and Eduardo and in that 
temporary surrender to character, extend the fan interpretation of the on-screen relationship. This 
further works to not only invent private lives for the public figures of the actors but to re-interpret 
the screen versions of the real public figures they play in the film.  
In order to participate in fic writing and reading fandom, fans need to engage in processes of 
compartmentalisation. Writers and readers often need to be able to hold multiple fictionalised 
versions of the same characters in their mind at once. There are their own characters that differ 
among stories, the characterisations produced by other fans in their writings, interpretations that 
individuals may or may not agree with, or ones that become so widely repeated as to become a 
dominant reading of a character within a community. There is also the compartmentalisation that 
must occur when holding these fictional versions of a real person against the media text of the 
actual person. The fun of the game comes from allowing the two to overlap, to watch, for example, 
the public appearance of a celebrity and fit it into the timeline of a particular fic written or read, to 
imagine the fictional behind-the-scenes goings on that are made textual in the fic as the fantasy 
subtext of the actual public artefact. The multiple, compartmentalised versions of real people 
created in RPF fan communities, while they often play with the truth and more often than not aim to 
anchor themselves to a plausible version of actuality, are not intended as truth. They are fictions that 
are used to re-imagine the public personas of actual people for no purpose other than the enjoyment 
of their fans. The seeming frivolity of this, plus the secretive nature of RPF that is intended to be 
hidden from the celebrity subject, can be cited in arguments on both sides of the debate over 
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whether RPF is nothing more than harmless fun for fans playing with the text of a star image, or a 
morally dubious practice that denies the personhood of a public figure.  
There is unlikely to ever be any kind of universal consensus in fan communities on the 
ethical questions of RPF, and the practice will remain a matter for individual fans to decide their 
preferences and boundaries. Though it may continue to become more accepted in fan spaces, the 
limited scope of its distribution means that RPF fan fiction is not something as culturally pervasive 
as the biopic, and the influence of its docucharacters are not as far-reaching or prominent in shaping 
the public image of a celebrity. However, studying RPF as a fan practice and the processes of 
interpretation in making these characters demonstrates how some audience segments connect with 
public figures through fictionalisation. While a comparatively niche media form, the study of RPF 
in conjunction with more widely distributed film and television texts that are under consideration 
throughout this thesis, can reflect the liminal spaces between fact and fiction that audiences occupy 
as fan fiction writers and readers, as well as consumers of mainstream dramatizations of public 
figures. 
Moving on from the small-scale distribution and secretive nature of RPF fan fiction, I return 
to examining a media form that targets a large audience in a case study that demonstrates how the 
characterisation of a public figure can be vital in shaping public perception. Rather than continuing 
to examine the drama of the Hollywood biopic on its own, though, I introduce a consideration of the 
docucharacter in comedy with the examination of Sarah Palin presented as docucharacter in both 
the satirical comedy sketch and mainstream television docudrama. 
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3. The Satirical Adapter: Sarah Palin in Sketch Comedy and Docudrama 
 
In March 2012, “Sarah Palin” made a return to Saturday Night Live. The impersonation 
made famous by Tina Fey had been something of a cultural phenomenon during the 2008 US 
presidential election, and had only been seen twice on screen (when Fey hosted) since. The 
occasion was the release of the HBO film Game Change, and “Palin” was there to make a response 
on Weekend Update (“Weekend Update: Sarah Palin”). Only this time, it was not either of the 
Sarah Palins that Saturday Night Live (SNL) audiences had come to expect. This was not Fey’s 
version, nor was it the real Sarah Palin, who had appeared in a sketch with her doppelganger late in 
the 2008 campaign. Instead, this time, in a wig, glasses, and red blazer, Andy Samberg stepped in 
with a jumbled facsimile of Fey’s performance. Samberg, who for the purposes of the sketch knew 
nothing about Sarah Palin aside from Fey’s impersonation of her, played a copy of a copy. Using 
Fey’s take on Palin’s accent and gestures, Samberg purposefully mixed up the SNL Palin’s 
catchphrases (“You can see my house from Russia!”) with other infamous political sound bites (“I 
did not have sexual relations with that woman”) and SNL classics (“Da bears”). While the point of 
the bit was more about making a joke of Samberg’s bad performance than anything to do with the 
actual Palin, it cemented the status of “Sarah Palin” as an SNL character, complete with her own 
iconic lines and expected comedic behaviour. It is a character that evolved alongside the media 
image of Sarah Palin in 2008, each shaping the other as weekly sketches responded to the latest 
news, and the news media and public perception responded to the sketches. This is a character that 
became so intrinsically linked with the public image of Sarah Palin that the HBO dramatization of 
the 2008 campaign, Game Change, couldn’t go without a couple of scenes of Julianne Moore’s 
Sarah Palin watching Tina Fey’s Sarah Palin on television, scowling to herself. They were the kind 
of scenes that asked us to imagine that, somewhere, Sarah Palin was probably scowling at Julianne 
Moore too. 
In this chapter, I look at how Saturday Night Live’s Sarah Palin sketches re-created and re-
characterised the media image of 2008 Republican nominee for vice president, Governor Sarah 
Palin of Alaska. Through this case study, I examine how television sketch comedy works to adapt 
real public figures into docucharacters, and how the known public selves and unknown private 
selves of docucharacters are negotiated in a comedic context. Additionally, to further illustrate the 
nuances of docucharacter construction across genres and forms, I compare the characterisation of 
Tina Fey’s Saturday Night Live Palin with the characterisation of Palin as performed by Julianne 
Moore in Game Change. As well as illustrating how the differences in form between these two 
contexts shape the construction of public and private selves in docucharacters, I also aim to shed 
light on strategies for constructing docucharacter from a public figure with a highly visible media 
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presence. Sarah Palin offers a prime opportunity to discuss this, in contrast to Mark Zuckerberg 
who, as discussed in the first chapter, lacks such an easily recognisable self-performance. Before 
considering the public image of Sarah Palin as an iconic source text and the position of the political 
celebrity, however, it is first necessary to consider sketch comedy and the SNL approach to celebrity 
impersonation as a form for constructing docucharacter. 
 
Sketch Comedy and Celebrity Impersonation in Saturday Night Live 
Michael Upchurch, writing on the “Poetics of Sketch Comedy,” argues that the comedy 
sketch is “a unique narrative form with its own rules and conventions” (3). As the original meaning 
of the word “sketch” applies to “a rough, hasty drawing which outlines major features without 
giving detail,” so too it applies to the comedic sketch as a brief, discrete segment of comedy lasting 
usually three to eight minutes (Upchurch 22). The “hasty” elements of the sketch are useful in 
considering the format of Saturday Night Live, where the content of each show is written and 
produced within a matter of days leading up to its live broadcast. This enables the show to respond 
to current events, which is particularly relevant when considering its political sketches. The “outline 
of major features without giving detail” is pertinent when considering how the televisual form of 
sketch comedy shapes the docucharacter. I continue to refer to sketch docucharacters as characters 
rather than caricatures based on the literal application of Murray Smith’s broad definition of 
character as the “fictional analogue of a human agent” (17). When considering docucharacters, this 
translates to defining them as the fictional analogue of a specific human agent. While the hastily 
drawn outline and brief narrative time frame of the sketch necessitates a broad and cartoonish 
approach to its characters, I argue here that it is useful to consider the sketch docucharacter in terms 
of Naomi Jacobs’ approach to two- and three-dimensional characters based on historical figures in 
literary fiction. While the sketch character is clearly a more two-dimensional rendering than that 
produced in the biopic, taking a character-focused approach enables an analysis of celebrity 
impersonation in sketch comedy to uncover how the boundaries of public and private selves are 
traversed in satirising public figures. 
The degree of narrative drive in sketch comedy can be a determining factor in how fleshed 
out a character appears to be. Historicising the development of the form, Upchurch outlines that as 
the comedy sketch translated from the vaudeville stage to the television variety show, the form of 
television itself became one of the possible structuring premises of a sketch and gave rise to both 
narrative and non-narrative forms of sketch comedy (21). The non-narrative sketch form that 
derives its structure from other television formats (such as the talk show, the game show, the variety 
show, or the news show) is a staple of SNL, particularly for sketches that foreground celebrity 
impersonation. Upchurch’s work is a valuable foundation for considering sketch comedy as a form, 
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but his focus is largely on narrative sketch, rather than the non-narrative, media-framed forms that 
typically showcase SNL docucharacters. These direct re-creations or reinterpretations of media 
events can lend themselves to having less of a narrative focus where the actions and reactions of 
characters drive the sketch forward. The SNL media-framed sketch is more often driven by the 
escalation of jokes that are generated in response to intertextual references to current events or the 
identifiable quirks of the subject of the impersonation, rather than from the premise of the sketch. In 
narrative or character-based sketches, characters function to drive the premise of the sketch 
forward, rather than the sketch’s premise acting as a frame for an impersonated character. In 
adhering to the sketch form’s rules of eliciting laughter and remaining brief, intertextual references 
to people, characters, or media forms that the audience has an existing familiarity with are shortcuts 
to establishing the premise. This is akin to the use of recognisable stock characters or stereotypes in 
a more character or narrative driven sketch premise. Both approaches remove any need for 
exposition that does not further the sketch’s comedic goal, and to use Murray Smith’s terms, aid the 
viewer’s recognition response to characters. 
Unlike the biopic, the goal of the celebrity impersonation sketch is not to construct its 
subject as a more well-rounded character consisting of public and private selves. Rather, the 
celebrity impersonation in sketch comedy reduces the celebrity to a set of easily recognisable 
characteristics. This is most often done using signs such as dress, hair, speech, and mannerisms. 
There are some contexts, however, where celebrity impersonation might necessitate the creation of 
a rounded, three-dimensional character, at least from the perspective of the performer. In writing on 
the work of celebrity impersonators in theatrical contexts such as Las Vegas stage revues, Kerry O. 
Ferris illustrates that some impersonators acknowledge a need to replicate the imagined inner self of 
their character and repress their own performance of self in order to fully flesh out the recognisable 
public image they present through physical and vocal resemblance (1198). But Saturday Night 
Live’s approach to celebrity impersonation, particularly political celebrity impersonation, does not 
need to develop the same kinds of “subtleties, layers, and textures” (1198) that Ferris’ research 
identifies in stage performers. The stage impersonations of Ferris’ study seek to faithfully replicate 
the celebrity in order to provide their audience with a simulated experience of their subject, rather 
than appropriating a celebrity persona for the purposes of comedy. The SNL tradition of celebrity 
impersonation skews more toward a two-dimensional, cartoonish rendering, with impersonated 
characters sometimes joining the ranks of SNL’s original characters in the use of recurring jokes or 
catchphrases, deviating wildly from the original source of the celebrity image to take on a life of 
their own. 
Take, for example, the “Celebrity Jeopardy” sketches that appeared regularly from 1996-
2002, (and revived in later years, such as when Will Ferrell hosted and for SNL’s 40th Anniversary 
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special). One of the running jokes developed and repeated throughout the 15 original sketches was 
that perennial contestant Sean Connery (Darrell Hammond) would mercilessly taunt host Alex 
Trebek (Ferrell), imply that he had sex with Trebek’s mother, and misread category names in 
sexually suggestive ways. While this joke plays on Connery’s star image as the James Bond 
playboy type, it devolves into absurdly petty behaviour that establishes Hammond’s Connery as a 
character that seemingly exists only to make this Trebek’s life miserable (fig. 24): something with 
no connection to the celebrity being impersonated that has been generated by the repetition and 
evolution of the sketch throughout its numerous appearances. Hammond has also spoken of the way 
his performance as Connery first began as a faithful replication of Connery’s voice and 
mannerisms, but over time grew into a “bastardisation” of Connery, with Hammond and the writers 
prioritising what was funny over what was accurate (Miller and Shales, loc. 7577). Likewise, other 
celebrities impersonated in the sketch are performed as two-dimensional renderings of their most 
recognisable mannerisms, due to the way the sketch sets up the idea of the stupidity of the celebrity 
contestants. The contestants usually begin the sketch with scores in the negative numbers, the 
categories are dumbed down, and category titles often give away the answers (“Colors that are red,” 
“Foods that end in amburger,” “Black comedians named Whoopi”), and none of the contestants 
seem to be aware of the rules of the game or able to sustain enough focus to attempt to play it 
correctly. The frame of the sketch premise even bends celebrity self-performance to fit it: Tom 
Hanks, the only celebrity to play themselves in “Celebrity Jeopardy,” appears as equally stupid as 
the other contestants (if not more so) after speaking into a pen as though it were a microphone, 
getting caught in a plastic dry-cleaning bag, and knocking himself unconscious on his podium. 
 
 
Figure 24: SNL’s “Celebrity Jeopardy,” where Sean Connery exists only to make Alex Trebek miserable 
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This two-dimensional treatment of celebrity impersonation as sketch character largely 
carries over to SNL’s political impersonations. Jeffrey P. Jones writes that SNL has an established 
approach to political impersonation that “is focused more on personal mannerisms and political 
style than on politics,” which in turn results in presenting a filtered image of politicians that does 
not engage with “any form of meaningful political critique” (“With all due” loc. 939). Jones 
highlights a notable example of this in Chevy Chase’s portrayal of Gerald Ford in the earliest 
seasons of the show. Chase’s impersonation made no attempt to look or sound like Ford, with his 
claim that he was the president being enough of an appropriation for the show’s original incarnation 
as an “edgy and youthful approach to comedy and politics” (Jones, “Politics and the Brand” 79). 
Such a purposeful use of political impersonation that does not truly attempt to impersonate would 
likely be out of place in the modern incarnation of SNL, where a roster of particularly skilled 
impressionists over the years (such as Phil Hartman, Dana Carvey, and Darrell Hammond), in 
conjunction with the work of the show’s hair, makeup, and wardrobe departments, has changed 
audience expectations for political impersonation. Although examples such as Chase’s Ford or 
Hammond’s Connery may evolve into performances that bear only the most superficial resemblance 
to their original, they align with Jones’ assertion that by being memorable and repeated, 
impersonations of politicians and other celebrities like these can “[play] a role in shaping public 
memory” of the actual celebrity (“Politics and the Brand” 78).  
As a follow up to his assessment of the SNL approach to political impersonation, Jones 
argues in later writing that on rare occasions the good-natured parody of a politician’s behaviour or 
presentational quirks can co-incidentally create critical satire. Jones cites Ferrell’s performance as 
George W. Bush (specifically during the 2000 campaign season) and Fey’s performance as Sarah 
Palin as examples of instances where the “outlandish personal tics of the candidates . . . was exactly 
where the satiric critique belonged” (“Politics and the Brand” 81). Similarly, Jason T. Peifer argues 
in his analysis of thematic framing in the Palin sketches that the issues the sketches make salient 
(such as Palin’s incompetence and folksiness) are ones that are embedded in the treatment of Palin’s 
personality, rather than based on political issues (172). Nickie Michaud Wild proposes a similar 
argument to both Jones and Peifer, but disagrees with Jones on one point. Michaud Wild argues that 
Ferrell’s George W. Bush lacked any specific substantive satirical criticism, and, rather, latched 
onto a general “Bush as the dumb guy” narrative (500). In contrast, by addressing not only Palin’s 
personal mannerisms and quirks but targeting specific actual instances that demonstrated her lack of 
experience and knowledge, the Palin sketches were more successful in highlighting her political 
failings (505). Michaud Wild is in agreement with Jones, however, when she notes that both the 
Palin and Bush campaign sketches parody and mock the personal mannerisms of their subjects in 
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order to comment on the source public image. The role that self-performance plays in articulating 
the political position of a candidate (and the parody and satirical critique of the same) has evolved 
between the years 2000 and 2008, resulting in this difference between generalised parodic 
commentary, and parody as a vehicle for specific satirical critique. This evolution is further 
demonstrated in SNL’s treatment of Donald Trump during the 2016 election campaign, which I will 
briefly touch on later in this chapter.  
I return to Jones’ assessment of Ferrell’s Bush and Fey’s Palin as offering satirical critique 
through the parody of personal quirks, and his argument that similarities between Palin and Bush 
are highlighted by their representation in sketch comedy. The status of both Bush and Palin as 
newcomers to national politics at the time of their respective campaigns, and their shared 
characteristics of being “dim-witted and arrogant, with a desire to charm their way into power,” 
which both impersonations rely heavily upon, are, as Jones argues, “key to understanding them as 
politicians” (“Politics and the Brand” 81). It is perhaps notable here that Jones focuses only on 
Ferrell’s performance as Bush, when the role was eventually played by five different actors during 
Bush’s two terms in office. This may be due to the scope of Jones’ essay as largely focusing on 
SNL’s treatment of political campaigns, or it could perhaps be that other interpretations of Bush 
were less successful than Ferrell’s, in that they did not showcase the qualities Jones highlights. For 
example, Will Forte, who played Bush from 2004-2006, presented the character as far more nervous 
and desperate than Ferrell’s arrogant frat boy Bush with the “vapid-but-determined stare” (Michaud 
Wild 494). Forte’s interpretation was no doubt shaped by the context of the time in which he played 
the character (in the midst of the Iraq war as opposed to Ferrell’s largely pre-9/11 portrayal). 
However, Ferrell’s portrayal of Bush has remained consistent when he has reprised the character, 
such as in cameo appearances during the 2008 and 2016 election seasons or in his Broadway play 
turned HBO special You’re Welcome America: A Final Night with George W. Bush (McKay 2009). 
The relative consistency of Ferrell’s interpretation speaks to his George W. Bush as a sketch 
character that arose from a specific context and remained consistent to itself as a character, rather 
than changing to resemble the evolution of the actual Bush. The star image of the performer, too, is 
undoubtedly a factor in Ferrell’s particular interpretation of Bush. Ferrell’s post-SNL film career has 
seen him playing similar overly confident, dim-witted characters, such as in Old School (Phillips 
2003), Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (McKay 2004), and Talladega Nights: The Ballad 
of Ricky Bobby (McKay 2006)8. This suggests that, much like Chevy Chase mapping his developing 
comedic persona as a physical comic onto his Gerald Ford character (Jones, “With All Due 
                                                 
8 It is worth noting that Adam McKay, who co-wrote (with Ferrell) and directed Will Ferrell vehicles including 
Anchorman, Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues (2013), Talledega Nights, and Step Brothers (2008), wrote for SNL 
during Ferrell’s tenure, where they developed their creative partnership. Their continued collaboration post-SNL is 
undoubtedly a contributing factor to the consistency of Ferrell’s comedic persona across his sketch and film characters. 
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Respect” 39), Ferrell’s work on SNL is what brought him to public attention and, thus, the types of 
sketch characters he played became a vital component of his subsequent film roles and overall star 
image. 
While Chase and Ferrell’s star images developed alongside their notable political 
impersonations, Tina Fey’s public persona was already well established in the context of Saturday 
Night Live when she played Sarah Palin. Before I apply Jones’ observations about SNL political 
impersonation to a detailed analysis of the Palin sketches, it is first necessary to consider not only 
the persona of Sarah Palin as a political celebrity source text, but the persona of Tina Fey as a lens 
through which Sarah Palin is viewed as a satirical docucharacter.  
 
The Multiple Lives of “Sarah Feylin” 
Graeme Turner argues that contemporary media’s proliferation of information needs to be 
understood through the lens of entertainment. With so much information available to consumers, 
Turner writes that media producers are competing for their piece of a fragmented audience, 
resulting in “the rise of entertainment and its ascendancy over information as the most marketable 
regime of content” (Re-inventing 49). Liesbet Van Zoonen similarly argues that the prevalence of 
“entertainment culture” has moulded the mediation of politics to the conventions of entertainment 
media in order to draw and sustain audience interest in complex, difficult, or boring political issues 
(69). This application of entertainment form to political content has contributed to the 
celebritisation of politicians, where the focus on individual political actors and their personal 
narratives acts as a shortcut for constituents to make political judgments. The nature of the 
entertainment format necessitates that this shortcut is both “brief” and “pleasurable” (Van Zoonen 
69). The blurred lines between entertainment and news and the rise of politicians as celebrities 
means that the individual personality of a politician is often the focus of the way they are 
represented and understood. This is rather than any substantive explanation of issues and policies 
being the focus of popular political narratives. Just as the celebrity CEO embodies the values of 
their company (as discussed in chapter one), the attachment of an individual personality acts as a 
means of branding and embodying the ideals of a political party or movement. 
In this environment, upon her selection as John McCain’s running mate on the 2008 
Republican presidential ticket, little-known Alaska Governor Sarah Palin was immediately elevated 
into the public eye and understood very differently based on the ideological position of the 
spectator. Robert E. Denton attempts to pin down some of the labels affixed to Palin throughout the 
campaign. Politically, from her resume as a small-town mayor and governor, she could be called a 
“conservative,” a “reformer,” and a “maverick.” Her selection as vice presidential candidate despite 
her lack of national experience also gave Palin the label of “gimmick” (17). Her personal narrative 
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was as the confident, self-made working mother, the “hockey mom” and former beauty queen. In an 
encapsulation of the increasingly blurred nature of the political and the personal, labelling Palin as 
“authentic” attempts to articulate the appeal of her intersecting personal narrative and political 
brand (Denton 17).  To the late-night sketch comedy show, however, the space between what Palin 
presents as her authentic self and the usually tightly controlled and managed front-stage space of 
political performance is where a more appealing narrative lies. 
Ann McKinnon argues that even as Palin engaged in highly visible public performances of 
self, much of the narrative of Palin’s public image during the campaign was crafted by others. Palin 
made a number of readily ridiculed gaffes early in the campaign, such as her claim that Alaska’s 
proximity to Russia gave her relevant foreign policy credentials (ABC News). Events such as this, 
McKinnon writes, led to the McCain campaign preventing Palin from speaking directly to the press 
or from holding press conferences, instead instituting a photographs-only media policy when she 
met with foreign leaders in New York in September 2008. The absence of Palin speaking directly 
for herself in the public eye (and her repeated mistakes and failure to project a strong impression as 
the possible vice president when she did) left room for her persona to be appropriated by others to 
fill the void. This resulted in a media environment during the campaign where, as McKinnon notes, 
“we have seen more parodies of Palin than we have seen the actual Palin.” Sarah Esralew and 
Dannagal Goldthwaite Young argue that this proliferation of parodies alongside what was seen of 
Palin’s self-performance (before the campaign’s media embargo) resulted in the public attempting 
to understand the previously unknown Palin “using whatever relevant information they had 
available” (342). Saturday Night Live’s version of Palin was not only one of the most visible and 
culturally resonant commentaries on Palin, but also an embodied performance of Palin (rather than 
being only verbal or written commentary), thus becoming a significant part of her public image. 
The visibility of Fey’s impersonation of Palin readily extended beyond the television 
audience watching the live broadcast of SNL when the sketches aired. At the time, SNL distributed 
individual sketches as short video clips online via the official NBC website as well as Hulu and 
YouTube, making for easy shareability and encouraging viral viewership. Additionally, portions of 
the sketches were repurposed for news broadcasts and punditry, becoming part of the wider body of 
media commentary about Palin and demonstrating the fusion of entertainment and news media. As 
Michaud Wild argues, journalists had an easy and engaging way to speak about Palin as 
incompetent by reporting on the sketches and using them as a reference point for understanding 
Palin (505). Fey’s performance subsequently became a highly visible and instantly recognisable 
shorthand for referring to Palin, with lines from SNL sketches like “I can see Russia from my 
house” becoming attributed to Palin herself in the popular imagination. 
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While the conflation of Tina Fey’s performance of Sarah Palin with the actual Sarah Palin 
worked in shaping Palin’s public image, Fey’s own image does not completely disappear into her 
performance. Rather, much like Jean-Louis Comolli’s idea of the body too much in the performance 
of historical fiction, Fey’s image lingers in her performance of Palin. This in turn shapes how the 
character is viewed in ways that a lesser known performer (such as Jesse Eisenberg was at the time 
of his breakthrough role in The Social Network) does not. In the context of Saturday Night Live, 
Tina Fey is a star, and hers is a star image that (unlike Chevy Chase and Will Ferrell) was firmly 
established at the time of her most notable impersonation. In particular, Fey is an SNL star who 
primarily performed on the show in her own persona, given she is most well-known for her six 
years as Weekend Update co-anchor and SNL’s first female head writer, rather than as a sketch 
performer who was routinely seen as multiple different characters each week. Amber Day and 
Ethan Thompson describe Fey’s Weekend Update persona as “slightly nerdy and awkward and . . . 
politically invested,” a purposeful contrast to her first co-anchor Jimmy Fallon’s position as “an 
amiable, goofy guy” (177) and second co-anchor Amy Poehler’s “quirky [and] upbeat” persona 
(178). Day and Thompson also note that given that Fey’s Weekend Update tenure largely coincided 
with the George W. Bush administration, she was often politically critical and “periodically spoke 
her mind about larger political debate and public life” (178). By the time of the 2008 election 
campaign, Fey had already left SNL and was best known as creator, executive producer, writer, and 
star of the critically acclaimed 30 Rock (NBC 2006-2013), a media savvy single camera sitcom 
loosely inspired by Fey’s life as SNL head writer that often poked fun at the very network that aired 
it. With her politically engaged, acerbic “smart girl” persona, the East Coast liberal Fey is perhaps 
the very antithesis of Sarah Palin’s folksy, small town, anti-elitist political persona and a 
counterpoint to criticisms of Palin’s inarticulateness and ignorance about world events and foreign 
policy. While it may have been a noted physical resemblance between Fey and Palin that 
encouraged Fey’s return to SNL for the role (Fey 201), the stark contrasts between these women and 
their public personas worked to call attention to the differences between the two every time they 
merged on screen9. When Fey embodies the cheerful, folksy Palin wink, it is as though Fey herself 
perpetually lingers behind the appropriated persona: under the wig, under the flag pin, under the 
makeup, Fey remains, winking at us too. But it is only Tina, and not her character, that is in on the 
joke, subsequently rendering her Sarah as even more blissfully ignorant and lacking in self-
awareness. 
                                                 
9 Palin did make an attempt to distinguish herself from Fey’s portrayal by appearing on the October 18, 2008, episode 
of SNL in a sketch where she simultaneously dismissed Fey’s portrayal and gave the impression that she was a good 
sport about the parody. In the brief moment that Fey and Palin pass by each other on screen, their physical differences 
are amplified as Palin appears taller, broad-shouldered, and more powerful than Fey’s character. She not only attempted 
to reclaim her persona for herself, but took a little of Fey’s as she delivered the signature opening line, “Live from New 
York, it’s Saturday night.” 
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With an understanding of the SNL celebrity impersonation sketch, and the ways Tina Fey’s 
persona inflected her Palin character, I move now to a detailed analysis of Fey’s performance and 
the docucharacterisation of Palin in the sketch comedy frame. Here I return to Jeffrey P. Jones’ 
argument that Saturday Night Live’s method of parodying the personality and mannerisms of a 
public figure led to a satiric critique of Sarah Palin’s specific failings. In particular, here I will apply 
Jones’ characterisation of Palin as “dim-witted and arrogant, with a desire to charm [her] way into 
power” (“Politics and the Brand” 81) to an analysis of Fey’s performance in “A Nonpartisan 
Message from Sarah Palin and Hillary Clinton.” This sketch, which aired September 13, 2008, was 
the first appearance of Fey’s Palin character, featured alongside Amy Poehler’s Clinton. Through 
this analysis, I highlight how elements of Fey’s physical and vocal impersonation of Palin deviate 
from the source material of Palin’s persona in order to shape the characterisation that Jones 
identifies. 
 
Performing Palin as Sketch Docucharacter 
Although it is not a direct re-creation of a media event (the docucomedic strategies of re-
created events in SNL will be covered later in this chapter through an analysis of the “Vice 
Presidential Debate” sketch), the “Nonpartisan Message” sketch and its political impersonations 
operate within the frame of a media event. The premise of the sketch, as the title indicates, is a 
formal address to the nation from Palin and Clinton, coming together across party lines to address 
the issue of sexism in the campaign. While the sketch does not depict a specific existing media 
event, its jokes draw on intertextual knowledge of Palin’s public appearances thus far, such as her 
speech accepting the vice presidential nomination at the Republican National Convention (RNC), 
and her first national interview with Charles Gibson. The sketch also references the more general 
discourses about both Palin and Clinton’s public images at the time, and how they were being 
spoken about in the media. 
Fey’s performance of Palin’s mannerisms is most notably vocal, as Fey replicates Palin’s 
distinctive accent and folksy cadence and speech habits, such as ending ‘-ing’ words with a 
truncated dropping of ‘g’s. Fey says that, given that she is not an experienced impressionist, she 
began her approach to the impression with the accent and vocal inflections. Fey felt that 
approaching the voice best suited her skills, given her training in developing characters for theatre 
and improvisation. From the voice, she constructed the impression and the character (“Tina Fey”). 
One particular element of the vocal performance that Fey highlights as an insight into both the 
character and the real Sarah Palin is that when Palin is being “sassy” or taking a shot at an 
opponent, her voice pitches higher, giving the sense that she is “pretty pleased with herself” and the 
joke she is making (“Tina Fey”). The “Nonpartisan Message” sketch includes an example of this 
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when Fey repeats a joke from Palin’s RNC speech (“What’s the difference between a hockey mom 
and a pitbull? Lipstick.”). As Fey begins the joke in the sketch, her voice pitches higher and her 
speech slows down. The higher pitch and anticipation of the joke’s setup gives the sense that Palin 
is indeed pleased with herself. Poehler’s Clinton appears irritated and tries to cut her off by 
repeating the punch line, “Lipstick.” Palin ignores Clinton completely, and gives the punch line as 
though it is completely new. The self-satisfaction and steamrolling of Clinton points to Palin’s 
arrogance, the attempt to win over the audience with her folksy humour points to her charm, and the 
fact that she’s repeating a joke heard so many times by this point in her campaign that Clinton is 
annoyed and already knows the punch line points to a dim-witted lack of self-awareness. 
Fey’s physical performance similarly imitates Palin’s mannerisms and creates her as a 
character. Fey has stated that as part of attempting to physically resemble Palin, she compensates 
between differences in their appearance by sticking her jaw out further and trying to make her 
mouth seem wider (“Tina Fey”). Particularly in the “Nonpartisan Message” sketch, Fey also tilts her 
chin slightly higher. This, in combination with the forward setting of Fey’s jaw and the way she 
positions her mouth higher and purses her lips not only achieves a closer resemblance to Palin’s 
squarer jawline, but also signifies and amplifies Palin’s arrogance and over-confidence (fig. 25). 
The actual Palin wore this facial expression during her RNC speech (fig. 26). There, three minutes 
of a standing ovation, cheering, and applause followed Palin’s introduction and her entrance onto 
the stage. In C-Span’s live broadcast of the event, the footage cuts between the smiling faces of the 
gathered delegates and Palin on stage where she was shown making the same purse-lipped 
expression, as though she was suppressing a self-satisfied smile. Palin made this expression 
numerous times throughout the speech, particularly during applause breaks, and the suppression of 
a smile gave her a smugness that was not present in the moments when she did allow herself to 
smile (“C-SPAN: Vice Presidential Candidate”). Fey’s replication of the expression gives the sense 
that, despite Palin’s lack of national political experience, she is a politician who is comfortable in 
situations where she has the rapt attention of a large audience, and where she is the only one 
speaking and thus has some sense of control over her words. This is in contrast to her behaviour in 
interview settings such as those with Charles Gibson and Katie Couric where the actual Palin seems 
significantly less comfortable. It is worth noting that Fey later carries this expression over to SNL’s 
Couric interview sketch, where the Palin character is clearly trying to bluff her way through the 
interview on her over-confidence and charm alone (fig. 27). The expression is disconnected from 
her garbled, nonsensical responses to questions (of which many lines were taken verbatim from the 
actual interview), highlighting her misplaced over-confidence. 
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Figure 25: Tina Fey’s purse-lipped, suppressed smile and forward-set jawline as Sarah Palin 
 
Figure 26: Sarah Palin’s similar expression during her speech at the 2008 Republican National Convention (screen capture 
from YouTube video) 
 
Figure 27: Fey’s deliberately forward-set jaw carries the expression over to the Couric interview sketch 
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Fey’s posture at the podium in the “Nonpartisan Message” sketch, however, differs from 
how Palin stood in a similar setting during her RNC speech. On stage at the RNC, Palin’s stance is 
more square and steady, her weight distributed equally on both feet, whereas Fey’s shoulders are 
tilted, the left side of her body angled as though she is standing with her weight on her left side with 
her right hip cocked. While this may be partially explained by the fact that Fey shares the podium 
space with Poehler, who is also standing in a slight three-quarter profile with her body leaning 
towards Fey, Fey’s tilted posture is far more pronounced than Poehler’s. It makes her Palin seem 
more flirty and casual, an effect amplified by the way Fey moves her body behind the podium far 
more than both the real Palin and Poehler-as-Clinton do, frequently dipping her left shoulder and 
extending her right hip. While this mannerism is not a strict impression of Palin, it works as a 
means of communicating one of the signature Palin characteristics that Jones identifies in the SNL 
sketches: her desire to skate by on charm alone. This element that is subtly communicated by the 
position of Fey’s body becomes more obvious later in the sketch, as Palin ignores Clinton’s account 
of her struggle for the White House to wave to the audience and move through a series of flirty pin-
up poses, including a pose with a mimed gun (fig. 28). This is also not a direct physical impression 
of Palin, but rather captures the essence of the substance versus style rhetoric in comparisons 
between Clinton and Palin. Similarly, the impression captures the essence of the role that sexism 
plays on the contrasting positive and negative attention given to the two based on their appearance 
and behaviour, rather than their policies, experience, or knowledge. This is the issue which is at the 
core of the sketch’s premise, and, once again, it is Palin’s charm and arrogance that is given 
attention in Fey’s body language as her Palin character responds to the topic. 
 
 
Figure 28: Fey’s Palin poses during the “Nonpartisan Message” sketch 
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This analysis of Tina Fey’s performance as Sarah Palin demonstrates how Fey’s replications 
and slight alterations of Palin in voice, facial expression, and body language work to create Sarah 
Palin as a sketch docucharacter. As Jones argues, the parodying of Palin’s mannerisms and 
individual quirks, such as those discussed here, work to highlight elements of her personality and 
public persona which are key to understanding her as a politician: namely, charm, arrogance, and a 
dim-witted lack of self-awareness. Moving on from the more generalised impersonation of Palin in 
the “Nonpartisan Message” sketch, I now turn to an investigation of how the SNL sketch approaches 
a specific media event through re-creation and comedic alteration through an analysis of the “Vice 
Presidential Debate” sketch. Here, I argue that the SNL sketch constructs a recognisable 
resemblance to an existing media event in order to present the comedic subtext of the event as the 
text of the sketch. This is done in ways that bring the satirically speculated interior self of the 
character into the realm of the on-stage public self formerly occupied by the actual celebrity 
persona. 
 
Recreating Media Events in the Docucomedy Sketch 
Saturday Night Live’s re-creation of the 2008 Vice Presidential debate aired on October 4, 
2008, two days after the actual event. This sketch served as the third appearance of Fey’s Palin 
impression, and featured regular cast member Jason Sudeikis as Palin’s opponent Joe Biden, and a 
guest appearance from Queen Latifah as debate moderator Gwen Ifill. The stage set for the sketch 
mimicked the set of the actual debate broadcast (fig. 29, 30), with moderator Ifill sitting at a semi-
circular desk facing the two candidates’ podiums. The blue walls of the set are adorned with 
symbols of the United State of America, its government, and its patriotic ideology, such as a bald 
eagle with a flag shield, a row of white stars bordering the top of the set, and lighter blue panels 
featuring text from the Declaration of Independence and the preamble to the United States 
Constitution forming the backdrop for each candidate in shots where they directly address the 
camera. 
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Figure 29: The actual stage of the 2008 Vice Presidential Debate (screen capture from YouTube video) 
 
Figure 30: Saturday Night Live’s smaller scale re-creation of the debate stage 
 
Much like the appearance of the set, the dialogue of the sketch mimics the actual event. 
Some lines are verbatim up until a point where the dialogue is augmented in ways that reveal the 
presumed satirical truth behind them. After Fey’s Palin and Sudeikis’ Biden are introduced, they 
approach the centre of the stage (with Palin blowing kisses to the audience, as she did in the 
original) and shake hands. Character Palin asks (as the actual Palin did during their introduction in 
the debate), “Hey, can I call you Joe?”. Biden responds in the affirmative, just as the actual one 
dida. From this point, however, the sketch deviates from the original source material of the debate’s 
transcript as Palin, still continuing to vigorously shake Biden’s hand, explicitly states the comedic 
subtext of the original moment in order to make the satiric point: “Okay, ‘cause I practiced a couple 
zingers where I call you Joe.” Peifer identifies this technique as “refracting political realities,” 
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where the “impersonation parody can articulate the hidden subtext of a political situation in a 
unique way, borrowing from and reinventing a political figure’s own behaviour” (170). The 
comedic subtext of the original moment (as SNL sees it) is that due to Palin’s previous campaign 
gaffes when responding to questions she was seemingly unprepared for, her debate responses have 
all been scripted ahead of time, down to the letter. If it had been necessary to refer to her opponent 
as Senator Biden, her memorisation of the script could become unravelled into a similar nonsensical 
word salad as some of the unscripted answers in her widely seen interviews with Couric and 
Gibson. As it was, in the actual debate, Palin referred to Biden several times as “O’Biden,” a slip 
that the film Game Change dwells on in its sequences of behind-the-scenes debate prep, which I 
will focus on later in this chapter in examining Sarah Palin as a docucharacter in the HBO film.  
Returning to the “Vice Presidential Debate” sketch, the “I practiced a couple zingers where I 
call you Joe” line is one of many examples in this sketch (as well as the other Palin sketches, and 
other celebrity impersonation sketches based on a specific event) where humour arises from the 
character explicitly uttering the comedic subtext of a moment in the source material. This 
transforms the perceived subtext of the original media event into the text of the sketch and 
highlights the space between the front-stage, public self of the political performance, and the 
contradictory backstage self behind the political performance. That Palin has memorised the script 
of her debate responses, right down to the exact wording of a few soundbite-worthy zingers, is not 
something that the actual Palin would be expected to reveal in the public, front-stage context of the 
debate. In Erving Goffman’s terms, it is a revelation from the backstage frame invading the front-
stage space. It is comedic because of the cheerful and almost unthinking way that Fey’s Palin makes 
the revelation, and makes a satirical critique as it renders the actual Palin as incapable of preparing 
for the debate in any way other than strictly scripted performance. With the shortened screen time 
inherent in the television sketch form, the shortcut to revealing the private moments behind the 
public media event becomes to acknowledge them directly in dialogue. This is in contrast to the 
ways that longer form narratives, like the biopic, stage private events for the audience to witness. In 
this collapsing of public performance and private thought to a single on-stage frame, the sketch 
achieves its intention of humour through the incongruity and inappropriateness of such an honest 
revelation taking place on the carefully orchestrated political stage. It is a disruption of the expected 
norms of the televised political debate to reveal too much, and in doing so the sketch pulls back the 
curtain on the real public figure through the appropriation of their performance in a media event. 
The use of inappropriate utterances such as this is another example of how Tina Fey’s public 
persona shapes the construction of the Sarah Palin sketch character. In the sketches, inappropriate 
utterances are a feature of Fey’s Palin that mocks her developing media image as the folksy, 
Washington outsider maverick, who wants to “say what she’s thinkin’.” Additionally, the 
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inappropriate utterance of private thought is something embedded in Fey’s existing star image 
through her 30 Rock character, Liz Lemon. As the head writer of an SNL-like sketch comedy show, 
Liz is depicted as living almost entirely for her job, and having no personal life. For Liz Lemon, her 
work is home, and her professional life is her personal life. Much of the comedy of the character 
stems from Liz making personal utterances that would ordinarily be out of place in a work context. 
The inappropriate utterance is a quality of other characters and frequent source of comedy on the 
show. Regular subjects of such jokes are the performer characters Tracy (Tracy Morgan) and Jenna 
(Jane Krakowski) – characters who are too bizarre, famous, or self-possessed to recognize the 
inappropriateness of their words and actions. Likewise, the inappropriate utterances of Fey’s Palin 
demonstrate a similar lack of self-awareness, knowledge, or regard for the contextual rules of public 
life. Her ignorance of or apathy towards such rules brings into focus the constructed nature of 
political speech through the character’s inability to hide the political machine. The way the debate 
sketch riffs on Palin’s vague answers and dodging of questions is a further example of this. 
In the “Vice Presidential Debate” sketch, the running joke about Palin’s question dodging is 
set up from Fey-as-Palin’s first response. When Ifill addresses her first question to Palin about the 
economy, Palin does not immediately attempt to answer the question, instead responding with a 
backwards compliment to Biden about his hair plugs. The running thread of Palin’s question 
dodging in the actual debate and the perceived subtext behind it becomes satiric text which, as per 
sketch comedy conventions, are escalated (or heightened) by raising the stakes on the obviousness 
of Palin’s refusal to answer on each repetition (or beat) of the joke. On the first beat of the question-
dodging run of jokes, Fey’s Palin is asked if she would like to respond to comments Biden has 
made about John McCain. She responds, “No, thank you. But I would like to talk about bein’ an 
outsider.” Next, when asked about climate change, Palin first gives an answer that she is unsure if 
“this climate change hoozie-what’s-it is manmade, or just a natural part of the End of Days,” before 
abruptly (after Fey pauses for audience laughter) redirecting the subject: “But I’m not gonna talk 
about that. I’m gonna talk about taxes.” The third beat has Ifill asking a direct question about 
Palin’s position on healthcare regulation. In this final escalation of the Palin-dodging-questions 
joke, the dodge is at its most blunt and inappropriate for the situation: a bright and cheerful, “I’m 
gonna ignore that question, and instead, talk about Israel!” Rather than the actual Palin’s somewhat 
more subtle approach to not directly addressing the questions posed to her in the debate, SNL’s 
Palin plainly states her desire to not answer those questions, and states the topics she would rather 
talk about instead. Needless to say, being this obvious about a political topic pivot would be 
inappropriate to explicitly state in an actual debate forum. The comedic intention of the sketch, 
however, depends on the explicit disruption of political performance norms in order to highlight and 
critique how the actual Palin avoided questions in the debate. Once again, the subtext of the actual 
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moment becomes the explicitly stated thoughts of the sketch character’s inner self as front-stage and 
backstage frames are collapsed for comedic effect.  
There is a similar collapse of front- and backstage frames for the sketch’s other characters. 
Latifah’s Ifill, for example, opens the sketch by establishing the rules of the debate and that she 
“will not ask any follow-up questions beyond ‘Do you agree?’ or ‘Your response?’ so as not to 
appear biased for Barack Obama.” The backstage truth behind the statement is revealed as she 
immediately throws in a promotion for her book about Obama that is due for release on 
inauguration day. The fact of Ifill’s book is part of the material of actuality that the sketch uses in 
order to not only base the sketch in reality, but to give a satiric critique of that reality by imagining 
the contradictory backstage, inner selves of its characters. As Joe Biden, Jason Sudeikis parodies 
Biden’s quirks in the typical style of SNL political impersonation that Jones writes of: the largely 
good-natured dig, rather than aggressive satirical criticism. This is done by the heightening of 
familiar aspects of Biden’s political persona, such as his frequent reliance on his blue-collar 
background and humble origin story (“I come from Scranton, Pennsylvania, and that’s as hard-
scrabble a place as you’re going to find. I’ll show you around some time and you’ll see: it’s a 
hellhole! An absolute jerkwater of a town. You couldn’t stand to spend a weekend there!”). While 
the sketch’s treatment of the Biden character is largely based in good-natured parody, there are 
moments of public/private collapse that create specific satirical critique. This is most notably done 
on the topic of marriage equality, where Sudeikis’ Biden agrees that same-sex couples should be 
granted the same legal rights of marriage as heterosexual couples. Then, when prompted to confirm 
whether he agrees with Obama’s contradictory position favouring civil unions, the Biden character 
immediately disavows his own beliefs in deference to the views of the man on the top of the ticket. 
Like the sketch’s treatment of Palin, the Ifill and Biden characters are constructed in ways that point 
out the gaps between public action and private thought and endow political performance with an 
inherent insincerity.  
SNL’s re-creation of the Vice Presidential debate and its characters serves what Joel 
Schechter identifies as a function of satiric impersonation, in that it “raise[s] serious doubts about 
the credibility of an event, a person, or a policy” (2-3). In this situation, taking into account the 
doubts about Palin’s credibility that were already circulating in the media at that time, the sketch 
(and, indeed, Fey’s other performances as Palin throughout the campaign) could better be described 
as cementing and comedically articulating those doubts about Palin’s credibility. When the sketches 
present the private self behind Palin’s media gaffes as the actual spoken dialogue of the sketch, key 
doubts about Palin such as her inexperience and lack of knowledge are articulated in ways that 
closely align with her public image. The close alignment with Palin’s public image is done through 
the use of more-or-less verbatim dialogue taken from the original event(s) the SNL sketches re-
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create, the visual re-creation of media events, and the performative re-creation of Palin’s actions 
within them. This material of the actual, shaped by the comedic and critical intentions of the sketch 
and its characters, dismantles the norms of political performance by pointing out the carefully 
constructed frame of the public and its absurdist disruption by the private. In addition to calling 
Palin’s credibility into question, the credibility of the political event itself is questioned in the “Vice 
Presidential Debate” sketch through the Gwen Ifill character’s plug for her book about Obama, and 
jokes about the incredibly low expectations for Palin’s performance in the debate. Additionally, the 
nature of authentic political self-performance is questioned through the sketch’s critique of Biden’s 
abandonment of his personal views on marriage equality in favour of conforming to the political 
realities of the presidential ticket he represents. 
Before moving on from this consideration of political docucharacters in sketch comedy, it is 
worth noting that the evolution of political self-performance has complicated some of the ideas 
proposed in my analysis of the Palin sketches. I would now like to engage with a brief examination 
of the characterisation of Donald Trump on Saturday Night Live. I do so in order to demonstrate 
how public and private are merged in a sketch docucharacter created from a source public figure 
who appears to have no regard for the norms of public political performance. 
 
Sketch Docucharacter and the Complication of Donald Trump 
Donald Trump’s political performance throughout his campaign for the presidency could be 
described in terms similar to those applicable to the character of Sarah Palin as played by Tina Fey: 
seemingly ignorant of or uninterested in the expectations for politicians on the national stage, and 
freely and openly stating a desire to not conform to expectation. Jon Greenaway, writing on 
Trump’s political persona during the campaign for the Republican presidential nomination, argues 
that “Trump is finding success because he expresses what the other candidates not just won’t, but 
cannot—the dark, twisted, and unacceptable elements of right-wing political discourse that can, in 
the mainstream, no longer be said.” How, then, can Donald Trump become a sketch character when 
the source material has already done the necessary work of collapsing the frame of political 
performance by introducing what would, in that context, be regarded as private thought? After 
Trump became the Republican nominee, Saturday Night Live continued its trend of bringing 
comedic performers outside of its regular cast (as it had done with Fey’s Palin, Larry David’s 
Bernie Sanders and, later, Melissa McCarthy’s Sean Spicer) by enlisting Alec Baldwin to portray 
Donald Trump. Baldwin, whose liberal politics are an ingrained part of his persona and colour his 
impression, much as Fey’s does of Palin, began his role as SNL’s Trump in October 2016 for a 
sketch satirising Trump’s first debate against Hillary Clinton (played by Kate McKinnon following 
Amy Poehler’s departure from SNL). I will consider this first presidential debate sketch here to shed 
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light on how public and private selves are at work in the Donald Trump sketch character, and how 
the evolution of political self-performance has been reflected in sketch docucharacter construction. 
As in the tradition of SNL political impersonation, there is both comedy and satirical 
criticism in parodying personal mannerisms as they are replicated and, in many cases, heightened in 
the impersonation. Baldwin’s exaggeration of Trump’s pouting and pursed lipped facial expressions 
gives the sense of a grotesque toddler, a satiric comment on Trump’s demeanour. Meta-
commentaries on Trump’s mannerisms in Baldwin’s dialogue not only get a laugh from the 
audience (such as a run of jokes where Baldwin’s Trump projects criticisms of himself onto 
Clinton, and describes his pursed lips as looking like “a tiny little butthole”) but also distances 
performer from character in ways that, like Fey’s Palin, frame the source public image as an object 
of ridicule. As well as using Trump’s physicality as a source of comedy, traits such as his 
braggadocious nature and speech, accent, and oft-repeated phrases are heightened to a level of 
absurdity and ridicule. 
Although the actual Trump breaks political norms with words and actions that are 
inappropriate by any existing standard of political performance, Trump’s bombastic persona can be 
satirised as an inauthentic front. The actual Trump’s political performance has elements of comedic 
subtext that can be made visible in the comedic text of the sketch. For example, in the debate 
sketch, Baldwin’s Trump answers the first question addressed to him and immediately attempts to 
walk away, proclaiming he has won the debate. The debate moderator (Lester Holt, played by 
Michael Che) reminds him that there are still 88 minutes remaining. Here, Baldwin’s Trump returns 
to the podium and pauses, frozen in an open-mouthed expression, shoulders tensely raised. His 
shoulders drop slightly as he leans forward toward the podium microphone, and quickly says, “My 
microphone is broken.” The claim of a defective microphone is one Trump made in the aftermath of 
the actual debate (DelReal). Its placement in the sketch, in tandem with Baldwin’s physical 
performance, frames it as being a quick-thinking excuse born out of desperation. In the slump of 
Baldwin’s shoulders, his Trump appears more self-aware, knowing that he is out of his depth. A use 
of subtext-as-text such as this in Saturday Night Live’s Donald Trump sketches shows that a 
political persona that claims a sense of authenticity can be satirised by showing a speculated self 
behind the persona. As the Palin sketches show the constructed and inauthentic nature of political 
performance by collapsing the character’s private thoughts into the public frame, so too the Trump 
sketches show the inauthentic nature of his persona by giving glimpses of a self that is more aware 
of his inauthenticity than the candidate, and later president, himself seems to be.  
In this case study of political impersonation on Saturday Night Live, I have argued that the 
form of the television sketch uses documentary evidence in similar persuasive ways as the 
docudrama and docufantasy modes discussed previously: a docucomedy mode of presentation. The 
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docucomedy mode at work here aims to create a sense of verisimilitude to existing people and 
events in order to immediately signal a joke, relying on the highly visible media presences of those 
it impersonates in order to establish recognition (to draw on Murray Smith’s terms) of a sketch 
character. This can be considered an explicitly intertextual, more specific version of using stock 
characters and stereotypes in screen comedy. Through this persuasive mode of presentation, the 
sketch establishes what is known in order to disrupt it with the inappropriate revelation of private 
thoughts and actions. These disruptions and the methods by which they occur can evolve through 
the repetition across multiple sketches. This repetition, in conjunction with the way an individual 
actor approaches an impersonation with a fidelity to accuracy in mind, can move the impersonation 
into the realm of being a sketch character that takes on a life of its own beyond its original source 
material. While this life does not have, nor does it intend to have, the same degree of fleshed-out, 
three dimensional being as a dramatic character might, it nonetheless can exist as a distinct entity 
that, through its association with the celebrity image at its source, can shape understandings of the 
celebrity subject. With this analysis of the adaptation of public figures in sketch comedy in mind, I 
return to the example of Sarah Palin by considering how her docucharacterisation is transformed by 
a change in genre and screen context as I examine the HBO film Game Change. 
 
Game Change: The Docudramatic Sarah Palin 
Like Saturday Night Live’s Palin sketches, the HBO film Game Change, adapted from John 
Heilemann and Mark Halperin’s book of the same name, anchors its remediation of Sarah Palin in 
the replication of widely broadcast public events already familiar to the presumed audience. When 
compared to sketch comedy, the form of the docudrama necessarily alters how these anchoring 
media events are structured. The film as a long-form narrative, the dramatic intent of the film, and 
the broader thematic scope of the film all have a significant impact on how the existing media event 
is used. It should be noted that the book Game Change follows multiple narratives of the 2008 
presidential election campaign, such as Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton’s close competition for 
the Democratic nomination, the scandal of John Edwards’ extramarital affair, and presumed 
frontrunner Rudy Giuliani’s failed bid for the Republican nomination. The screen adaptation, 
however, is entirely concerned with the selection of Sarah Palin as John McCain’s running mate, 
and the consequences of that decision for the Republican party’s presidential hopes. Narrowing its 
focus further, rather than being presented as an objective third party account of events the film is 
structured in a way that announces its version of Sarah Palin as being constructed by the subjective 
point of view of an insider.  
The film is bookended by a re-creation of a 60 Minutes interview with McCain advisor 
Steve Schmidt, played by Woody Harrelson (fig. 31), which combines the actor’s performance with 
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actual footage of interviewer Anderson Cooper. Cooper poses the question to Schmidt of whether or 
not he would still include Sarah Palin on the ticket if he were able to have a second chance at the 
campaign. Harrelson’s Schmidt pauses, and the film then cuts to a flashback of Schmidt receiving a 
phone call from John McCain, asking him to join the campaign. From there, the narrative of the 
election, and Palin’s role in it, unfolds.  At the end of the film, the 60 Minutes interview is revisited, 
Cooper’s question repeated, and Schmidt’s answer finally delivered. The bookend effect serves to 
structure the film as an extended flashback sequence as Schmidt considers Cooper’s question, a 
consideration primarily informed by the points of view of Schmidt and other McCain campaign 
staffers, making this Palin one that is tied to the point of view of a specific character (or group of 
characters with a similar perspective) with a very specific opinion of her. By engaging the 
memories of both the audience and the characters in the film, it situates this representation of Palin 
as a reflective one informed by hindsight, rather than one that develops alongside the real-life 
narrative as was the case with Fey’s impersonation in SNL’s topical sketch comedy. 
 
 
Figure 31: Woody Harrelson as Steve Schmidt in Game Change’s re-created 60 Minutes interview 
 
This extended flashback of the film uses Palin’s major media events as narrative tent poles 
from which connective, behind-the-scenes sequences hang, depicting the build-up to and fall-out 
from these events. The known public and imagined private are presented alongside each other, and 
the broad, intertextual body of Sarah Palin’s public persona and speculated private self are 
presented as a single, cohesive character. As Julianne Moore embodies Palin’s multiple modes of 
public and private self-performance, the film achieves a function of docudrama that Steven Lipkin 
identifies: to make visible the known but unseen (48). Through the spectator’s alignment with 
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Moore’s embodiment of the character, we witness a private Sarah Palin who is emotional, 
unprepared, uncooperative, and focused on herself. From the perspective of the insider, we see for 
the first time the amount of preparation that was required to try to fill in the substantial gaps in 
Palin’s knowledge of world history and foreign relations. We see her emotional response to the 
rigours of the campaign and the media’s criticism of her. We see her attempts to reclaim her agency 
from operatives who remade her image for their own political gain. Rather than including these 
elements as explicit comedic text as the sketch format requires, the docudrama shows the division 
between public and private as discrete elements of the character. In the case of Game Change, this 
works to give an understanding of Sarah Palin that, above all else, she is a performer and a star.  
To draw appropriate comparisons and highlight the formal differences between the Saturday 
Night Live sketch and Game Change, I will focus on the re-presentation of the debate between Palin 
and Biden in my analysis of Game Change. As with the SNL sketch, the set of the debate is re-
created for Game Change. However, driven by the closer relationship to actuality that the 
docudrama claims, and facilitated by the higher production values and longer pre-production time 
the HBO film has available (as opposed to SNL’s necessary quick turnaround of content), the set is 
a much closer approximation of the actual debate set. This allows the film to successfully integrate 
docudrama footage with actual news footage to make it appear to be a seamless presentation of the 
event (fig. 32). Here, debate moderator Gwen Ifill is represented by actual footage from the debate, 
as is Joe Biden when he appears in the front-stage space of the debate. A Biden body double 
appears in the representation of the debate’s backstage space, in an out of focus long shot that 
obscures his face and preserves the illusion that it could be the same Biden as the repurposed news 
footage, as he and Palin stand in the wings on opposite sides of the stage. Moore-as-Palin’s front-
stage dialogue and delivery are replicated directly from the actual debate. 
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Figure 32: Julianne Moore’s performance as Sarah Palin combined with footage from the actual 2008 VP debate 
 
The division of public and private selves within front- and backstage frames is represented 
in the SNL sketch through the inappropriateness of private utterances in the on-stage frame of public 
political performance. In Game Change’s narrative structure of public media events and the behind-
the-scenes stories behind them, Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor is made literal. In the 
vice presidential debate sequence, the frame of public and private is demarcated by literal on- and 
off-stage spaces. Throughout the sequence, the façade of the public Palin remains intact and 
unbroken throughout the front-stage frame of the debate. The film opens up space for private 
thoughts and moments to take place in private, backstage spaces. Backstage sequences depicting 
Palin’s private self bracket the event of the debate. While Palin is on stage, the sequence cross cuts 
to the backstage reactions of other major characters, such as Schmidt, Nicole Wallace (Sarah 
Paulson), and John McCain (Ed Harris). For example, in the SNL sketch, elements of Palin’s debate 
performance such as question dodging are explicitly addressed as Fey’s Palin deliberately 
announces her question dodging strategy. In Game Change, the strategy is addressed in the 
backstage, private space of the narrative. 
As the story is structured by the build up to and fallout from Palin’s major media events (her 
RNC speech, the Gibson interview, the Couric interview, the debate, negative attacks against 
Obama at stump speeches, and so on), the build-up to the debate is coloured by Palin’s behaviour 
and emotional state taking a down turn after the failure of the Couric interview. She is shown in 
debate prep as unresponsive and uncooperative, unable to understand or remember anything on 
which the campaign staff attempt to coach her (fig. 33). Frustrated and expecting the debate to be a 
complete disaster, Schmidt changes strategy and proposes that “the greatest actress in American 
politics” simply memorise scripted answers to likely debate questions rather than understand the 
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answers she needs to give. The rote memorisation is given as the reason behind Palin’s question 
dodging and pivoting to topics other than the ones she is asked about during the debate. Rather than 
a point of comedic derision, as it is in the SNL sketch, the strategy is presented in Game Change as 
the breakthrough that saves Palin’s debate performance. Through the film’s simulated access to 
backstage space, the audience witnesses the strategy being encouraged and applauded by Schmidt 
and other staffers as they watch the debate.  
 
 
Figure 33: An unresponsive Palin in Game Change’s backstage space of debate preparation 
 
Much like Saturday Night Live’s characterisation of Palin as a performer through its 
emphasis on her desire and ability to skate by on charm, Game Change engages with a similar 
characterisation through Schmidt’s labelling of Palin as “the greatest actress in American politics.” 
The characterisation is evident in Moore’s performance as she stands in the wings before the debate 
begins. Her eyes narrow at Biden across the stage (fig. 34), mimicking the way he stretches his arms 
before waving her hand dismissively, as though she is attempting to perform how a politician is 
supposed to (copying the more experienced Biden’s actions), before rejecting it in favour of her 
own self-image (Palin sees herself as a political outsider, unwilling to play the usual game). She 
repeats Biden’s name quietly to herself, trying to reinforce it in order to avoid the “O’Biden” flubs 
she repeatedly made during debate prep. The nerves and worry in her expression disappear just 
before she walks on stage, as she puts on a confident smile and posture moments before stepping in 
front of the audience and the camera, prepared to perform her memorised lines (fig. 35).  
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Figure 34: Moore’s Palin glares at Joe Biden from the wings. 
 
 
Figure 35: Her expression changes, public persona in place as she steps onto the stage. 
 
While SNL and Game Change propose similar characterisations of Palin through their 
remediations of the Vice Presidential debate, differences between the forms of television sketch and 
docudrama film allow a more clearly demarcated division of public and private in the latter. In 
sketch comedy, the imagined private becomes public in the text to elicit laughter and satirise the 
fabricated nature of both Palin’s political performance and the media event of the debate. In 
docudrama, the imagined private is constructed in backstage spaces to be witnessed by the 
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audience, to give audiences access to an imagined version of events not reflected by the public 
historical record.  
Game Change does not have the comedic intent of SNL, but it is not without its moments of 
humour. The reaction shot is a common technique of screen comedy, and it is used in Game Change 
in ways that position Palin as absurd from the film’s subjective point of view of Schmidt and the 
other McCain staffers. There are moments in the vice presidential debate sequence that add levity to 
the drama, like Palin’s “O’Biden” gaffe in prep and Schmidt’s handling of it that leads to a “Who’s 
on first”-esque dialogue exchange between the two. However, Game Change does exclude some 
memorable moments from the actual debate in its re-staging. Actual moments that highlighted 
Palin’s folksiness and maverick self-image were used to frame her as ridiculous in the SNL sketch, 
as well as in broader commentary about her debate performance. Debate memes such as Palin’s 
references to regular “Joe six packs” and winks to the camera are absent from Game Change’s 
version of the debate. By eliminating popular memory of some of the failed aspects of Palin’s 
debate performance, the film presents an understanding of the vice presidential debate through the 
lens of its insider perspective. 
Because the narrative is focalised through the point of view of McCain staffers, the 
representation of the difficult lead-up to the debate positions the debate as a victory for Palin and 
the McCain campaign. In a post-debate scene, one staffer reads from a poll declaring Biden the 
winner of the debate and is quickly dismissed by Schmidt. In Game Change’s backstage space of 
the debate aftermath, the McCain staffers celebrate, and Palin’s own confidence is reclaimed 
through her performance. The charm and arrogance of Palin’s wink (which, in actuality, took place 
on the debate stage) appears in a backstage scene after the debate, where Palin expresses to Schmidt 
the need to win the election, because she “so [doesn’t] want to go back to Alaska,” followed by the 
wink. The presence of this known front-stage gesture in this unknown backstage space suggests that 
at this moment in the story, Palin has reclaimed a sense of self through her public self-performance. 
The traits of the public Palin are shaping the way the private Palin acts. Gone is the silent, 
unresponsive Palin of the debate prep, and here is the confident, cocky Palin of the stage. The 
persona is potentially an act in every frame, with Palin’s attempt to bluff her way through on charm 
in public and in private, the ultimate embodiment of the insincerity of public political life. 
In the political impersonation sketch, through the collapse of public/private into the public 
utterances of the text, the focus of the private is largely restricted to the imagined subtext of the 
public figure’s private thoughts during the actual media event. In the docudramatic film, however, 
the representation of and access to the private extends beyond the imagined thoughts to more 
private spaces and aspects of Palin’s character. In the pre-debate/debate/post-debate sequence alone, 
Palin’s husband and children are a significant presence. Palin attributes her unresponsiveness in the 
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early stages of debate prep to missing her baby. McCain and the campaign staff work to reunite 
Palin with her family in an effort to improve her performance by inviting them all to McCain’s 
home in Sedona to continue debate prep. It is a conversation before bed with her husband that 
encourages Palin to be herself, to follow her own instincts and disregard the way campaign staffers 
are pushing her. Moments such as the emotional phone call with her deployed son and praying with 
her youngest daughter before the debate present Palin’s private life in ways that characterise her as 
being deeply committed to her family. Aligning the spectator with private moments such as these 
work to elicit a sympathetic response in the audience’s allegiance to the Palin character. In 
witnessing the ways Palin has been separated from her family during the difficulties of the 
campaign and engaging with the Palin character’s emotional reaction to the situation, the distant 
figure of the actual Palin’s public image becomes relatable and humanised in ways that transcend 
the divisiveness of political ideology. 
The space of time and location and the non-comedic imperative afforded by the docudrama 
allow for a more nuanced melding of public and private selves, creating a character that is more 
rounded, unlike the “sketch”-like, hurried nature of the sketch character that is drawn in broad 
strokes and generalisations. Despite the differences in form and intention, though, both sketch and 
docudrama use similar textual strategies to recreate the public in order to present their versions of 
the private for each text’s distinct purposes. Aside from their differences in form and intention, 
another notable distinction between these two portrayals of Sarah Palin is their temporal 
relationship to her rise to fame. On SNL, the sketch character evolves concurrently with the real 
Sarah Palin, with each new media event in the unfolding campaign (including the sketches 
themselves) adding to the narrative of Palin’s media image and popular understandings of Palin in 
the political landscape shaped by entertainment culture. Game Change, however, is a retrospective 
in both its production and reception, albeit a very recent retrospective with the film premiering on 
HBO less than four years after the events it depicts took place. In addition to the more nuanced 
portrayal of public and private selves available to the television docudrama film through its 
extended narrative space and lack of comedic intent when compared to the sketch, the retrospective 
approach to events lends itself to approaching Palin with a more sympathetic eye than allowed by 
(or desired by) topical satire. In short, docudramatic representation has space to elicit sympathy 
through the demarcation of public and private selves, where we see “another side” to the public 
figure we thought we knew. The intentions of the sketch, however, collapse public and private into 
a single frame so that the affective response to the character is based on a more restrictive 
alignment. The allegiant response is intended to be one of mockery, or satiric criticism. The goal is 
laughter, and the character is constructed in such a way that the audience’s affective response to the 
character will be to laugh at her, and through that laughter, endorse the sketch character’s satiric 
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critique of the actual public figure. The affective understanding of the subject that sketch comedy 
offers is one that is heavily coloured by the spectator’s laughter response. 
In the next chapter, I will continue to pursue the line of investigation into fictionalised 
portrayals of public figures that develop concurrently with their real-world counterparts as I move 
on to examining celebrities playing themselves in film and television comedy. While the sketch 
comedy texts examined here are written and performed by third parties with the goal of satirical 
critique, the following chapter considers the agency of the celebrity subject in the creation of a 
fictionalised self and the ways such a performance can add to the star image through good-natured 
self-parody, or the production of authenticity in a fictionalised frame. 
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4. The Celebrity Adapter: Celebrities as Themselves in Fictional Texts 
 
When a high-profile stand-up comedian records a special at a stately venue like New York’s 
Beacon Theatre, the audience has certain expectations for how such an event will progress. They 
will come into the theatre, find their seats, and wait for the show to begin with the dimming of 
house lights and announcement to the stage of the comic they have come to see. The comic will 
move from the unseen world of backstage into public visibility on the stage space, everything set in 
place, the performance ready to begin. In Louis C.K.’s 2011 stand-up special Live at the Beacon 
Theatre, however, these expectations are broken when C.K. comes to the stage before the audience 
is completely seated, house lights still up, no announcement or music cue, just C.K. announcing 
from the stage, “Go ahead, sit down, we’re just starting.” It is an entrance to the stage that, as 
Andrew Corsello notes in a GQ cover profile of C.K., “worked to erase any distinction between 
performance and reality, him and us” (2). This kind of breakdown of front- and backstage spaces 
and the public performance of private selves within them is the focus of this chapter, as I turn to 
considering how celebrities make themselves into docucharacters. 
 
 
Figure 36: Louis C.K. comes to the stage with the house lights on, catching the audience off guard, in Live at the Beacon 
Theatre 
 
Throughout this thesis, the literal front- and backstage spaces occupied by celebrities such as 
actors and politicians has helped the application of Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor for 
self-performance. When the actor is on camera, whether in character or as their public persona, they 
are in an on-stage space. When a politician or CEO speaks publicly, in a television appearance or 
press interview, they are in an on-stage space. Likewise, when a stand-up comedian enters the stage, 
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it is literally on-stage space where they perform their public stage persona. Trying to demarcate 
public and private selves within these spaces, however, introduces complications. Kate Warren 
terms the performance of self within a fictionalised frame as “parafictional personas,” and notes that 
their fictionality “threatens the truth status of their referents” allowing “multiple levels of fiction 
and reality to co-exist” where the multi-levelled persona is shrouded in “irresolvability” (56). 
Warren’s characterisation of such performances points to complications such as: when the camera is 
trained on an actor performing what is proposed to be a staged version of their private self, does the 
fictional frame obscure a “real” self, or does it reveal a truth that can be disavowed by a claim to 
fiction? What about the stand-up comic who draws on their personal life and private self to 
construct their public persona? Some performers may present a public image that encourages their 
audience to ignore the boundaries of back- and front-stage. Louis C.K. is one such performer, and 
his performance of a fictionalised self is the primary focus of this chapter. 
There is a congruity between the title character of Louie and C.K., and the front- and 
backstage versions of each that serves an argument for the Louie character being C.K.’s authentic 
self-performance. Authenticity often serves a fundamental role in attempts to examine the cultural 
significance of C.K.’s comedy and its value in American popular culture. Corsello’s GQ profile of 
C.K. discusses the ways that C.K. attempts to defy the boundaries between front- and backstage 
spaces of performance and artifice. In addition to the Live at the Beacon opening, Corsello cites 
other markers of authenticity in C.K.’s persona such as the direct-to-audience distribution of his 
comedy specials for five-dollar downloads on his website, and the fact that many of the actors on 
Louie (including C.K.) wear their own clothes on screen or perform without makeup. If the 
audience is granted such access to what seems to be the real, authentic Louis C.K. when he is 
performing a front-stage self in a front-stage space, what does the fictionalised performance of his 
off-stage self add to his public image? This chapter will examine Louie and further examples of 
celebrities performing fictionalised versions of their off-stage selves to illustrate what such 
performances can do not only for the authenticity of an individual celebrity’s persona, but also the 
authenticity of the texts in which they appear.  
In order to engage with the case study of Louis C.K. and his extended performance as a 
fictionalised self, I would first like to examine some of the various functions of celebrity self-
performance in fictional texts. Here I draw on a number of films and television shows which 
fictionalise some aspect of the entertainment industry and the types of people that populate it, 
whether that is Hollywood film, network television, or stand-up comedy. All of the texts under 
consideration in some way satirise or mock the entertainment industry, and the verisimilitude of 
celebrities appearing as themselves lends documentary evidence to the film or television show’s 
satirical point of view. A celebrity performing as their recognisable self gives a sense of plausible 
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resemblance to what the audience understands or knows of the entertainment industry. This sense of 
recognition and plausibility allows the audience to entertain the possibility that the text’s satirical 
commentary on the industry is a true one.  
By approaching these texts as examples of self-docucharacterisation, I consider the effects 
that celebrity cameos and fictionalised selves have in granting simulated access to a “real” self of 
the performer, as well as the claims such characterisations make about the truth and validity of the 
celebrity’s public image. I identify a number of different functions of the self-performed 
docucharacter, and argue that celebrities appearing as versions of themselves in screen texts can 
serve to enhance the plausibility of a fictional world, to comedically undermine an established 
celebrity persona, to demonstrate a celebrity’s self-awareness of their established persona, and to 
authenticate the public persona as a form of “true self.” It is the latter function that will be the 
primary focus of this chapter through the case study of Louis C.K. and Louie.  
I begin by examining celebrity self-docucharacterisation with texts that take a more two-
dimensional approach which does not intend to craft a fully-formed character, much like the sketch 
comedy characterisations discussed in the previous chapter. In the case of a celebrity playing 
themselves in a caricatured version, there is not an imperative to uncover the speculated “really” 
behind the public image as a more long-form characterisation might do. When playing a caricatured 
version of themselves, the celebrity does not participate in the direct revelation of a “true” self. The 
revelation of part of a “true” self may be a by-product of the performance: we find out that the 
celebrity can take a joke, or that they endorse the idea that their public image is a farce. But we do 
not get the impression of a real self directly from the performance of the fictionalised self. Here, I 
outline some of the functions that a celebrity appearing as themselves can serve in a comedic screen 
text, and how the varying aims of these functions can alter the way a celebrity persona is adapted to 
be performed as a fictionalised character. 
 
Functions of Self-Performed Docucharacter 
Enhancing the Believability of a Fictional World 
The appearance of a celebrity performing as themselves in an otherwise fictional text can 
serve to locate the diegesis within our recognisable world. Not only can this imbue a sense of 
verisimilitude to the world being depicted, but the audience can take pleasure in seeing recognisable 
elements of their own world reflected in the world on screen, playing with the paradoxes of the real 
becoming fictional, and the fictional becoming real (Sobchack 263). Unsurprisingly, we tend to find 
celebrities performing as themselves in self-reflexive film and television texts that fictionalise the 
behind-the-scenes world of film and television production. The appearance of real-world celebrities 
within the constructed version of “Hollywood” (or whichever segment of the entertainment industry 
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the text focuses on) on screen helps the screen world to resemble ours. While the main characters 
may be made up, this verisimilitude asserts that the type of people they represent are grounded in 
actuality. Roles where the celebrity cameo is played relatively straight with little reference to the 
actor’s off-screen persona beyond their physical presence typically serve this function.  
Funny People (Apatow 2009) has several examples of such celebrity cameos. In the film, 
Adam Sandler plays George Simmons, a hugely successful comedic actor who re-evaluates his 
personal life when he is diagnosed with leukaemia. Simmons’ career and public persona shares 
numerous parallels with Sandler’s actual career, both having started in stand-up comedy to become 
stars of comedy movies with an often-ridiculous premise (compare Sandler’s Billy Madison [Davis 
1995], about an immature heir who goes back to elementary school to secure his inheritance, with 
Simmons’ Re-Do, about a workaholic lawyer who is given a second chance at youth and finds 
himself transformed into a baby). While Sandler’s extra-textual persona is referenced in the 
construction of the George Simmons character, there are other comedians in the film whose brief 
appearances as themselves rely solely on extra-textual reference for the viewer to recognise who 
they are, and the function of their character in the story. 
One scene with multiple celebrity cameos takes place after George finds out that his 
experimental treatment has worked and he is now cancer-free. George gathers at a bar with other 
comics in celebration, including Sarah Silverman, Dave Attell, Ray Romano, and one non-comic, 
rapper Eminem. There are some jokes that rely on the audience knowing who the celebrities are, 
such as the verbal altercation between Romano and Eminem, to which Ira (an aspiring comedian 
and George’s assistant, played by Seth Rogen) remarks to Romano, “I thought everybody loved 
you?” in reference to Romano’s long-running sitcom Everybody Loves Raymond (CBS 1996-2005). 
However, throwaway jokes such as this one aside, the brief celebrity cameos in Funny People could 
presumably have been fulfilled by any other recognisable celebrities who could serve the function 
of adding a sense of verisimilitude to the George Simmons character and the world he inhabits. For 
example, Sarah Silverman’s role in the film is not specifically dependent on the fact that she is 
Sarah Silverman. If Silverman had been unable to make the shoot due to a scheduling conflict and it 
was necessary to cast another comedian in the scene in Silverman’s place, there would have been no 
change to the narrative. The only requirement of whoever performed the cameo was that they be a 
recognisably famous actor/comedian. The interchangeable nature of celebrities in the scene is made 
possible by the way the George Simmons character surrounds himself with celebrities recognisable 
from the real world and carries on largely superficial interactions with them.  
This superficiality ties in with the premise that George Simmons is a hugely successful, yet 
isolated and lonely celebrity lacking significant human connection. By situating George in a version 
of the real world through his interactions with real-world celebrities, the film also asserts the claim 
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that this is a kind of celebrity personality that could plausibly exist in contemporary Hollywood 
culture. The verisimilitude turns the cliché of the miserable comedian, the rich and famous man 
who seems to have everything but is personally unsatisfied, from something that could be written 
off as a well-worn trope into something that could be a plausible consideration of what entertainers 
are actually like. Not only is there pleasure for the audience in recognising elements of our world 
that have been fictionalised in the references to similarities between Simmons and Sandler, and the 
celebrities making cameo appearances, there can be pleasure in a well-worn cliché rendered 
believable. After all, there is some pleasurable poignancy to the image of the tragic comedian, as 
evidenced by cultural moments such as reactions to the death of Robin Williams. In the wake of 
Williams’ 2014 suicide, public discourse surrounding his death often dwelled on the disparity 
between his history of depression and his public image as a performer, posthumously searching for 
the sorrow in his joyful performances. 
Although the back story of Funny People’s George Simmons contains numerous references 
to the Adam Sandler public persona—including the film’s opening home video footage of a 
younger Sandler/Simmons making prank phone calls, accompanied by other comics such as 
Janeane Garofalo—actor and character are generally not conflated in a way that implies that Sandler 
is performing a version of himself. Even so, the way Simmons is presented as a fictional celebrity 
allows the film to explore ideas of disconnection and a lack of authenticity between the public 
persona and the private person, much like many of the adaptations of actual celebrities to 
fictionalised characters addressed in this thesis have done. 
Funny People’s celebrity cameos, due to their brief screen time, do not develop the 
celebrities as characters beyond the audience’s recognition of them. The visual signifier of their 
extra-textually recognisable face is the only information the audience is given about the character 
and their function in the story. In writing on fictionalised celebrity self-performance in comedy, 
Brett Mills draws on the work of Barry King to argue that celebrities playing a character with their 
own name goes against the principle of fictional screen characters, that “the character could be 
played by a large (but not infinite) number of actors” (King qtd. in Mills, 193-194). However, “it 
makes no sense,” Mills argues, “for someone else to play Jerry Seinfeld in Seinfeld as the 
performance’s meaning rests on the notion that, while this is a performance, it is one which draws 
upon the reality of the performer more than is the case for actors and stars who play characters” 
(194). There is a limited pool of actors who could play a particular fictional character. But when the 
character in question is intended to be understood as the self-performance of a recognisable 
celebrity, that role is only open to one actor. In a celebrity cameo performance such as those in 
Funny People, however, the function of the role could still potentially be played by a wider pool of 
performers who fit the same basic criteria of the role. In this case, the only requirement is being a 
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recognisable stand-up comedian. These are performances that draw less on the reality of the 
performer as based on their individual persona, rather than the reality of the performer’s position in 
the industry. What is important is that they are a recognisable performer whose presence fits with 
the fictional world of the screen text, and serves a particular function in the textual narrative. 
I would argue that the majority of celebrity self-docucharacterisations in screen fiction serve 
the function of enhancing the verisimilitude of the fictional world. However, for celebrity cameos 
that do not build a character with depth beyond the real-world recognisability of the celebrity in 
question, this may be their primary or only function. The opportunity for stunt casting, or the 
pleasure the audience finds in the recognition of the unexpected appearance of a familiar celebrity, 
is another element to this kind of celebrity cameo. In Top Five (Rock 2014), where, like Sandler in 
Funny People, Chris Rock plays a fictional celebrity with some echoes of his own persona, there are 
numerous celebrity cameos that anchor the fiction of the film to a believable reality. The appearance 
of Jerry Seinfeld in a scene at a strip club, however, provides the additional pleasure of seeing a 
contradiction between the on-stage public image and the off-stage self being performed. Another 
comedian could have appeared in the scene alongside Rock (as well as Adam Sandler and Whoopi 
Goldberg playing themselves) in Seinfeld’s place and achieved the same function of enhancing the 
verisimilitude of the film and anchoring it within our recognisable understanding of actor/comedian 
celebrity. There is, however, not only the pleasure and surprise for the audience of recognising 
Seinfeld’s cameo, but the incongruity of seeing Seinfeld’s clean and uptight public image 
transplanted to the context of the strip club. The fictionalised self that Seinfeld is best known for, 
the “Jerry Seinfeld” of Seinfeld, would never have gleefully thrown hundred-dollar bills at the stage 
(fig. 37), and we would never have heard his familiar stilted cadence accuse a stripper of stealing 
his wallet. Nor is this behaviour something that would be expected from Seinfeld’s stage persona 
and clean, observational comedic material. This kind of incongruous presentation of a private self 
versus the public image of other performances is another particular function of the celebrity-as-
themselves performance. 
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Figure 37: Jerry Seinfeld making it rain in his Top Five cameo 
 
Comedically Undermining the Established Persona 
In the case of a fictionalised celebrity self-performance that undermines audience 
expectations about their persona, the function is a primarily comedic one. The comedic effect comes 
from what Robert Chambers identifies as “parodic banging,” a technique he describes as 
“contrasted material [that appears] to be distinctly and directly at odds” (7). In a comedically 
undermining celebrity self-performance, the audience brings their own expectations of what the 
celebrity persona should be based on how it has been extra-textually established outside of the 
context of the fictional self-performance. These expectations are then placed at odds with how the 
celebrity performs as themselves in the fictional frame, embodying a new and unexpected private 
persona. Here, in terms of Smith’s structure of sympathy, the initial formation of character in the 
recognition stage is subverted by subsequent alliance with the character. 
An extended example of this can be seen in Michael Cera’s performance in This is the End 
(Rogen and Goldberg 2013). Cera’s persona has been established as boyish, innocent, and 
awkward, through his breakthrough role as George-Michael Bluth in Arrested Development (Fox 
2003-06, Netflix 2013), and subsequent film roles where he plays characters in the same vein, such 
as Superbad (Mottola 2007) and Juno (Reitman 2008). In his cameo as “Michael Cera” in This is 
the End, however, Cera is depicted as a drugged-up sex maniac, playing the celebrity gossip trope 
of the child star gone off the rails. During his brief appearance at the party sequence at the 
beginning of the film, Cera still retains some of his awkward, dorky persona through elements such 
as costume and his physical appearance. These are incongruously juxtaposed with “Michael Cera” 
snorting cocaine, becoming increasingly intoxicated, and being depicted as both an object of sexual 
desire and a sexual aggressor. His reaction to being caught in a threesome by Jay Baruchel is to 
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stare Jay down and casually invite him to continue using the bathroom (fig. 38). There is none of 
the awkward or embarrassed response that would be expected of a Michael Cera-type character. 
This character is the opposite of how the audience would likely expect Michael Cera to behave off-
screen, considering the expectations audiences bring to the film based on their prior knowledge of 
Cera’s career and public persona. While the child star gone wild narrative is a recurring story in 
celebrity culture, there has not been any publicised evidence to suggest that Cera has actually 
followed that trajectory. The comedic effect of Cera’s character and performance in This is the End 
would be considerably different if the drugged-up sex maniac cameo had been performed by an 
actor who was known to the public to have engaged in similar off-screen behaviour in defiance of 
their child star persona (such as, for example, Lindsay Lohan).  
 
 
Figure 38: Michael Cera caught in a threesome in This is the End 
 
Another example of comedically undermining the established celebrity persona is Brian 
Williams’ recurring role as himself in 30 Rock. The NBC Nightly News anchor appears multiple 
times throughout the series for brief cameos. Williams’ public persona as the anchor of the (at the 
time) number one network news broadcast in the US is one that is endowed with gravitas not only 
by the position, but also by his manner of address during newscasts: a perpetual slight frown, and 
the steady, reassuring cadence expected of a news anchor. The 30 Rock cameos serve to 
comedically undermine his news anchor role by depicting the Williams character as a juvenile 
bully. Williams’ cameos include him auditioning for a role on TGS with Tracy Jordan, the Saturday 
Night Live-esque sketch show within the show, telling terrible jokes with a broadly stereotypical 
New Jersey accent, worlds away from the measured, neutral “Nowhere, USA” accent of news 
reading. Another episode shows Williams as an aggressive jock type, taunting the employees of 
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NBC’s cable affiliate CNBC. The bully role comes up again when Williams teams up with NBC 
News reporter Andrea Mitchell to harass 30 Rock’s lead character Liz Lemon with gossip about her 
love life.  
This is not to argue that a celebrity appearance as themselves in a fictional text can easily be 
categorised by one function. Williams’ 30 Rock appearances also serve additional functions, such as 
connecting the world of 30 Rock to the real world, and authenticating its satirical view of television 
production at NBC. It also serves the function of lightening up Williams’ persona, and 
demonstrating that he is able to make fun of himself, or have a sense of humour about himself, traits 
which can make the celebrity likable to their audience. In a role like Williams’, where he was (at the 
time) a prominent face of the network and part of the network brand in his position as nightly news 
anchor, his likeability could help foster audience loyalty and attract younger viewers to the network 
with his image as the “cool” news anchor. Williams has an established history of making fun of 
himself through numerous appearances on late night talk shows such as The Daily Show with Jon 
Stewart (Comedy Central 1999-2015) and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon (NBC 2014 - ), 
and a turn as host of Saturday Night Live. The lighter side of Williams’ anchor persona is so well 
established that it has become part of his intertextual public persona, and is therefore perhaps less 
comedically outrageous or jarring than a performance like the Michael Cera role mentioned above. 
The off-screen self of the fictional Williams character in 30 Rock is at odds with Williams the news 
anchor who is most often seen on screen in the real world. The Williams performing the role on 30 
Rock, however, is in line with his screen persona outside the text of NBC Nightly News.  
The meaning made from a fictionalised celebrity self-performance can change, however, as 
real-world scandal encroaches on the public persona of the celebrity and alters public perception. 
This was the case with Williams after it came to light in 2015 that for years he had been 
untruthfully embellishing a story about coming under fire while embedded in Iraq. Williams’ 
credibility was destroyed, and his reputation for self-parody was re-examined as an uncomfortable 
mix of entertainment and news. The perception of Williams-as-Williams became less the sign of a 
likeable newsman who knew how to have fun at his own expense and more a symptom of a man 
who had little regard for the trust the public placed in his position, a news reader who was more 
interested in being an entertainer than a journalist (Burrough; Saraiya). A fictional self-performance 
that had once been beneficial for the Brian Williams public persona became a detriment, further 
evidence to support a negative understanding of Williams after the scandal was revealed.  
An additional example of fictionalised celebrity self-performance that serves multiple 
functions in the text is Bob Saget as himself in Entourage (HBO 2004-2011). Best known for his 
wholesome roles in Full House (ABC 1987-1995) and as host of America’s Funniest Home Videos 
(ABC 1989-1997), Saget is also a stand-up comedian whose stage work is notoriously filthy and 
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completely at odds with his television persona. Through several cameos in Entourage, Saget is 
depicted as an off-stage version of his on-stage stand-up persona, a foul-mouthed womaniser. As I 
explore further below, the heightened version of Saget’s stand-up persona serves a similar role to 
C.K.’s fictionalised self-performance in Louie: it asserts that the stand-up material comes from an 
authentic place of who the comedian is off stage. With Saget, however, there is the additional 
parodic bang of the television work he became most known for: his wholesome television persona 
incongruously clashes with his stage material, and his performance of his off-stage self in 
Entourage. The incongruity between Saget’s stage and television work has become deeply 
embedded in his intertextual public persona, and it is something that is being parodied by depicting 
his Entourage self as an even more extreme version of his stage persona. Saget’s fictionalised self-
performance simultaneously authenticates the fictional Hollywood world of Entourage, 
authenticates his stand-up persona, undermines his television persona, and parodies the known 
disparity between the two that has become a significant element of his intertextual public persona. 
The confluence of these functions allows Saget’s fictionalised self-performance to become a self-
aware mockery of established celebrity persona. 
 
Self-Aware Mockery of Established Persona 
Like the parodic contradiction of the established persona, the comedic effect of mocking a 
persona relies on audience expectation and extra-textual knowledge of the celebrity subject. But 
unlike the comedic undermining of persona discussed above, the self-aware mockery of persona 
confirms these existing audience expectations and heightens them to a level of absurdity. The effect 
often results in a celebrity persona so ridiculous that it can, like other forms of adaptations of 
celebrity persona to fictionalised forms discussed in this thesis, serve to highlight the disconnection 
between the front-stage and “real” or backstage, private self. The celebrity performing commonly 
known and easily recognisable aspects of their persona in a heightened or ridiculous way gives the 
impression that the celebrity themself finds representations of these aspects of their public persona 
to be inherently absurd and false. By embracing a mocking attitude to the popularised cultural 
understanding of themselves as a celebrity, they achieve both an ironic distance from the public 
persona as any accurate representation of their “real” self, and give the impression that they have 
the ability to not take themselves or their media image too seriously. 
James Franco’s performance in This is the End is an example of the self-aware mockery of 
an established media persona. The popular understanding of Franco’s celebrity image could be 
considered a wealth of contradictions. As an actor, he has performed in both serious, dramatic roles 
that have garnered critical acclaim, awards, and nominations, such as 127 Hours (Boyle 2010) and 
Milk; action blockbuster roles such as Rise of the Planet of the Apes (Wyatt 2011) and the Spider-
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Man trilogy (Raimi 2002-2007); as well as films of the ilk of This is the End’s stoner, bromance 
humour, such as Pineapple Express (Green 2008) and Your Highness (Green 2011). In addition to 
his work as an actor, Franco has published a collection of short stories, held exhibitions of his 
artwork, taught filmmaking and screenwriting at NYU and UCLA, has pursued master’s degrees in 
writing and filmmaking, and is a doctoral candidate in English at Yale. The variety of Franco’s 
work both on- and off-screen has lent itself to a somewhat contradictory persona as an 
overachieving, yet laid-back, renaissance man. The “James Franco” character of This is the End 
follows this template of the stoner-intellectual. In the film, Franco hosts a star-studded party that 
gets interrupted by the apocalypse. His house, the private space that becomes an object of humour 
for the private self of this version of Franco, is filled with bizarre art work, including some he 
painted himself (twin paintings of his and Seth Rogen’s names hanging above the living room [fig. 
39], which, in a self-reflexive twist, the actual Franco painted for the production). The star narrative 
of James Franco as the intellectual is heightened in the film to the point of pretention, a self-aware 
acknowledgement of how Franco’s celebrity image is perceived, exaggerated to a state of self-
mockery.  
 
 
Figure 39: James Franco’s artwork in This is the End 
 
The functions of fictionalised celebrity self-performance discussed above all treat the 
celebrity persona as an inherently false character that differs from the celebrity’s “real” self to 
varying degrees. When a celebrity appears in a fictional world, the fictional world can be endowed 
with verisimilitude. At the same time, though, the inverse also occurs as the celebrity’s existence 
alongside fictional characters can suggest there is a degree of fictionality to the persona. A self-
performed docucharacter used to mock or undermine the established persona suggests that the 
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persona is a false construction that can be easily manipulated for comedic purposes. Having 
outlined these functions of the celebrity cameo that can work to negate the existing persona, I move 
now to looking at a different form of fictionalised celebrity self-performance. In this form, the gaps 
between public and private persona are written and performed less with the intent to highlight the 
chasm of inauthenticity between the public and private self than with an intention of a kind of 
truthfulness.  
For the most part, fictionalised celebrity self-performance in film and television has been 
comedic, or in some way distanced from reality, as in animation like The Simpsons (Fox 1989 - ), or 
a fantasy world like Being John Malkovich (Jonze 1999). While the case study that I now turn to of 
Louis C.K. is about a comedian in a television show that is ostensibly a comedy, the series for the 
most part plays C.K. as closely aligned with his persona. The series does not rely entirely on 
audience knowledge of C.K.’s persona and its extratextual makeup to generate a two-dimensional 
rendering. Rather, it offers up C.K.’s on-stage and fictionalised off-stage personas as a rounded 
character. To use James Naremore’s terms, C.K. the actor is playing a “unified front” of his own 
performative self, the coherent character of Louie who, while he shifts between on- and off-stage 
performance frames within the diegesis, remains a consistent part (“Expressive Coherence” 42). 
Through a case study of Louis C.K.’s performance in Louie, I aim to illustrate the value of 
authenticity in contemporary stand-up comedy persona and the ways that the fictionalised self-
performances of contemporary stand-up comedians can work to reinforce the extra-textual stage 
persona and stage material as an authentic presentation of self. This demonstrates a further function 
of celebrity self-fictionalisation: authenticating the public self.  
 
The Value of Authenticity in Stand-Up Comedian Persona 
It is first important to outline how authenticity is at work in C.K.’s persona, and, therefore, 
lay the foundations for my argument that C.K.’s fictionalised performance of self validates and is 
valuable to this perception of authenticity. Throughout this case study, I conceptualise 
“authenticity” in stand-up comedy in much the same way that the term has been applied to 
discussion of popular music. In their work on popular music stardom in the biopic, Lee Marshall 
and Isabel Kongsgaard establish self-expression in popular music as “highly individual selves,” 
creating original art that challenges established traditions (348). The authentic rock artist’s work 
stems from “personal experience and emotional states” where we “believe that we can find the 
meaning of the work within the life of its creator” (350). These ideas of original work stemming 
from the individualised self are central to understanding authenticity in stand-up comedy. For a 
comic’s persona to be perceived as authentic, material should originate from his or her own lived 
experience and be shaped by an individualised perspective in ways that mark the comedian’s 
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material as being distinctly his or hers. An original, individualised, authentic presentation of 
material means that even the most well-trodden stand-up topic (such as romantic relationships and 
the differences between men and women) can be imbued with a new perspective, deriving its 
uniqueness from the life of the comedian.   
With this understanding of stand-up celebrity and authenticity in mind, it is necessary to 
further define the contemporary stand-up comedian as a type of celebrity. In particular, what kind of 
celebrity is the stand-up comedian, such as C.K., whose material is generated from their own life 
and experience, and how does perceived authenticity facilitate the success of this kind of public 
persona? Brett Mills argues that “comedy performance can draw on equivalences between 
assumptions about the performer and that which is performed” (191). Mills goes on to note that this 
is undoubtedly the case in all types of performances, but suggests that “the specific social roles 
comedy is understood to fulfil” give a unique inflection to discourses of stardom and celebrity 
surrounding the comedian as a type of public figure (191). That is, while the film star may imbue 
their roles with a sense of themselves, and find a part of their role within themselves (as in the 
popular understanding of Method acting discussed in chapter two), Mills writes that acting 
generates a version of the star “which is explicitly not true,” a lie that is acknowledged by performer 
and audience (192, emphasis in original).  In the case of C.K., or indeed any celebrity who performs 
a version of themselves under their own name on stage or screen, the usual understandings of 
stardom are complicated by a failure “to clearly demarcate himself from the performance,” creating 
a situation where it is impossible to know if the performance is an exposure of self, or an acted lie 
(Mills 192). Comedic performance is unique, Mills argues, in that the performer is granted 
permission to conflate the “self-expressive” and “representational” modes of performance. This 
creates a state that engages in self-revelation without it ever being clear if such a revelation is truly 
giving audience access to the private self of the comedian (196). The reception of these modes can 
be understood as seeing the comedian “acting” as themselves and “being” as themselves (Mills 
200). For example, the stand-up comedian appearing as a panel guest on a late-night talk show often 
uses modified pieces from their stage act in place of the personal anecdotes that are expected from 
celebrities in such a forum.  The stand-up is ostensibly not performing the “act” of themselves in 
that moment, yet by bringing elements of their stage performance into the performance of “being” 
themselves, the two performance modes are conflated. This presentation achieves the kind of 
everyday authenticity and sincerity of being that Naremore describes as “expressive coherence” 
(41).  
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the spaces of Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor 
can be readily applied to stand-up comedy with the presence of a literal front- and backstage. These 
spaces generate the expectation that, in some way, the stage persona of the comedian is different 
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from the person they are in their off-stage “real life.” Confessional comedians like C.K. who claims 
to perform as himself, who claims his material originates from lived experience, and who serves his 
personal life up to the audiences for the purposes of humour, problematises expectations of 
personas in on- and off-stage spaces in ways that stage and screen performances based on clearly 
demarcated on-stage characters do not. The curtain between the front- and backstage spaces of the 
comedy club becomes a porous boundary, the continuity of self-presentation creating a persona that 
is often still “on,” even in what are ostensibly backstage spaces. Confessional comedians of C.K.’s 
ilk exist in a perpetual state of what could be authentic self-performance or a performance of the 
authentic. The emerging climate of the “proliferation of the public self” (Marshall, “Persona 
Studies”) is in some ways perfect for this kind of stand-up comedian, as their backstage selves are 
presented in an increasing variety of public, front-stage venues, on- and off-screen, on- and off-line, 
moving between states of acting and being as themselves without clear boundaries. 
It has not always been the case that stand-up comedians were expected to engage in a 
revealing self-performance on stage. Oliver Double attributes the origins of “the idea of stand-up as 
self expression” to the “sick comedians” of the 1950s, such as Mort Sahl and Lenny Bruce. Prior to 
this, the realm of potentially divisive political and social critique based on the performer’s own 
opinions was considered taboo. Sahl and Bruce’s style introduced a more casual and conversational 
form of delivery and content that injected the comedian’s opinions and point of view into their 
material (Double 70). The sick comedians became part of the post-World War II American beatnik 
counterculture, breaching the previously upheld taboo of politically and socially critical comedy. 
Sahl and Bruce in particular are credited with “challenging the status quo during a historically 
conservative time,” encouraging both their audiences and other comics to question contemporary 
social order through comedy that communicated their own truthful points of view (Taylor 2). In a 
contemporary context, the rise and fall of the stand-up comedy club boom of the 1980s led to the 
development of another kind of comedy counterculture. The “alternative” comedy scene of the 
1990s featured comedians such as David Cross, Patton Oswalt, Marc Maron, and Janeane Garofalo, 
performing more “subjective [and] self-referential material” outside of the comedy club system 
(Clark). With many of the comedians of the 1990s alternative scene subsequently becoming 
popular, successful mainstream acts and influencing younger generations of comedians, their self-
reflective, personal style of material has a dominant place in the current mainstream stand-up 
comedy landscape. The revelation of self on stage has spread beyond the literal stage frame to 
diversified venues for comedian self-performance, such as podcasts, social media, blogs, memoirs, 
and television shows based on their lives.  
As noted in my earlier discussion of Funny People, there are long-circulating cultural 
narratives and questions about the disparity or congruence between the on- and off-stage selves of 
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comedians. This interest, facilitated by the direct-to-audience distribution afforded by online forums 
such as Twitter and podcasting, has perhaps prompted the current interest in consuming off-stage 
comedian self-performance in both online and traditional broadcast media, in fiction and non-
fiction. Tony Moon’s study of representational stage and screen fiction about stand-ups describes 
how these works have set the tone for cultural narratives about the on- and off-stage selves of 
comedians, despite the trend toward more autobiographical comedy that has been developing since 
the 1950s (202). In terms of screen fiction, Moon cites Mr. Saturday Night (Crystal 1992) and The 
King of Comedy (Scorsese 1982) as examples of works that “have alighted upon the complexities 
and dichotomies of the comedy performer, seeing it as ripe territory for original drama” (202). 
Fictional representations of comedians allow audiences to witness comedy performers in both 
“performative and social context[s], where their offstage lives inform their onstage personas and 
vice versa” (202). In addition to the works Moon examines, we could add contemporary fictional 
examples to this category such as the aforementioned films Funny People and Top Five, the 
Showtime series I’m Dying Up Here (2017 - ), as well as television series where comedians play 
versions of themselves-as-comedians, like Louie, Maron (IFC 2013-2016), Lady Dynamite (Netflix 
2016 - ), and Crashing (HBO 2017 - ). In his study of representations of comedians, Moon broaches 
the idea of diverse niche markets for stand-up comedy and its consumers with regard to the 
authenticity of a performer and their material.  He argues there are some audiences who simply 
wish to be entertained and give no regard to what the performer’s off-stage life is like, and others 
who wish to see the comedian authentically engaged with their material, and “more than just actors 
who happen to be delivering a product marked ‘humour’” (202). The latter niche market is not only 
positioned to be interested in consuming a stand-up comedy persona in a variety of self-
performances, but has this variety of self-performances available to consume with the 
diversification of on-stage venues for contemporary comedians. I argue through this case study of 
Louis C.K.’s performance as his fictionalised self in Louie that consistency between these fictional 
and non-fictional self-performances can generate the impression that the self the comedian performs 
through their stand-up comedy is their authentic self. It is as Mills, drawing on the work of Joshua 
Gamson, suggests that in the conflation of “acting” and “being” selves, the continuous public 
performance becomes the most true and authentic version of the comedian (197). While the 
substitute of the fictionalised private self may not entirely deflect questions of “what are they really 
like?”, it generates a perception of authenticity of the public self that invites audiences to accept the 
public performance as a close approximation of what they are really like, drawn from the 
comedian’s authentic experience and heightened by a comedic framework.  
For the stand-up comedian whose stage material is ostensibly drawn from their own life, 
their own personal point of view, and their own experience, there is a cultural value in creating the 
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perception that their publicly performed self is an authentic self. Lawrence E. Mintz writes that 
humour, and, in particular, the form of humour found in stand-up comedy, is a telling sign of the 
“values, attitudes, dispositions and concerns” of a society or culture (71). Citing the works of Mary 
Douglas and Victor Turner, Mintz argues that the shared laughter of the stand-up comedy audience 
creates a sense of community among individuals in agreement about what constitutes a deserving 
target of ridicule (73).  The role of the stand-up comedian in forging this shared laughter and sense 
of community is to act as the “comic spokesman” for the audience, often presenting themselves as 
“defective in some way” and “represent[ing] conduct to be ridiculed and rejected” (74). In 
embodying or calling attention to unacceptable behaviour, the comedian forms a relationship with 
the audience through shared laughter that simultaneously breaks the rules of acceptability and 
acknowledges that the rules have been broken (Purdie 3). 
I argue that audience perception of a confessional comedian’s persona as an authentic 
representation of themselves is vital in maintaining this relationship. Additionally, to apply Murray 
Smith’s model of character engagement to audience interaction with the character of comedic 
persona, the perception of authenticity aids in creating a sympathetic allegiant response in the form 
of laughter and agreement. This allegiant response allows the audience to recognise parts of 
themselves in the comedian’s persona that they would not normally publicly display or 
acknowledge. The comedian makes public what is usually considered private, such as, particularly 
in the case of C.K., graphic descriptions of sexual desires or hyperbolic rage aimed at strangers 
encountered in everyday life. Through the comedian’s public display of transgressive traits or 
speech, the rules of what is socially acceptable to admit in public are broken. If the audience does 
not accept the comedian’s presentation of self as authentic or truthful of the “real” person behind 
the persona, this identification process is based on a false premise, and violates the audience’s trust.  
A comedian’s own personality in the performance of their stage persona can make the 
comedian more likable and relatable to their audience. Subsequently, the audience is potentially 
more receptive to their material and open to fostering a sense of community and common values 
through shared laughter. Double compares the relationship between the audience and the likeable 
comedic performer to the relationships formed in everyday life, and notes the pleasure the audience 
finds in “think[ing] of the comedian as somebody we actually know” (62). The diversified venues 
for comedian self-performance in the contemporary mediascape permit a stronger para-social bond 
between audience and performer, through consistent and regular performances of self in venues like 
social media or podcasts. Like the function of the para-social interaction with celebrity as a means 
of the discursive interrogation of the individual and their place in society (Turner Understanding 
24), audiences engaging with a stand-up comedian on a para-social level and aligning themselves 
with their persona and point of view works to make a declaration of the identity of the individual 
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fan of the comedian, and their values and view of the world. The audience community declares their 
common values and views through their shared endorsement of the comedian. 
In comparing the role of the stand-up comedian to that of a cultural anthropologist, 
Stephanie Koziski notes the ways stand-up comedians de-familiarise accepted elements of culture 
and daily life and isolate them for examination and critique (60). Koziski writes that the comedian 
is in many ways telling a lie that reveals a truth, describing the stand-up routine as “an artistic 
construction composed of truth and distortion” that is able to generally represent the culture it 
comments upon because the comedian “does not relate his experiences and observations with literal 
accuracy” (65). As the comedian’s experiences and observations are shaped by the conventions of 
the on-stage frame, they become a version of events intended to reveal a more universal and 
identifiable truth to the audience than the literal retelling of the comedian’s experience would 
provide. It is the authenticity of the persona that sells the material as a truth rather than the truth: 
while a joke may not be literal, if it comes from a place of authentic experience, it can be sold as 
more relatable.  With the comic whose cultural critiques are framed within the narrative of their 
own lives and the explicit, confessional presentation of the self, the ways audiences connect to their 
material and endorse the sentiments of the material through the response of laughter also acts as an 
endorsement of and identification with the comedian and their persona as presented on stage. 
Perceiving the comedian as authentic and their stage persona as a true representation of self 
encourages the audience to form a para-social connection to the performer-as-person, perhaps 
making them more receptive to the point of view or type of humour expressed in a chunk of stage 
material that individual audience members may not immediately relate to. 
In some ways, the celebrity of the stand-up comedian is akin to the celebrity of the 
politician. Both serve as figureheads for a particular worldview or collection of values that are 
shared by their respective publics. Both try to sell the public on themselves and their individual 
view of the world. The reasons for doing so, the results of doing so, and the rules for doing so, are 
obviously quite different. A politician may say what is necessary to be elected rather than what they 
actually believe, obscuring their private self. A comedian, particularly a confessional-style 
comedian, deliberately presents what is claimed to be their private self for the purposes of 
simultaneously acknowledging and violating the boundaries of public and private frames. This 
performed private self may be equally a construct, but the range of on-stage venues for comedians 
to perform the state of “being” as themselves leads to a consistency and coherence of self-
performance that makes the self appear plausible. As I shall discuss in moving on to the example of 
Louis C.K., inviting the audience to witness the fictionalised off-stage life of the persona can 
reinforce its existence as a true self.  
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Louis C.K. and the Authentication of Performance Persona in Louie 
As with other types of celebrity, such as film actors, politicians, and television personalities, 
stand-up comedians are figures who are considered through discourses of “really”: what are they 
“really” like in private? To what extent is the public persona presented on stage or on screen a 
representation of who they “really” are? As I move away from considering how third parties, such 
as film directors, screen writers, sketch writers, actors, and fan writers, transform the source text of 
a celebrity persona into a fictionalised character, I am also moving away from the disparities 
between public and private selves that are highlighted by the representations considered so far in 
this thesis. As discussed in this chapter, a celebrity performing as themselves in a fictional text also 
often relies on pointing out disparities between public and private, with audience expectations of the 
existence of such disparities deliberately heightened or subverted for comedic effect. 
Having established the particular kind of celebrity of the contemporary stand-up comedian 
as one whose perceived presentation of an authentic self can be valuable in the creation and 
reception of their work, the remainder of this chapter will examine the case study of stand-up 
comedian Louis C.K. and his fictionalised self in the FX series Louie. In addition to performing in 
the title role of his fictionalised self, C.K. has also served as writer and director of every episode in 
the series thus far. The character of Louie, like C.K. himself, is a stand-up comedian in his forties, 
divorced, living in New York City, and sharing joint custody of two young daughters with his ex-
wife. Both C.K. and Louie share a stage persona that operates in a comedic frame that permits him 
to say the unsayable, to make confessions about his private self that would otherwise be 
inappropriate to air in public. In Louie we see a version of the backstage self, the social life of the 
Louie character, the “autobiographical fiction” of C.K.’s off-stage life, which C.K. claims is 
basically him, minus “all [his] good judgement and good luck” (qtd. in D’Allesandro). Through this 
semi-autobiographical stand-in, we, as an audience, are granted far more access to Louie than the 
off-stage persona of C.K. himself, despite the sense C.K.’s stage work gives that we are getting a 
glimpse of his private self through the confessional lens of his stand-up performance. 
 C.K. was largely known early in his career for his work as a writer on late night and sketch 
shows including Late Night with Conan O’Brien (NBC 1993-2009), The Chris Rock Show (HBO 
1997-2000), and The Dana Carvey Show (ABC 1996). Through a change in the type of material he 
addressed on stage, C.K. began a career transition that saw him achieving wider success and 
recognition purely as a stand-up. This transition is notable in understanding what now forms the 
basis of his comedic persona and the type of material he engages with on stage and in his television 
series. Earlier in his career, C.K.’s stage material—as recorded in his first, independently produced, 
album, Live in Houston (2001)—was more observational in nature, drawing much of its humour 
from absurdity and non-sequiturs. From his first hour-long special Shameless (HBO 2007), C.K.’s 
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comedic focus turned inward, towards his family and his self, grounding the observations and 
relatable elements of his material within the reality of his life as he presents it on stage. This inward 
focus was initially replicated on television in C.K.’s first comedy series, Lucky Louie (HBO 2006). 
Although filmed in traditional sitcom style with multi-camera, proscenium staging and a live 
audience, the tone of the series aimed for a kind of realism not usually found in the traditional 
family sitcom. For instance, while C.K. did not play a fictionalised version of himself as he does in 
Louie, the Louie character of Lucky Louie shares a similar outlook drawn from C.K.’s stand-up 
material on the difficulties of marriage and parenting, told in his often blunt and bleak comedic 
style. The similarity between C.K.’s stage material at the time and the content and style of the series 
serves a similar function as sitcoms of the past that are based on the acts of stand-up comedians: 
establishing and capturing the essence of the comic’s persona in the form of a television character, 
and exposing the persona to a broader audience than stand-up (both live and televisual) may be able 
to appeal to.  
Louie, in its narrativisation of a stand-up act and its representation of a comedian playing 
themselves is, of course, nothing new, with Seinfeld (NBC 1989-1998) being the most obvious 
example of a predecessor to Louie. Although these shows both depict comedians playing 
themselves as working comedians, the singular focus on Louie as the series protagonist, its single 
camera shooting style, naturalistic performances, absence of laugh track, and the more personal 
nature of C.K.’s comedy all work together to give the impression that in Louie, C.K. is playing a 
fictionalised version of himself. Stylistically, Seinfeld gives the sense that Jerry Seinfeld is playing a 
fictional character who also happens to be a comedian named Jerry Seinfeld with a tone and 
sensibility that is derived from Seinfeld’s actual stand-up act. Curb Your Enthusiasm (HBO 2000 - ) 
would be another obvious predecessor to C.K.’s show, as it features a naturalistic visual and 
performance style that is more akin to Louie than Seinfeld. Indeed, Louie and Curb Your 
Enthusiasm do similar work in authenticating the public persona of their protagonist. With Louis 
C.K. it is as his on-stage self. In the case of Larry David in Curb, it is as what he is most famously 
known for: the other creative voice behind Seinfeld and the primary source material for the 
character of George Costanza. However, although David began his career as a stand-up comic, it is 
not what he is primarily known for. When compared to C.K., who has amassed a body of stand-up 
comedy performance on stage and distributed as one-hour specials and album releases, David does 
not have as much of a visible public/performance persona existing extra-textually to Curb Your 
Enthusiasm. Therefore, Louie operates somewhat differently to Curb in the extent of the extra-
textual stage persona that the show works to authenticate. I argue that the presence of stand-up 
comedy in the text of Louie and the influence of stand-up comedy on the show’s variable narrative 
structure works to conflate the on-stage persona of Louie with that of C.K. in ways that argue for 
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C.K.’s stage persona as an authentic self to a degree that Lucky Louie, Seinfeld, and similar 
comedian sitcoms do not.  
Louie is elastic in terms of its narrative structure and continuity. Some stories are told in 
self-contained vignettes that range from five minutes to almost a whole episode, while other stories 
span multi-part episodes. Some characters or details of Louie’s life are established one way for one 
story, and then completely changed the next time they are brought up, with details existing to serve 
the joke or story as necessary. Based on this loose, segmented way of storytelling within and 
between individual episodes, television critic Matt Zoller Seitz claims that Louie “makes stand-up 
comedy cinematic,” arguing that the lack of consistency between tone and content in the chunks of 
material that make a stand-up routine is an accepted and unquestioned element of the form. In 
episodic television, however, this inconsistent and varying structure in a series is unprecedented 
(perhaps accounting for Zoller Seitz’s use of “cinematic” rather than “televisual,” conjuring the idea 
that Louie more resembles a series of short films than any existing structure in narrative television). 
The originality of this structure in television and its relationship to the structure of stand-up comedy 
contributes to the authenticity of the show and C.K.’s persona as its auteur.  
The segmentation demonstrated in Louie is indeed reminiscent of stand-up. Like television, 
stand-up comedy can be considered a segmented form of entertainment: chunks of material of 
varying lengths on different topics, and the individual jokes within a chunk. Topics are changed 
with abrupt transitions: an attitude toward forced segues between jokes as being “hack” (Carter 138) 
can mean that without warning the audience is engaging with the comic’s ideas on a completely 
different subject. At the same time, television is a medium of flow, and stand-up could be 
considered a performance of flow as well. Within the segmentation, there is a consistency that ties 
discrete elements of material together. Where the branding of a television network ties discrete 
elements of programming together across a night of viewing, it is the brand of a comedian’s persona 
that works to tie together the discrete elements of an individual stand-up performance. Where Louie 
largely lacks seriality in its storytelling, or the traditional sitcom elements of consistency such as 
regular recurring characters or key settings, its consistency comes from what P. David Marshall 
describes as the seriality of persona that evolves through repetition and consistency in the 
performance of a celebrity persona (“Seriality and Persona”).  
To illustrate the kind of stand-up “chunk” structure that Louie applies to television, it is 
useful to look at an example from the show’s second season, “Subway/Pamela.” This episode 
includes two self-contained chunks of narrative material. First is “Subway,” the pre-credits vignette 
that shows Louie taking the train home from a show at the Comedy Cellar. Within this vignette are 
sub-sections of different ideas: what happens on the platform, as a poignant moment of Louie 
watching a busking violin player is interrupted by the grotesque bathing of a homeless man; what 
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happens on the train, as Louie observes his fellow passengers, including a teenage boy attempting to 
hit on a girl by bragging about his academic prowess; and what happens inside Louie’s own mind 
on the train, as he dreams about receiving a disproportionate amount of praise from the other 
passengers for cleaning up a puddle on one of the seats.  
Following the credits is the longer, and unrelated, story of “Pamela,” one of the show’s few 
occasionally recurring characters, a fellow single parent who is Louie’s friend and object of 
unrequited love. This story can be broken down into acts: the first, where Pamela establishes that 
she is not romantically interested in Louie; the second, where Louie gets her permission to tell her 
just once the extent of his love for her, only to be rejected again; and the third, where in his haste to 
escape their now-awkward situation, Louie completely misses an impulsive romantic gesture from 
Pamela. In each of these acts, the source of the humour and how it is presented changes, just as the 
style of a joke and its target of humour varies throughout a stand-up act. In the first, it is the banter 
between the two characters; in the second, it is the long set up of Louie’s confession for the payoff 
of his continued humiliation; and in the third, it is the awkwardness between the two and the final 
punchline of Louie missing his opportunity and losing again. 
As this example illustrates, the “chunk” segmented structure of Louie discards the usual 
expectations of consistency within a single narrative program. Although television is a segmented 
medium, within a single episode of a program—particularly a half-hour comedy—there are 
expectations of consistency in the story or stories being told over the course of an episode, and 
consistency in the tone of the content and the way it is presented. Louie claims no such consistency 
or continuity, and applies it only when necessary for the purposes of whatever story or idea the 
show is trying to communicate. By structuring the life of his fictionalised self in a way that 
resembles the structures of stand-up, it is almost as though Louis C.K. and his character are so 
consumed by what is both their career and a means of self-expression that it shapes the way they see 
the world. A single episode of Louie can contain shifts in both its narrative and comedic style, from 
the awkward to the absurd, from social commentary to personal confession.  
Owing to this elastic narrative structure (or lack of narrative, in some cases), the only truly 
consistent element throughout the series is the character of Louie, and the viewer’s impression of 
Louis C.K.’s presence as the primary creative producer behind the series: the flow of the persona’s 
brand. C.K.’s authorship is established in the opening credits of each episode, as C.K.’s name 
appears over and over again with credits as star, writer, director, executive producer, and oftentimes 
editor of the episode. Like C.K.’s solo stand-up performance, the Louie viewer is given the 
impression that Louis C.K. is the primary creative producer responsible for this authentic means of 
self-expression. It comes directly from him, and it is of him: we are witnessing his point of view 
drawn from his own life experiences. It is the televisual embodiment of the stand-up comedian’s 
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primary product: themselves, and their take on the world. It is the conflation of the stand-up stage 
personas of C.K. and the Louie character within the text of the series that is the key to the 
reinforcement of authenticity between the fictionalised off-stage Louie, and the on-stage C.K. that 
exists in the series and extra-textually in his television stand-up specials, comedy albums, and live 
performances around the world.  
 
Louie’s Cycle of Authenticity Reinforcement 
With this consideration of the role authenticity plays in C.K.’s public persona and his 
fictionalised self in mind, I argue that there is an interaction between fictional and actual that 
reinforces this authentic performance across C.K.’s public selves. In its depiction of the 
fictionalised Louie, the series brings C.K.’s extra-textual stand-up persona into the text through the 
inclusion of segments of Louie performing on stage alongside the narrative representation of 
Louie’s off-stage life (fig. 40). Rather than existing only as an extra-textual element of C.K.’s 
persona, C.K.’s on-stage self becomes the on-stage self of the Louie character. The stand-up 
segments in the series are staged and shot for the specific purpose of being included in the series, 
rather than arising from a live performance that C.K. would have staged regardless of the needs of 
the series. Nevertheless, these live performances function similarly to documentary footage in 
fictional film, as the warrants of actuality that Steven Lipkin writes of in docudrama. Additionally, 
as Joel Black writes, the presence of documentary footage in fictional film is “a kernel of ‘truth’ 
around which the cinematic fiction persistently circles” (12). Like the storytelling modes of 
docudrama, docufantasy, and docucomedy that have been discussed in this thesis, we could perhaps 
consider celebrities playing themselves as a docucelebrity performance given their blending of the 
fact of their own real-world celebrity with the fictionalisation of their self-as-celebrity performance. 
The seamless overlap between the on-stage selves of C.K. and the Louie character anchors the 
fictionalised elements of the series to a real-world referent: the actual Louis C.K. as he is known in 
the real world through his stage persona. 
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Figure 40: Louie/C.K. performing on stage within the text of Louie 
 
Multiple fragments of C.K.’s public persona text intersect in Louie through the inclusion of 
live stand-up performance within the series. There is the extra-textual performance of his live stand-
up comedy, as seen throughout his hour-long specials and various talk show appearances; the live 
stand-up comedy contained within the series; and the depiction of the off-stage life of the Louie 
character as presented in the narratively elastic vignette style of the Louie series. In a Venn diagram 
of these fragments, the overlap between the extra-textual C.K. stand-up persona and the Louie 
character comes from the live stand-up performance included in Louie. Here, it is evident that the 
actual Louis C.K. and his fictionalised self share the same on-stage persona. The topics covered in 
the material, the comedic tone, the delivery, and C.K.’s on-stage appearance is identical across the 
two.  
The perception of authenticity across these multiple fragments of C.K.’s persona is 
illustrated by the consistent treatment of some of C.K.’s key comedic topics. For example, one 
recurrent topic across all three sites is the difficulties of raising children. C.K. often expresses his 
frustrations as a parent through intermittent fits of hatred for his daughters. In his first hour long 
HBO special, Shameless, C.K. goes on a run about what an “asshole” his then-four-year-old is and 
talks about his fantasy of kicking her out of a window. Similarly, in Louie, the first time Louie 
meets Pamela they bond over confessions of the worst things they think about their children that 
they can’t otherwise express. In another episode, Louie’s youngest daughter tells him she likes 
living at her mother’s more, and that she loves her mother more. As she leaves the room, Louie flips 
her off behind her back (fig. 41). A stand-up segment in the same episode has Louie talking about 
how much he loves his kids, but at the same time wishes they had never been born. A similar joke 
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also appears on the album WORD: Live at Carnegie Hall (2012). The expression of an unsayable 
sentiment—that sometimes parents feel frustration bordering on hate and violence toward their 
children—acts as a kind of private, authentic, truthful confession that is repeated throughout the on-
stage lives of C.K. and the Louie character, as well as the fictionalisation of C.K.’s off-stage life in 
Louie. At the same time, though, by accessing the fictionalised backstage self in Louie we see that 
Louie works hard for his children, clearly loves and cares for them, and is unlikely to act on the 
hatred he expresses on stage. We see Louie (and C.K.) presented as a fundamentally decent person 
and good parent who says the unsayable in a comedic framework, but would not commit the 
unthinkable in actuality. This makes it socially acceptable for the audience to identify and agree 
through laughter with the sentiments he expresses on stage. 
 
 
Figure 41: Louie’s unseen reaction to his daughter telling him she loves her mother more 
 
By embedding stand-up performance within the series, C.K.’s on-stage persona becomes 
part of the screen character, rather than an extra-textual entity that the viewer may or may not have 
an existing familiarity with. For the viewer unfamiliar with C.K.’s stand-up, enjoying its presence in 
Louie may encourage them to seek out C.K.’s other work beyond the series, either in the form of 
past mass-distributed specials or future live performances. This expands his exposure and market 
for tangible products such as DVDs, online video downloads, albums, and show tickets, and 
commodifies the value of the consistent performance of his authenticated persona. As the on-stage 
and off-stage selves of the Louie character co-exist in the series, it illustrates that there is a strong 
correlation between the two: because the audience witnesses Louie’s life off-stage, the viewer sees 
where the material comes from. The viewer sees the stage persona authentically constructed from 
the experiences of the off-stage life. This acts as an invitation for the viewer to draw a correlation 
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between C.K. and Louie, seeing each one as a stand-up comedian with an authentic, personal point 
of view drawn from the reality of his own experience.  
As Louie—and C.K.—openly share their “tales of excruciating embarrassment and 
degradation” (Tung) on stage, we witness the debasing events in the life of the fictionalised Louie 
that the material stems from. Witnessing the correlation between off-stage life and on-stage material 
encourages the audience to see the actual Louis C.K., the creator of the on-stage persona and the 
fictionalised self, as a similar authentic voice as his character, comedically commenting on the 
world through the prism of his own personal experience.  This results in the generation of a kind of 
feedback loop of authenticity reinforcement: Louis C.K. created his on-stage persona; this on-stage 
persona is the same as the Louie character’s on-stage persona; the off-stage life of Louie is created 
as a plausible stand-in for the “real” off-stage Louis C.K. as he is known through his stand-up 
persona; and, therefore, we are invited to map the connections of authenticity between C.K.’s 
fragmented celebrity image onto C.K. and his actual off-stage life. 
In C.K.’s personal material, which features specific anecdotes from his life, observations 
grounded in self-commentary, and jokes made out of intimate details of his family life, much of 
what is regarded as constituting the private self in celebrity culture appears in C.K.’s public 
persona. As Richard Dyer notes, “cultural assumptions” exist concerning the locus of the most 
“authentic” and “true [self]” of a person: in the realm of the private and intimate, “when people ‘let 
themselves go,’ pour forth their thoughts and feelings in an untrammelled flow” (Stars 122). While 
C.K.’s stage work is obviously a realm of public performance where material has been prepared and 
performed on previous occasions, the conversational and confessional nature of his delivery, as well 
as the sometimes-taboo topics that are considered socially unacceptable to broach outside of a 
comedic frame, makes it appear as though he has “let himself go” and is sharing his innermost 
thoughts in a public forum.  
The reinforcement of this sense of authenticity of persona is achieved through the depiction 
of C.K.’s fictionalised self in the Louie character because it enables the viewer to witness the 
autobiographical fiction of his off-stage life and how the fictionalisation of his off-stage self verifies 
the notion that the material and persona he performs on stage arises from the circumstances of his 
life. The viewer is not expected or encouraged to take the narratives in Louie as literal truths or re-
enactments of events from C.K.’s life, however. The series often includes absurd moments (such as 
in the first episode of the series where a woman that Louie is on a terrible date with jumps into a 
nearby waiting helicopter to escape him) that disrupt and undermine any sense of verisimilitude that 
the series might otherwise establish with its visual style, performance style, and connection to the 
real-world referent of C.K.’s stage persona. However, the fictionalised self in the narrative material 
of the series is a plausible enough version of the C.K. that the audience may already know from his 
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stage work (or, as they see him on stage within the context of the series) for Louie to be accepted as 
a stand-in for the “real” off-stage Louis C.K.  
Integrating stand-up performance with the off-stage life of the Louie character allows the 
audience to witness the shifts in Louie’s self-presentation as he moves between performance modes 
of public and private, front- and backstage, while still maintaining a core consistency and coherence 
of self-performance. As the personal stage material exists side-by-side in the series with the 
fictionalised narrative of the Louie character’s life, the viewer witnesses the private events of 
Louie’s off-stage life which become the fodder for his stage material, and the sensibility of his on-
stage material that Louie generally tries to live by off-stage. The placement of particular stand-up 
pieces alongside thematically linked narrative vignettes often works to make the latter appear to be 
a direct source of inspiration for the former.  
For example, the majority of the previously discussed season two episode “Subway/Pamela” 
tells the story of Louie confessing his love for his friend Pamela, only to have her reject him yet 
again. After their relationship becomes awkward, Louie is so eager to escape that he unknowingly 
dismisses an impulsive romantic offer from Pamela. After Louie realises he has missed his one 
chance with her, a stand-up segment plays under the episode’s closing credits. In this segment, 
Louie talks about the skills that middle-aged couples are building in order to become elderly 
couples that are stuck with each other. He compares a couple he knows to his grandparents, and the 
tactics the male partners in each use to avoid their spouse that their spouse is unaware of. Louie’s 
explanation for this behaviour: “because he hates you a lot. He hates you more than he loves you.” 
It is a bitter point of view that, in light of Louie’s missed opportunity and continued rejection from 
Pamela, makes sense. Pairing this narrative with this piece of stand-up makes the experience of the 
former appear to be a source of the point-of-view of the latter. The viewer is not expected to take 
the Pamela story as a literal truth of Louis C.K.’s real life, but it is easy for the viewer to imagine 
the similar kinds of romantic disappointments the actual C.K. may have experienced that have 
informed the perspective of his stage material.  
Through this case study of Louis C.K., I have argued that the performance of a comedian’s 
plausible off-stage self in a fictional context can work to reinforce the authenticity of the private self 
that exists within their public persona. In the case of Louie, this cycle of authenticity reinforcement 
is particularly aided by the inclusion of live stand-up performance within the text of the series, 
which allows the viewer to witness consistencies and changes between performance modes of self-
presentation through the on- and off-stage selves of C.K.’s fictionalised version. In turn, this act of 
witnessing invites the viewer to map these characteristics on to the “real” Louis C.K., collapsing the 
division between states of acting and being in ways that place value on a lack of concrete distinction 
between the two states. 
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The character of Louie and the flexible nature of his life narrative as depicted in the series 
exists to serve the joke or story that each episode (or segment of an episode) tells. This is enhanced 
by collapsing the gaps between Louie and Louis C.K. until they are almost non-existent. In making 
the character a plausible authentic representation of C.K. as the lead creative voice in the series, the 
character becomes the authentic representation of the person who has written and lived those jokes 
and stories, and performs their retelling on stages across the world. 
This chapter has argued that the participation of a celebrity in their own adaptation on screen 
can work to authenticate their own persona, enhance the believability of fictional worlds, or 
highlight the implausibility of their own public image by undermining it or heightening it to the 
point of absurdity. Like the third-party adaptations discussed in previous chapters, the celebrity 
playing themselves can do so in two- or three-dimensional ways through the re-creation of what we 
already know and recognise supplemented by the creation of a private self that the general audience 
does not have access to through the celebrity image alone. In the following chapter, I will conclude 
the thesis by considering the pleasures of the kinds of simulated access afforded by docucharacters 
and address some elements of the current environment of American media and popular culture that 
encourages the rising presence of docucharacters across media forms. 
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Conclusion: Helping Make Sense of Things 
 
“People like stories. They help them make sense of things.” So says Chris Darden in 
response to Marcia Clark’s derision of defence narratives in The People v. O.J. Simpson: American 
Crime Story (FX 2016). Narratives and the consequences of our desire for stories, regardless of a 
strict adherence to raw facts, are a running theme throughout the 10-episode series that revisits the 
Simpson trial and attempts to make sense not only of those events but the continuing cultural 
resonance of the narratives they spun. Like the works of film, television, and fandom considered in 
this thesis, The People v. O.J. Simpson takes known public events and uses them as a recognisable 
foundation to argue for the unknown behind-the-scenes. It is in this unknown, backstage story of the 
events where sense is made. The thematic concerns of the big-picture issues that the series raises – 
racism, sexism, celebrity, corruption – are anchored to the private selves of its characters. Johnnie 
Cochran’s desire to further the civil rights causes of African-Americans and bring to light the 
LAPD’s race-motivated corruption becomes the reason the defence turned the focus away from O.J. 
Simpson himself to the idea of a police conspiracy. Marcia Clark’s helplessness at being unable to 
adequately represent Nicole Brown as a victim of domestic abuse is tied to her own back story as a 
rape survivor and the public distractions about her personal life generated by the sexism of the 
tabloid press. Of all the characters, it is O.J. Simpson who remains the biggest enigma as the series 
tells its story of a trial that became so disconnected from the specificity of the crime and the accused 
criminal at hand. The audience cannot come to know Simpson from this series, because the series is 
not only telling a story, it is about the stories: stories that were so entwined with the American 
cultural zeitgeist that they still resonate twenty years on, stories so well constructed as to obscure 
the reality of the man they were supposedly about. This, the series posits as its docudramatic 
argument, is where sense is to be made. 
Stories help us to make sense of things, and characters are central to that sense-making 
process. Characters can serve as a human proxy for thematic concerns, as a means of identification 
for viewers to situate themselves in the narrative, as the affective core of a story that supplements 
and enhances cognitive comprehension. Characters help to give an affective dimension to the raw 
material of known fact. When the characters and stories of our known world are presented to us in 
ways that make sense to our existing points of view, or to the way we wish to see the world, or even 
give a new, intriguing spin on the events we thought we knew, the literal facts at the heart of the 
story may be lost in translation. Often, the raw material of the world as it is, and of human nature as 
it is, does not make sense. That is why we need fiction, the process of witnessing events on screen, 
and an imagined, simulated access to the inner selves of our public figures, to gain a different kind 
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of understanding. It is an understanding of witnessing and experiencing that, while it may not rely 
on the strictest factuality, can make more of a personal connection than facts alone. 
The works considered in this thesis, and the kinds of texts they are representative of, can all 
be thought of as metaphors. Robert A. Rosenstone describes historical film in these terms, where 
the film about real events provides “metaphorical truths” as opposed to literal ones (9), that what we 
see on screen is a window into “not a literal reality, but a metaphoric one” (161). In the 
recontextualization method of writing RPF fan fiction, stories are created with elements of actuality 
in mind and encourages readers to re-examine the factual in light of the fictional. Likewise, the 
satirical sketch impersonation holds up its character for examination in comparison to its original in 
order to bring to light the gaps between public and private. Stephanie Koziski describes stand-up 
comedy performance as lies that reveal truths, as the performer recounts stories that have been 
embellished for performance, but do not depict literal accuracies (65). In the screen narrativisation 
of these stories, a performer can act as their own metaphorical self, revealing something that may 
not have happened to them in exactly the way that is depicted, but nonetheless depicts some aspect 
of their self. These are all works that compare a creation to its original by encouraging audiences to 
suspend disbelief and see the creation as the original. In doing so, a comparison is made that makes 
a statement about, or in some way gives insight to, its factual, actual source material.  
How these metaphoric versions are constructed and what form they take depends on a 
number of variables such as genre, medium, mode of production, breadth of distribution, and the 
author’s agenda. These factors will modulate the way Goffman’s frames of front and back regions 
are navigated, whether these frames are maintained or collapsed; whether the selves within them 
stay within the realms of plausibility, or indulge in a loosely recognisable flight of imagination. The 
mainstream Hollywood biopic will give the sense of a connection to the real through its 
incorporation of pieces of a public image or elements of documentary fact in order to claim it tells a 
truth about its subject: a truth that can potentially simplify the subject and explain their actions 
through cause-and-effect narrative forms. A piece of RPF fan fiction can create a similar connection 
to the real through its use of fragments of the public image, but for the intention of a game between 
the fans who read it, to imagine a “what if” in the life of their desired celebrities. It may be a truth to 
those fans, but rather than claiming to be a truth about who the subject is and an explanation of their 
cultural significance, it is a truth that speaks to the audience about what they would like the 
celebrity to be. A docucharacter in sketch comedy will have public and private selves collapsed into 
public space, not only due to the restricted time frame of the form but with the comedic goal of 
externalising the subject’s inner self to satirise the gaps between public and private. In drama, codes 
of naturalism and an extended screen time allows a private self to be revealed as a behind-the-
scenes entity, in contrast or as a complement to the public self. When a celebrity plays themselves 
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in a merging of the documentary fact of their body and the fiction of the self they embody, their 
purpose may be to mock their public image in caricature, or to embrace their public image and flesh 
it out, to claim their public performance as an authentic self. 
With this basic deconstruction of what makes a screen character out of a public figure 
established, what follows are a number of questions why. Why are docucharacters prevalent across 
such a spectrum of genres, forms, and media? Why are docucharacters appealing and entertaining? 
Why has the approach to docucharacters shifted in ways that support versions of a story, rather than 
the definitive telling of a life that characterised the initial stages of the docucharacter in classical 
Hollywood biopic? That the texts examined in this thesis were all largely produced in the late 2000s 
and into the 2010s is perhaps not just a means of restricting the pool of work open for textual 
analysis. The divisions between public and private are becoming ever more increasingly liminal and 
questionable for both the famous and non-famous. Celebrities with reality television shows stage 
their “real” life for the cameras, and ordinary people share their personal stories and public 
performance of self as reality show contestants. The widespread use of social media also gives 
ordinary people a platform to construct multiple potential versions of their public self to share with 
their followers, friends, acquaintances, and strangers alike. With these factors of the contemporary 
mediascape, particularly the everyday, wide-spread use of social media, P. David Marshall, 
Christopher Moore, and Kim Barbour write that the “practise of constructing a public mediated 
identity is now pervasive and proliferating” (289). Only those who do not engage with some form 
of social media or public performance of self can remain an enigma: or, at least, appear to (Wayne).  
Bernie Hogan argues that there is a difference between Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor 
of self-performance and the way we construct public selves in social media, and that difference is 
the traces that these digital performances leave behind. When thinking of self-performance in terms 
of drama, it is notable to define the dramatic performance as one that is “perform[ed] in real time 
for an audience that monitors the actor” (Hogan 377). The digital performance of self, however, 
leaves behind an enduring trace, an “artefact” of past performance which functions as an exhibition 
of self, not dependent on space and time for others to interpret or attempt to understand it (Hogan 
377, 381). The permanence of these artefacts and the way they accumulate through continued and 
constant digital self-presentation has made the ordinary person akin to the celebrity with the 
expansive, intertextual, often contradictory and forever unfinished public image. Goffman’s idea of 
the relevant social data one must interpret to understand and navigate social situations is more 
expansive, less anchored to a specific point in time. It is becoming a more noticeable fact of 
everyday communication that a “real” self is difficult to pin down. Rather than the metaphoric 
realities of the texts considered here, everyday self-performance could perhaps be thought of as 
synecdoche. We see parts of a self-performance attempting to stand in for a whole, complete 
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person, but that whole person becomes more and more difficult to understand as the individual 
pieces accumulate. The possibilities of fiction, and the plausible comparison to the real, can 
simplify the task, at least where our public figures are concerned. 
The possibilities of fiction are not only a means of simulating access to a more cohesive 
representation of self, however, but can also offer the pleasures of simulating access to what can 
seem to be a more authentic version of a self: what happens outside of the front region frame, away 
from the cameras, beyond the realm of public self-performance. Lemi Burah points out the 
voyeuristic pleasures of reality television, taking care to distinguish this contemporary cultural trait 
of “non-pathological voyeurism” where one “derive[s] pleasure from learning about others’ private 
details” (191-92). This is opposed to the more established psychiatric definition of voyeurism as a 
sexual fetish of “covert observation” (Barah 191). In his study, Barah writes that the voyeuristic 
pleasures of reality television, such as the access to personal information about the contestants and 
witnessing of their actions in spaces coded as private (194-195), differs from the voyeuristic 
pleasures afforded by cinema due to “the aura of realism and spontaneity [reality television 
programs] invoke” (192). I propose that with the docucharacter, however, these pleasures of non-
pathological voyeurism and the sense of realism and spontaneity can be fulfilled by the simulated 
hyperreality of the fictional world on screen (whether that is the cinema screen of the biopic, or the 
e-reader screen of the fan fic), where the imagination is engaged and encouraged to accept 
representation as plausible truth.  
Barah’s study deals with reality television featuring ordinary people (like Survivor or Big 
Brother) rather than reality television featuring celebrities (like Keeping up with the Kardashians, 
or the versions of formats like Big Brother populated with celebrity contestants). When it comes to 
actual public figures appearing on camera in the reality of their private lives, a documentary that 
gives an insider perspective can be an enjoyable voyeuristic experience. For example, the 
documentary film Weiner (Kriegman and Steinberg 2016) intended to capture disgraced 
congressman Anthony Weiner as he redeemed himself through a run for mayor of New York City. 
The story the documentary ended up telling, though, was about the inner workings of Weiner’s life 
as another sexting scandal came to light during his campaign. The resulting film is a wealth of non-
pathological voyeuristic pleasure of witnessing how a scandal can damage both the public and 
private lives of a known person. However, many public figures are not as fond of cameras as 
Anthony Weiner, and, most of the time, a public figure does not have cameras documenting those 
moments of their private lives that the public is most curious about. Even with the degree of access 
Weiner has to its subject, it is not without its moments when the documentarians are asked to leave 
the room, where private conversations between Weiner and his (then) wife, Huma Abedin, play out 
behind closed doors. Not only does the frame of fiction provide simulated access to those kinds of 
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moments, but to the imagined interiority of the subject, making visible private thoughts and actions 
that further engage the need to know that is such a prominent focus of contemporary media culture. 
Through its metaphorical engagement with actuality, the docucharacter in its various forms can 
offer insights into the personal and private: even if it is not literal truth, there is still the pleasure of 
access, and, through its plausibility or the appeal of a revelation, the pleasure of believing it could 
be true. 
I do not claim there is a direct line of correlation between social media or reality television 
and the ways public figures are adapted to screen texts. I do propose, however, that both are 
symptoms of the same cultural moment. It is a cultural moment that carries with it the expectation 
of knowing everything about everyone, an expectation that is shaped by media-savvy consumers 
who recognise that the knowledge in question may very well be carefully constructed, purposefully 
orchestrated to give a specific performance of self. There is always an inaccessible aspect to a 
public figure, and there is always something that will be unknown about people in our everyday 
lives. In crafting a fiction that is connected to recognisable or verifiable fact, not only does fact 
anchor a fiction to the real to create a plausible argument about its subject, but there is also a 
pleasure in its plausibility. Whether the fiction exists only in our imaginations or is committed to 
film in a multi-million-dollar Hollywood production, possible and plausible truths can be an 
enjoyable substitute for actual access and insight. Social media turns our personal lives into data, 
and “[o]nce your data is online, it no longer belongs wholly to you” (Wayne). As ordinary people 
present their private selves in public forums more and more, we become just as open to being 
remixed, reappropriated, and re-imagined as something that no longer directly refers to our 
unknown private selves.  
Multiple versions of narratives, characters, and real people in screen media are another 
factor that shapes the contemporary approach to and reception of docucharacters. While the 
multiple versions of stories and characters that adaptation creates is not a new phenomenon, the 
speed and frequency at which stories and characters are being remade, rebooted, and recycled 
across screen media is. The popularity of comic book movies has given us multiple takes on 
characters like Batman and Spider-Man within the space of just a few years10. The need for 
relatively low-risk content with an established audience and a recognisable brand not only gives 
way to sequels and franchises but reboots and remakes of existing properties. The easy availability 
                                                 
10 In the twenty-first century, the Batman film franchise was revived by Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight trilogy (2005-
2012, played by Christian Bale), with the character soon rebooted for the continuing DC extended universe in Batman v. 
Superman: Dawn of Justice (2016, played by Ben Affleck). Sam Raimi’s Spider-Man trilogy ran from 2002-2007 
(played by Tobey Maguire), was rebooted with Marc Webb’s The Amazing Spider-Man films (2012 and 2014, played 
by Andrew Garfield), and the character again rebooted for inclusion in the Marvel cinematic universe, first appearing in 
Captain America: Civil War (2016, played by Tom Holland) and continuing in Spider-Man: Homecoming (2017) and 
anticipated future sequels within the Marvel universe. 
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of older film and television content in the digital archive makes the original version just as 
accessible as its remake, allowing multiple interpretations of a character or story to readily exist in 
the mind of the viewer, should they so choose. Once again, I do not argue that there is a direct 
correlation between something like multiple screen versions of a superhero character, and the 
multiple screen versions of a celebrity or public figure. The popularity and prevalence of both, 
however, indicates the re-creation and reimagining of multiple versions of the same characters and 
stories is becoming increasingly normalised in screen media. Much like the contested nature of 
biopic characters that are criticised for not representing a “true” or “real” version of their subject, 
there are remakes and reboots that face similar criticisms. Films like the female fronted 
Ghostbusters reboot (Feig 2016), the spurned Point Break remake (Core 2015), or the murderous 
characterisation of Batman in Batman v. Superman: Dawn of Justice (Snyder 2016) see audiences 
holding the newer versions up to comparisons of the versions they prefer and finding them lacking. 
As an actual public figure, or one characterisation of a public figure over another, may be taken as 
the “true” version, so too can other versions of remade and reimagined media properties be 
contested as truer than others, regardless of the equally fictional status of all of them. Audiences are 
becoming accustomed to navigating multiple co-existing versions of the same stories, of finding 
faults and choosing favourites.  
The expectation of customised content is also a part of contemporary media consumption 
that is perhaps related to the ways public figures are adapted to screen characters. Eli Pariser has 
articulated the concept of the “filter bubble” to describe the ways online algorithms in websites 
from Google to Facebook to Netflix learn our behaviour and preferences through use, then use that 
behaviour to deliver the content we wish to see at the exclusion of other interests or points of view. 
The process of the filter bubble often happens without our knowledge, with these kinds of 
personalisation filters “indoctrinating us with our own ideas, amplifying our desire for things that 
are familiar” (Pariser 15). The way the world is reflected back to us online as we wish to see it, 
customising content for our own needs, is echoed in the creation of docucharacter. RPF fan fiction 
is the most obvious evidence of this, as fans follow the tradition of textual poaching to remake 
media texts in ways that cater to their various individual or collective wants and desires. Ezekiel 
Kweku writes about the culture of political memes in much the same terms, referring to the 
characters created from parody characterisations, Twitter accounts, and memes (such as the Texts 
from Hillary meme or The Onion’s ongoing characterisation of “Diamond Joe” Biden) as “liberal 
fan fiction.” Kweku argues that there is a place for fun and humour in the consumption of politics, 
but as these comforting idealised or comedic characterisations are recirculated among the same 
ideologically connected publics, the perception of reality is distorted when “as with any other 
metaphor . . . you return to it so often that you start projecting the characteristics of the metaphor 
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back onto reality” (emphasis in original). There is not that same sense of audience power for 
creating a customised filter bubble in mainstream Hollywood film as there is with audience 
generated content like fan fiction or memes. However, as discussed in the introduction to this thesis, 
the approach to contemporary biopic that Rebecca Sheehan describes, the “instant biopic” that 
quickly serves up modern history for dramatization or takes the more distant past and frames it in 
ways that resonate with contemporary issues, does work to customise historical or contemporary 
events in ways that enable the audience to make a more personal connection with them. Instant 
biopic films like The Social Network, Game Change, and American Sniper, become a means 
through which to engage with a subject in popular discourse that is often coloured by its own place 
in an individual’s filter bubble, dictated by their existing ideological perspective. Additionally, 
through the instant biopic the audience gains access to events that they may or may not remember, 
and if they do, it is likely to only be the memory of an outsider’s point of view. By connecting with 
characters, the viewer can place themselves in the story as they engage with the affective experience 
of the film. This creates personalised memory that supplements the public memory of events that 
they did not directly experience.  
This personalised memory no longer needs to make a claim to being the definitive story of 
the life of its subject. Once again, the digital archive enables supplemental information to any 
viewer who seeks it out and allows space for dialogic unpacking of what is fact and what is fiction, 
and which fictions manage to reveal a truth that fact alone could not reach. For instance, a television 
series like The People v. O.J. Simpson comes with weekly recaps that include fact checks of major 
moments in the online versions of publications like Vanity Fair and Rolling Stone. As discussed in 
the introduction to this thesis through the example of American Sniper and the character Chris Kyle, 
critical reception of contemporary based-on-a-true-story films rarely goes by without a 
consideration of the truth claims of the film, what really happened, what has been left out, and what 
was made up for the film. It is again a case of having the media space for multiple versions of the 
story to exist at once, not just multiple fictionalised versions, but those metaphorical fictions and 
their comparative relationship to literal fact.   
To illustrate the final conclusions of this thesis, I turn to another Aaron Sorkin-penned 
biopic about a tech magnate. This time, the film is Steve Jobs. The 2015 film directed by Danny 
Boyle and starring Michael Fassbender is not the only version of Steve Jobs to appear on screen. 
The 1999 TNT television movie Pirates of Silicon Valley depicts both Jobs (played by Noah Wyle) 
and Bill Gates (played by Anthony Michael Hall) in its narrative of the development of the personal 
computer, and the Funny or Die online parody biopic iSteve (with Justin Long as Jobs) claims the 
title of being the first screen depiction of Jobs following his death, beating the two subsequent 
biopics to the title. The first mainstream Steve Jobs biopic, 2013’s Jobs (with Ashton Kutcher in the 
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title role) was the version most present in the minds of the viewing public in relation to Steve Jobs, 
however, given the short release window and same distribution context of the two films. The 2013 
film follows a more classical Hollywood biopic structure, opening with the event that returned Jobs 
to the cultural forefront in the later part of his life—the introduction of the iPod—and then 
following a chronologically linear depiction of Apple’s development, Jobs’ failures with the 
company and in his personal life, and his final triumphant return to the company. Steve Jobs, 
however, is structured around three events: the 1984 launch of the Apple Macintosh, the 1988 
launch of the NeXT computer after Jobs is pushed out as Apple CEO, and the 1998 unveiling of the 
iMac following Jobs’ return to Apple. The front-stage/backstage structure of these events, their lack 
of direct diegetic narrative connection that can potentially be clarified through extra-textual 
information, and the character study this structure allows, are worth briefly examining for how they 
open up some of the ideas about docucharacters in this thesis. 
The demarcations between the public and private selves of celebrities and their merging in 
adaptation—which has been at the core of this thesis—are made literal in Steve Jobs. With its 
structure based on three public events, there becomes a literal division of front- and backstage as 
Jobs is depicted in backstage space: the private self revealed in preparation for the public event. The 
three public event product launches and the connective montages of archival news footage that 
outline the events between each jump in time comprise the known public: the documentary 
evidence around which the plausible construction of the backstage, private Jobs is built. The 
backstage Jobs draws on further pieces of public knowledge, largely his relationship with his 
daughter Lisa, who Jobs spent years denying was his biological child. Other relationships of public 
record, such as Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak (Seth Rogen) and John Sculley (Jeff Daniels), 
Jobs’ decade-long replacement as Apple CEO, form the loose narrative of the film’s three acts. The 
specificities of the events that cause shifts in these relationships from one time period to the next are 
not laid out on screen. They are instead alluded to by the time jump montages between acts, as well 
as through references in dialogue. Unlike the more classical biopic style of the earlier Jobs film, the 
events are not enacted to be witnessed by the audience. If the audience wishes to know the finer 
details behind what the characters reference (if the viewer is not already familiar with the details of 
these events), they must go to an extra-textual source. This source may be anything from the Walter 
Isaacson biography which the film credits as its adaptive source material, a critical review of the 
film, a cursory Google search and Wikipedia skim, or the other screen versions of Steve Jobs that 
exist in the digital archive.  
Given the lack of enactment of narrative events in Jobs’ life, the film becomes less about the 
telling of the events of a life, as the classical Hollywood biopic aimed to do, and more of a character 
study. This portrait of Jobs is made from reactions and relationships rather than events. For all its 
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lack of narrative enactment, the film remains an attempt to reveal a “truth” about Jobs as a person. 
For example, the character study touches on Jobs’ drive and perfectionism, his showmanship, his 
philosophy of the relationship between art and technology, the explanation of his drive as rooted in 
his early life as an adopted child, and the neoclassical biopic trope that history’s Great Men are not 
always good men. The film’s lack of a distinct life narrative also serves to highlight that this film 
makes no claim to being the definitive telling of the life of Steve Jobs, but rather a telling: a 
version. Specifically, the Sorkin/Boyle/Fassbender version.  
Steve Jobs is emblematic of the kind of characters discussed in this thesis. A character 
adapted from a real public figure, crafted from the merging of known fact and recognisable memory 
with speculated or imagined invention that makes an argument for this version of the unknown 
private self being a plausible one. Shaped by the various creative producers involved and the 
necessities of form, genre, and medium, the audience witnesses a believable fiction: events that may 
not have literally taken place, but that are anchored to actuality in ways that allow audiences to 
entertain them as possibilities. These possible private selves of public figures give us a simulated 
access to them far beyond what the public image alone outside of the frame of fiction can offer. 
This thesis has only touched on the possibilities for what a character-focused consideration 
of the adaptation of real people can uncover about the ways audiences engage with versions of their 
world. There are a number of avenues for further research into this topic. The most prominent of 
these avenues would be to move from considering docucharacters in texts to studying the reception 
of docucharacters in order to understand exactly how characters based on real people can shape 
popular understanding of a public figure, or alter the direction of their extra-textual public image. 
There are also avenues of investigation for remaining with a text-focused methodology, such as 
considering contemporary biopics like Steve Jobs in terms of their possibilities as character studies, 
rather than life narratives. Other recent biopics that feature minimal classical narrative structure or 
focus on a very small portion of their subject’s life, such as Jackie, and two films depicting a young 
Barack Obama, Southside with You and Barry, could be better understood as character studies than 
as biopic narratives. If the character-focused trend of films such as these continues to emerge in 
contemporary biopic, the docucharacter approach could become a useful method in analysing these 
films and the meta-commentaries their characters make about the formation of identity and history. 
Another avenue for investigation into docucharacters in texts is the emergence of quality 
television drama series depicting real events. While the historical mini-series is not a new 
phenomenon, a limited anthology series like The People v. O.J. Simpson could be worth examining 
in terms of its treatment of docucharacters in light of the possibilities for serial narrative and 
character development that have emerged in contemporary television studies. These kinds of series 
are largely coming from the Ryan Murphy stable of anthology productions, with upcoming seasons 
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of the American Crime Story franchise slated to depict public figures in telling the stories of 
Hurricane Katrina in season two, the murder of Gianni Versace in season three, and the Monica 
Lewinsky scandal in season four (Petski). Additionally, Murphy’s Feud series, which tells the story 
of Joan Crawford and Bette Davis in its first season, will depict Prince Charles and Princess Diana 
in its second (Goldberg). Limited series are not the only dramatic depictions of docucharacters on 
television, with Netflix originals such as The Crown (2016 - ) and Narcos (2015 - ) offering 
examples of continuing serialised programs based on real lives. If the positive critical and popular 
response to The People v. O.J. Simpson and the subsequent line-up of similar ventures is indicative, 
the formula of the real events quality television limited series may be a re-emerging trend in 
television drama in the form of themed anthologies. 
The individual case studies of this thesis also open up further avenues of investigation in 
terms of the docucharacter as an ontological category. How does characterisation work in RPF 
fandoms based on different kinds of celebrities, and how can an RPF characterisation take on a life 
of its own within the community and become far removed from their source? How do different 
styles of celebrity impersonation and different performances of the same public figure work with 
different styles of comedy in the production of audience response? How are satirical docucharacters 
constructed in online textual and visual forms, such as memes, parody Twitter accounts, and articles 
in The Onion? Are there other possible functions of celebrities performing themselves in fictional 
texts? How does the self-performance of stand-up comedians in diversified front stage venues such 
as social media or written memoir correlate to their fictional self-performance? These questions are 
clearly beyond the scope of this work, but perhaps the definition of the docucharacter established 
here can be applied to considering these and other questions related to fact-fiction media and the 
ways they shape our understanding of public figures. 
Viewing metaphorical representations of the real as lies that tell a truth is a useful way to 
combat the literalist interpretations often used to malign fictionalised media based on true stories. A 
“lie that tells a truth” is most often used as a way of referring to something that is purely fictional, 
but it is equally applicable to the biopic and other stories based on real people and events: those lies 
are based in truth, and in doing so, they can access other kinds of truths. As these stories based on 
real events are lies that tell a truth, so too are the characters adapted from real people. The lie is in 
what is invented, the truth is communicated by making the lie plausible enough to believe. What 
truth it tells, and whose truth it tells, can be deconstructed by considering the various factors at 
work in the analysis of this thesis: who is producing the content and how is it produced? What is 
included and what is left out? How is fact supplemented by fiction? How are producers, audiences, 
genre, medium, and performance offering explanations through their storytelling? RPF fan fiction 
may tell a truth about its writers and readers. A contemporary biopic may tell a truth about the 
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culture of the past in relation to the present. A sketch character may tell a truth about the unspoken 
subtext of a public image. These truths are experienced and exposed by the ways audiences connect 
with characters and stories that help explain the real world in which they were first staged.  
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